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Peace Corps
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PREFACE

WATERPURIFICAT_ON,__DISTRIBUTION, AND SEWAGE DISPOSAL Is designed to a

aid both the.teChnical instructor. as a training manual and the Peace

Corps Volunteer as a field_resqurce reference. _We:hppe that the man -.

ual will help tturn out,Volunteers who can perform effectively in

the field;

Each logical 'unit of instruction is sub.-divided into the following

categories:

OVERVIEW A statement summarizing the general significance of
the material to follow, and points requiring special

emphasis.

-OBJECTIVE 'A definition-of the goal to be-achieved by the trainee

for that unit of instruction.

TASKS The steps to be followed.to accomplish the.objective.

FUNCTIONAL The knowledge and skills needed to be able to perform

SKILLS the tasks.

.TERMINAL_ The means of evaluating the ability of- the trainee to

PERFORMANCE perform the skills needed to complete thetatkt in-

TESTS order to accomplish the.objectiVei

RELATED Content information describing the knowledge and skills

INFORMATION needed to perfOrm the tasks correctly.

LESSON 'Suggested guidelines for providing instructional time

PLANS for the essential areas of each unit.

Although we have followed a,typical pattern of presentation, offering

logical units of information, it is important to kdbp in mind th t the

manual is to be used in preparing Volunteers for a program and at no

s4ngle unit can possibly stand alone. All are interrelated and need to

be included in a systematic presentation. Its value as a refermce tool
will come after the_ skills have been learned and the Volunteer As over-

seas. Once in the field, the objectives and tasks can be used by the

Volunteer as an outline'description of how the project should proceed.

During the early stages of the project, valuable suggestions and opinions

were offered by VITA Volunteers, Robert Portman, James Patterson, Morton

Hilbert and Ramesh Patel.

To Union College students Robert Okello and Richard Sack who collected,

summarized, and organized the material into the manual's present formats

a most sincere vote of thanks. Without their efforts, we would still be

in first draft stages.



For reviewing the final draft and offering sound Suggestions for improve=
Menti Aobert Ellis deserves a vote of thanks.'

A deep boW to Ethel Carlson, who managed to keep all the horses on the
track, and Barbara Illeiwho spent many hours trudging through first
draft scratchings.

Special appreciation is extended to Messrs. Richah Williams and Mike
Furst, United States Peace Corot, and Ken Kalb, Executive Director, VITA.
Without their vision, support and encouragement, this manual would not have
been written.

Finally,` errors and *oversights mustA)e credited

Schenectady, New-York
April 18; 1969

Michael J. GldWacki

Project Coordinator"

or
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SECTION 1

WATER SUPPLY SOURCES

OVERVIEW:

The purpose of a water supply system is to distribute water to the locations
where it is needed, A source of water must be found which is adequate in
quantity and quality. An understanding of the geblogiCal properties of the
earth is necessary to recognize and evaluate the potential sources of water
for this system.

This section is planned to familiarize the student with these basic geologi-
cal properties. Aho included is information on making topographic maps to
aid in this evaluation: This background knowledge is then used to describe
water sources and how they'can be developed to provide potable and palatable
water for distribution by the water supply system.

The learning activities in this section are primarily field exercises. The
trainees will be in the field seeing actual examples of water sources. They
will examine samples of the various rock types. The emphasis should be on
individual participation. It is only through this experience that a trainee
will be able to again recognize suitable sources when he is overseas.
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WATER PURIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION, ANO SEWAGE DISPOSAL

WATER SUPPLY SOURCES AND TREATMENT

SECTION 1: WATER SUPPLY SOURCES

OBJECTIVE: Locate and identify water supply sources and
determine potential feasibility as village or
rural water supply sources.

TASKS: 1. Procure existing topographic maps and sketches
of the area and consult people with a knowledge
of the same information ontthe types and loca-
tions of the sources.

2. Determine the location of any lakei\or ponds,
cisterns, springs, rivers, or wells itl re-
spect to the community.

\

3; Identify any lakes, ponds, rivers, sprin0s,
wells, or cisterns.

4; Roughly sketch the topography between the
sources and the community.

S. Plot -the location of any houses, livestock
grazing areas, privies; etc. on an existing
map or .a simple sketch map.

6. Estimate by means of field determinations ....-

and past records the amount -and the variation
in the amount of water available from each
source.

7. Identify the nature and quantity of any
physical; bacteriological, and chemical
pollutants'of each source.

8: Identify the extent to -which any developments.
would -Improve the quality or quantity of the
various potentially productive sources;

. Determine the cost of developments for each
potential source.

FUNCTIONAL SKILLS:

1. Interpret and make simple topographic maps.

2. Use a compass.

3. Identify the various types of water supply
sources.
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WATER SUPPLY SOURCES (cont.)

4; Identify the basit_rock and_soil_types_
and_knoW the hydrological properties of
each;

5. KnoW what factors influence the quantity
of a given water supply source.

6. Know what factors influence the quality
of a given water supply source.

7. Identify physical pollutants (the extent
of chemical and bacteriological pollution
will be determined by laboratory analysis).

8. Identify what developments can significantly
reduce pollution or improve the yield of the
various water supply sources.

9. Li t the relative costs of various typei of
sou ce developments.

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE TESTS:

l. Given -a compass, draw _a simple topographic
map of any prominent topographic features
such as a hill;

2. In a field exercise, correctly identify
the various types of water supply sources.

3. Correctly identify the basic rock and soil
types.

4. Correctly list the factors which influence
the quality and quantity of a given water
Supply Source, and the extent that each
factor influences that source as a water
supply consideration.

5: Given _a number of water samples, correctly
identify all physical pollutants present in
each sample.

6. Opposite each type of water supply source;
correctly list the developments that may
improve its quality or quantity.

7. On a written examination list the relative
cost of given tyces of source developments.

14
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WATER SUPPLY SOURCEi-AND_TREATMENT

WATER SUPPLY SOURCES

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPING

In planning a water distribution. or sewage disposal system; the

layout of the community_wlth-respect to any water supoly-sources-

mutt be mapped. When no maps of an area are available, crude

sketch maps are sufficient. Such mapt_should indicate the
approximate placement of any man-made structures, livestock

grazing areas, water supply sources, and disposal systems.

Topographic Contouring

A topographic map is a means of illustrating, through the

use of contour lines, the shape of the ground surface._ This _

exercise involves the determination of ground relief (topography)

from points whose elevations above sea level are known.

The method is called "contouring from spot elevations". The

data might have been obtained by_surveying with a plane table

and alidade, although modern topographic maps are made much

more easily and accurately by the stereoscopic plotting of

airphoto information.

Rules and hints in topographic contouring.

1. All_points lying on a- contour are_of the same elevation_

above (or below a rgerence point. However, one contour

need not satisfy all fhe points of equal elevation;' eg.

adjacent hilltops-15T similar relief might require sepa-

rate; closed contours each shoWing comparable levels.

Some contours may be cut by the edges of the map and appear

to be discontinuous but if the map be made large enough

every contour eventually closes on itself, becoming con-

tinuous.

2; With rare exceptions, the contour interval is constant for

the map area and is defined as the vertical distance be-

tween successive contours_. The contour interval is stated

as part of the scale of the map so that the vertical dimen=

sion of the contoured surface has identity. Ten-foot,

twenty-foot, fifty-foot and 100=foot intervals are common.

The interval is selected to best show the shape of the sur=

face at the desired horizontal scale Without requiring an

4 unnecessary, unreadable number of lines. The relief of the

area to be mapped also influences the choice of the contour

interval.

3. Contours do not cross. Such a situation would illustrate

an impossible ground surface shape. Contours are closely

spaced on steep slopes, and distantly spaced on gentle

slopes.

15



4. CI-6SW depression contours are hachured on the lower

side. They are used when all points within the line
are below_thelevel of the line. Obviously they_are

only required to_ Show depressions which are completely

surrounded by high ground.__Gullies_and river valleys

are not usually closed on_the downstream side and

therefOrd are not illustrated by depression_ contours:
A depression contour_takesits value ftoth that of the

lowest; topographically adjacent regular contour;

5. In contouring gullies and valleys, the contours _vee

in the upstream dit'ection. Be careful to confine the
stream to the lowest part of its valley by passing
the stream through the notch of the vee.

400

300

200

Fig. 1 Contour Lines

Contours are broken where numbering is necessary, to

improve readability.

6. The use of some degree of "artistic, license" is recom-

mended_in Contouring. Do_not attempt to just satisfy

the point data; Try to make the trend of a contour
reflect the trend of its neighboring contours.
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Fig. 2 Symbols for Topographical Maps
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Fig. 7 CONTOURING FROM SPOT ELEVATIONS
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1. Draw and label the contours every 100' (306, 400!, 500', ett.)

2. Indicate with dashed line a divide; with dotted line an area of future

stream capture. Label the highest point A; the lowest point B.

3. Distinguish areas of high and low stream gradient, indicate direction

of flow of streams.



General

In making a crude topographic sketch very little attention should
be paid to detail. Scale can be determined by pace, and direction
by a compass. Periodic sighting of a diStant object in a path and
determinalion of its position relative to a present mark will serve
or proper orientation.

Determining Pace

Lay out a one hundred foot interval Oh level ground, an uphill,
and a downhill- slope; If only a foot ruler is available, this may
be used to -mark out three_or_four feet' on_a sticki and this -stick
in -turn used to Measure the 100 feet. Being tateful to kirk nor-
mally, the map maker then_ determines the number of-paces over the
100 foot interval for each slope. By divisioni.it_is_then possible
to find-a number of feet in an average pace for uphill, level, and
downhill slopes.

Taking BearingsBearings with the Compass

A bearing is the compass direttieh from one point to another.-_A
bearing is always in a unidirectional sense; for example, if the
bearing_from A to B is M3OW,_the bearing from B'to A_can only be_
S30E. To read accurate nearings, three things_ must be -dole; (1)
the compass must -be leveled; (2) the point sighted must to centered
exactly in the sightt, and (3) the needle must be brought to' rest;

In a sketch mar; contours are used only to show the relative differ=..
ences_in_velevation:and_ithe nature6f-the-topography.- -Ut-is unneces-\,
sary to know the elevation of a given COatour or te tenitiett all of
them. Contours can be drawn arbit-arily to indicate thata-hillis
steep, a_stream runs in a given directioni_the community is uphill
from a water source; etc; A realistic sketch_map tan be drawn. by
estimating the_relief_of an area_around a: point and then proceeding
to a point on the periphery of this area. Plane table mapping may
prove more adequate when more detailed maps are required.

Map Making Usinn a Plane Table

A description is given for the construction of serviceable maps
using a plane table. Such maps are valuable for irrigation, drain-
age and village layout plans.

Tools and materials needed are:

Plane Table
Paper
Pencil

Ruler
Pins

Tape measure (optional)
Spirit level .(optional)

18



The first_step_is to decide on a scale_for the map; This is

determined by judgipq the longest distance to be mapped_and

the size of the map desired; It should be noted that the

map does not have to be made on a_ single sheet of paper but

Can be spliced together when completed; As an example' if one
wanted a map- 2 -1/2- feet -long to portray anarea whose major
Ostance is 1/2_Mild, 2640 feet, then a scale of 100 feet to
the inch would be convenient;

Paper thoUld be plated on the_plane table ancLtheplane_table
Oriented on or near some principal- feature of_the_map, that it,

a pathi_roadi creek streetiett. _A pin_should.then be-placed
vertically in the spot on the_finished map where-this location

is, desired. The plane table shouldibe_made level- = by use of

a spirit leyeli if available. The table_should be rotated to

a 0.606t orientation,. that is;_so that_the diVetion
pear on the finished map inAhe desired way, tNow_sight along

the first pin to another principal featurewhich_is visible

from tht table'location (a bend in the_roadi_a hill or_any
feature that will tie the_map_together)0 moving_the second pin

into_the line of:tight. A ruler may be used -for this purpose
if it has a tighting edge or even a couple of pins--stuck into

it Now draw_a line in the direction_defined by the two pins;

Kea-sure the dittante to -the feature observed either by pacihg

or with a tape, Scale_this distance along theline drawn:,
starting_at the initial -pin. Repeat this process for other_

principal features which may be seen from.this_location._ When

this has been done, move_the table to one of_the points just

plottedi_selectihg_one -

Which- will enable you to move -over

the territory in a convenient fashion; For_examplei folloW a_

lane or creek or -some feature which_ties_things together Set

up_the plane table Ott' this point and reorient_ the_ Do
this by putting pins into the map at the_present_and_previous

locations; Next rotate the table_so_that the pins line up with

the preVieUt letation._ This procedure in_ fact locates_the line

joining the two locations on_the map in -the same direction as

the line exists _-in_ nature. _; -Again from this new_location_map
in the desired features whith can be conveniently sighted.

In this way the entire region to be mapped may be covered in a

systematic way. If gaps appear or if more detail is needed,

you may go back and set up over some mapped feature, reorient

the map by sighting on a second feature, and proceed to map in

the detail.

An alternate procedure may he used in mapping features_which

are not going to be used as plane table locations in the map-

ping process. This involves.drawing a line in the.direction

19



.
pf each feature from two plane table'locations. The intersection
Of these two lines corresponding to a single feature locates-the
feature on the map; As a result this_avoids the_necessity for
measuring distances. _Note, however, that it is impossible to
avoid measuring the distances between plane table locations;

If a Spirit level is_availiblei it is possible to level the
plane table iccurately, and using -a ruler or other sighting
device; relative elevations may be- plotted -on the map. A stick_

about-s . e-marked tiff in inches,- tnd--

the person holding the stick vertically can, by moving his fin-
ger; identify to the person sighting, the distance up from the

ground through which the line of sight passes.

ROCK FORMATIONS AND THEIR WATER-BEARING PROPERTIFS

The rocks that form the crust of the earth are divided into three
classes:

Igneous-roCks*Which are derived from the hot magma deep in the_

earth. They includegranite and other coarsely crystalline_rocks.
dense igneous rocks_such as occur in dikes and sills, basalt, and

other_lava rocks, cinders* tuff, and other fragmental volcanic ma-
terialt.

Sedimentary-rocks which consist of chemical precipitates and of
rock fragments deposited by water; ice; or wind. They include de-

posits of gravel; sand. silt,:clay. and the hardened equivalents
of_these--!congtomcrate, sandstone, siltstone, shale, limestone;
and-depositS of gypsum and salt.

Metamorphic,--rotks whiCh are derived from both igneous and sedi-
mentary rocks through considerable alteration by hett-and pres-
sure at great depths; They include gneiss, sChisto quartzite,

slate; and marble.

Fig.4 PLANE TABLE MAPPING
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The pores, joints, and crevices of the rocks in the zone of saturation
are generally filled with water; Although the openings in these_rocks
are usually small, -the total amount of water that ran be stored_in the
subsurface reservoirs.of the rock formations is large. The most pro-
ducttve aquifers* are deposits of clean; coarse sand_and gravel:- coarse
porous sandstones; cavernous limestones; and broken lava rock. Some
limestones, however, are very dense and unproductive. Most of the ig-
neous and metamorphic rocks are hard, dense; and of low permeability;
They_generally_yield small quantities _of water. Among the_most unpro-
Auctive- i 1#s- -a nd- 'nays ;---The-openings- fir- these

terials are too small to yield water; and the formations are structur-
ally too incoherent to,maintain large openings_underpressure. Com-
pact_materials near the surface, with open joints similar to crevices
in rock, may yield small amounts of water.

EXAMPLES OF MIXED ROCK

Medium sand with fine gravel, gray

Medium gravel with coarse sand, brown

Clay with sand and fine gravel, blue

Fine gravel
Coarse sand, gray
Medium sand, gray
Fine sand, gray

Coarse Gravel, brown
Mediumgravel, brown
Fine gravel' brown
Coarse sand; brown
Medium sand; brown

Fine gravel., gray
Coarse sand; gray
Medium sand; -gra
Fine sand, blue
Clay; blue

20%
30%
40%
10%

20%
30%
20%
20%
10%

.5%

_5%
10%
20%
60%

-Ttie-nomenclature used in consolidated sedimentary rocks is very similar
to that used for the unconsolidated rocks; _The"foilowing-names-should
be applied to the consolidated equivalent of the eight classes of un-
consolidated rocks.

Name of unconSolidated rock Name of consolidated equivalent

1; Boulders
2. Coarse gravel
3. Medium gravel
4;- Fine gravel
5. Coarse sand
6. Medium sand
7; Fine sand
8. Clay

Boulder conglomerate
Coarse conglomerate
Medium conglomerate
Fine conglomerate
Coarse sandstone
Medium sandstone
Fine .sandstone
Claystone

* A form UM, group of formations, or part of a formation that is
water 14ir4g
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TABLE 1

UNCONSOLIDATED MATERIALS

Grade Name- Particle Dimensions**
(mmj din.)

GRAVEL

Very large boulders
Large boulders
Medium boulders

Small boulders
Large cobbles

2048 to 4096 80 to 160
1024 to 2048 40 to 80
512 to 1024 20 to 40

256 to 512 10 to 20
128 to 256 5 to 10

Small cobbles
Very coarse pebbles

64 to 128 2.5 to 5
32 to 64 1.3 to 2.5

Coarse pebbles
Medium pebbles

16 to 32 .6 to 1.3
8 to 16 .3 to .6

.Fine pebbles
Very fine pebbles

4 to 8 .16 to .3
2 to 4 .08 to .16

SAND-

Very coarse sand
Coarse sand

1 to 2
.5 to 1

Medium sand .25 to .5

Fine sand
Very fine sand
Coarse silt

.125 to .25

.062 to .125
:031 to .062

CLAY AND
SILT

Medium silt
Fine silt
Very fine silt
Coarse clay

Medium clay
Fine clay
Very fine clay

.016 to .031

.008 to .016

.004 to .008

.002 to .004

.001 to .002
.0005 to .001
00024 to .0005

American Geological Institute Data Sheet No. 7
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Name to be
Applied in
Logging.

Boulders

Coarse
Gravel

Medium
Gravel

Fine
Gravel

Coarse
sand

Medium sand

Fine sand

Clay
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Fig. S NOMENCLATURE OF-UNCONSOLIDATED ROCKS
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Sedimentary rocks and volcanic rocks are sometimes interbedded with
strata of volcanic ejecta. Some of these_strata have been deposited.
by water and others by direct air fail. The terms "pumice" and "cin-
ders" should be used to describe these materials,

Pumice A very light, excessively-cellular volcanic glass. Zts
color is generallY light gray or white and is often so
light that it will float on water.

Cinders Uncemented glassy and vesicular ejecta from a volcanic
cbne. Generally black or red in color. In logging a
well penetrating into strata of cinders, the cinders
should be also described by color and degrees of coarse-
ness.

MISCELLANEOUS TERMS RELATED TO SEDIMENTARY ROCKS:

Caliche A hard lime deposit genarally found in the soil zone
in arid.regions. It is usually found in layers rang-
ing from a few inches to a few feet in thickness.

Chalk A soft, white to gray, fine-grained limestone; Often
incorrectly used on well logs to describe diatomite.

Diatomite A soft. White to gray, fine-grained rock composed of
the siliceou:-shells of diatoms;

Dirt A term used.by many well drillers'to describe the soil
zone. The term "soil" with a_descriptive adjective as
"gravelly soil" or "sandy soil" is recoMmended for use
on well lobs.

Gumbo A_term applied by some well drillers to a soft sticky

Clay. The term "soft sticky clay" is preferred for
use on well logs.

Hardpan A term that .has been applied to many hard impermeable
rocks including glacial Sill, calichei conglomerate,
claystone, and sandstone. The term should never be
used on a well log.

Loess Wind deposited material composed chiefly of ,silt but
may contain subordinate amounts of very fined sand and

clay._ Loess should generally be reported as clay on
a well log.

Mud A_term used by many_well_drillers to describe soft
clay or silt. The term "soft clay" is preferred for
use on well logs.

Quicksand A term often applied to "running" or "heaving" sand;
The terms !finesandi_waterbearing" or medium sand,
waterbearing" is preferred for use on well logs..

c; 24



Shale

Slate
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A_laminated claystone. As laminations are not generally
discernible in drill cuttings, the term "claystone" is
preferred for use on well logs.

A metamorphic rock possessing a very well developed -platy
cleavage; The term has been used_by_many well drillers
to_describe a 'llard clayttone"._ It is recommended that
this term not be used to describe sediMentary rocks but .

restricted to true slates;

POROSITY AND PERMEABILITY

Porosity _is essentially the capacity of a rock or sediment to contajn
water. It can be measured as the total volume of a material that is
void space.' Permeability is the capacity -of a rock or sediment to
transmit water. Permeability is measurable as the quantity of water
fldwing through a given cross-sectional area per unit time. Permea-
bility is directly proportional to grain size- Thus clay, which has
a high porosity, has a very lesormeability *cause it is fine
grained.

The following figures indicate the porostiy of common soils and rocks:42

Sand and gravels of fairly uniform size
and moderately compacted

35% - 40%

Well-graded and compacted sands and
gravels

25% - 30%

Sandstone 4% - 30%

Chalk 14% - 45%

Granite, schist, and gneiss 0.02% = 2%

Slate and shale 0.5 % - 8%

Limestbne 0.5 % - 17%

Clay 44% = 47%

Topsoils 37% - 65%

Silts may be as high as 80% porosity In general, soils with fine,
separate particles, such as clay', todsoil, and silt, have a very high
porosity. In other words, they have a big, volume in which water can
be stored.

-1
_

EVALUATION OF SOURCES'

THE QUilLITY OF WATER

Absolutely pure water is never found in nature. The impurities in water
vary from dissolved gases and chimicil compounds to suspendedhmatter

such as disease organisms and dirt. Mile some of these impurities
can be seen by the naked eye and °the's can be detected by taste or odor,
most can be detected only by laborato y test;
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Water takes on various characterTstics and properties as'it passes
over and through the earth. These characteristics and properties
vary, and are dependent on the materials encountered. They maybe
classified according to means, of detection as physical.(detected-AY
e or more of,the five senses) and chemical (deteCted by chemical
nalysis). The most important physical characteristic's are turbidity,

_Color, odor, taste and temperature.. The most important chemical char-
a4eristics are acidity; alkalinity, hirdness, and corrosiveness.
Sometimes these two. types_ of characteristics overlap; for example, iron
in water is a dissolved mineral detectable by chemical analyiis, yet
its color and taste are also physical. This section discusses these
characteristics and their causes.

BACTERIOLOGICAL QUALITY

The selection of a source of supply may be restricted because of eco-
nomic or technical limitations involved in the use of normal water-
treatment processes for making the water from this source safe for
human consumption. 0 .

.The effectiveness of a water-treatment process can not be established
in specific, quantitative values. For instance, the bacteriological'
quality of filtered. chlorinated water is dependent upon the bacterial
content of the raw water; its chlorine demand; the coagulating, settling
and filtering characteristics of the treatment plant; the degree of
uniformity of the raw water; and, not least, the integrity.and ability

fofi catnhcee
toref attmhee ndt

epleae

n t

of
o pebrcatteorr.

aFuorlthuermor
e,_ the public health signi-

g ltion of raw water, and hence
of any bacteria remaining in the treated water produced, depends .upon
the probable sOurce of contamination of the raw water with coliform
organisms; which serve as an ladicator of pollution. These organisms
may have originated_largely from surface drainage, a situation likely
to be moSt noticeable when man.med fields are found within the watershed
involved. On the other hand, sewage pollution may be the chief source
of such organisms, in which case the indidence of intestinal diseases
among the population contributing the sewage would hive ammarked impact'
on the water. In this case the probable ratio between the numbers of
pathogenic organisms and of coliform bacteria in the polluted'water'
will be considerably increased. Such conditions are often encountered'
in rural as well asos izurban areas where, intestinal diseases constitute
a serious public heal h problemithe-treatment-Of.the sewage is not prac-7ticab4e, and effecti e water-treatment is beyond the economic and tech-
nical resources available.

For these reasons, any bacteriological standards of quality adopted
for drinking-water on a country-wide basis. generally, appear to be
too_rigid_for large areas where, because of economic and_social con-
ditions, they are most difficult to apply and enforce. However, it
must be reckoned that_ the adoption under these circumstances of -more
lenient standardsi_betause_they_aftear to be -'mar istic,_only
confuse thd issue by lowering the goal of saf- and po bility without
providing a_ meaningful substitute. Instead; it is preferable to keep
thepUbTiChealthbbjectives of the water supply constantly in mind,

" A -
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but.to appradse local _situations andreview_pertinent information in

the light_orquel1fied professional judgement; In,many cases, there=

ford* it is best for you to rule out -the use_of_mahy surface waters

which might appear to be suitable and convenient sources of potable

water supply, and to throw_considerable emphasis _upon the use of

ground waters whenever feasible.

The above statement should_ not_ be interpreted to mean that surface

waters, because_ of bacteriological_considerationsi_are unsuitable

sources of supply for rural communities. This Would be far from -the

truth.; In facto the use of_surface waters often makes it possible to

provide_ consumers with ample quantities of_ water in their oWh homes,

thus fulfilling most_of_the major_health objectives-of the systems;

In some instancet_this 1s_achieved by passing surface water_through a

Simple and economical treatment plant. In most -rural situations such

a system may be considered as_a step -in the right direction; and it

to'be preferred to the appalling conditions under which thd villagers

are forced:to CarrY. or even to purchase, small amounts of raw and

polluted water; As time goes_on, public pressure,_technological ad-

vancesi_and the development:through training of local skills, will

gradually bring about trmimprovement of pant efficiency, Operation
And technical 'superiision to a point where the enforcement of existing

standards Of water. quality may be possible;

It is necessary and desirable to_establish sOMe_fOreof control over

rural water,supplies. However-6_1n most countries of the world, routine

aCteriolOgital control,. which is obligatory in urban communities,_

would be unrealistic_ under rural situations, as indicated by the above

discussion._ _In_the la,tter, the attention the local health admin-

istration ShbUld be concentrated primari on-those major elements of

location and design of the supplies wh will- afford natural prOtec-

tion later_againstoutside contam. -on; -and on routine sanitary in-

spectitiS by_squalified sanitaria si to_educate_thezrural popUlation

in the application and enforcement-of rural_sanitation regulations.'

Periodically _tests fin.. physical,_ chemical, and bacteriological_quality

shOuldbeffiadeforthepurposeof-detecting major health hazards.

BacteriologiCal Standards for Drinking Water Recommended by the

WHO Study Group

Some public drinking-wa4MPter supplies are chlorinated or otherwise-'

disinfected befompeing distributed; others are not. Effective

chlorination yields a water which is virtually free from conform

organisms i.e. these organisms are absent in 100-ml portions;

if communal supplies ahfch are distributed without treatment or

disinfection cannot be maintained to the bacteriological standard

established for treated and disinfected water* steps should be

taken to institute chlorination or disinfection, or other treat-

ment, of these supplies.

A standard demanding that coliform organisms be_absent from each

100-ml sample _of_water entering the_ distribution system,whether_

the_water be diSinfected_ornaturally pure--and from at least 90% 11'

of the samples taken from the distribution system can be;applied
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in many parts of the world. Although there is no doubt that this
is a standard that should be aimed at everywhere, there are many
areas in which the attainment of such a standard is not economi-
cally or technically practicable.

In these circumstances there would appear to be economic and
technical reasons for establishing different bacteriological
standards for public water-supplies which are- treated or.disin-
fected and for those which are not treated. The following bac=
teriological standards are recommended for treated and untreated
supplies of present use throughout the world, with the hope that
i$nprovements in economiCand technical resources will permit stric=
ter standards to be adopted in the future.

'The standards described below are based on the assumption that
frequent samples of water will be taken...For each individual
sample, coliform density is estimated in terms of the "most
probable number iMPN)" in 100-ml of water, or "MPN" index...
The use of the MPN index is recommended as the basis of quanti-
tative estimation of coliform density after full recognition of
its limitations. However, the value of the index is sufficiently
enhanced by the use of data from a series of samples to warrant
its use in the recommended standards.

Treated Water

to 90% of the samples examined throughout any year, coliform
bacteriA shall not be detected or the MPN index of coliform- micro-
organisms shall be less than 1.0. None of the samples shall have
an MPN index of coliform bacteria in excess of 10.

An MPN index of 8-10 should not occur in consecutive samples.
With the examination of five 10-ml portions of a sample this

would preclude three of the five 10-ml portions (an MPN index of
9.2) being positive in consecutive samples.

In any instance in which two consectuive samples show an MPN
index of coliform bacteria in excess of 8, an additional sample
or samples from the same sampling point should be examined with-

out delay. This is the minimum action that should be taken.
It may also be desirable to examine samples from several points
in the distribution system and to supplement these with samples
collected from sources, reservoirs, pumping stations and treat-
ment points. In addition, the operation of all treatment pro-
cesses should be investigated immedi4ely.

Untreated Water

In 90% of the samples examined throughout any year, the MPH index
of coliform micro - organisms should be_less_than__10. None of the

samples thoUld show an MPH index greater than 20.
o

An MPN index of 15 or more should not_be_permitted in consecutive

samples. _With the examination of five l0 -ml portiOns of a sample,

t?
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this would preclude four of the five 10-ml portions (an MPN index ----

of 16) being positive in consecutive samples. If the MPN index
is consistently 20 or greater, application of treatment to the
water-supply should be considered.

In any instance in which two consecutive samples show an MPN index
of coliform organisms greater than 10, an additional sample or
samples from the same sampling -point should be examined immedi
ately. It may also be desirable to examine samples from several
points in the distribution system and to supplement these with
samples collected from sources, reservoirs and pumping stations.

When accurate and complete data concerning the sanitary conditions
at the sources of an untreated water-supply, covering all possible
points, of pollution, are available and indicate that indices high-
er than the estAblished maximum may bear little relation to poten-
tial health hazards, the local health and water=supp1y authorities
should be responsible for ruling that such higher indices do not
constitute need for treatment of the water.

CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL QUALITY

Water_of good chemical and physical quality is necessary from the
points -of view of its acceptability by the people, the protection of
the health of the consumer;_ and the conservation of the water system.
Anyont Who has drank water from different sources encountered situa-
tions in which offending chemical substances have made a water source
unacceptable even though its bActeriological quality was excellent.

Palatability of water is a term which describes the characteristic of
being pleasing to the sense_ of taste. Drinking water should be free
from color, turbidity, taste,'arid odor, and; should be cool and aerated.
At least four human perceptions can be used in judging these qualities.

They are the senses of .tight (color and turbidity), taste, smell (odor),

and touch [temperature). However, palatable water is not always safe

to drink or potable.

Turbidity and color are important in rural water-supplies. Depending

upon the character of the watershed,- turbidity may varY_considerably
from one season to another because of rainfall. A sudden increase -in

turbidity may do serious damage, or at least stop the operation, of
small water-treatment_plants if adequate precautions-are not taken in
advance in order to Allbw for rejection of the incoming supplies at
Such times._ Water-from slow-moving streams and small lakes is likely

to be colored, at least during certain seasons of the_year. Both tur-
bidity And color will cause_ discoloration of clothes and may be respon-
sible for rejection of the supply if removal by simple and economical

processes cannot be achieved.

CORROSION AND SCALE

Hydrogen sulfide, dissolved oxygen, and carbon dioxide in water cause
acidity and are responsible for corrosion of iron pipes. Hydrogen

sulfide, which is sometimes found in deep=Well water, is a product of

decomposition of organic matter. It attacks cement and concrete and

29
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destroys storage tanks built of these materials. Dissolved oxygen
combines with ferrous iron, which is sometimes found in solution in
Well water, and produces ferric hydroxide, which is insoluble and
gives the water a rusty color. It may also cause serious corrosion
of distribution pipes and house plumbing pipes;

Perhaps the most important and troublesome of the_three_products
mentioned here is :carbon dioxide; which is often found in well water
and in'surface water_drawn from heavily wooded watersheds or from
the lower layers of deep ponds. Carbon dioxide in water is_respon-
sible_for heavy and rapid corrosion of unprotected pipes, thus crea-
ting increasing difficulties with maintenance and operation of a water
system. 'Various materials, mostly bituminous compounds and cement
are -used by manufacturers for lining the interior surfaces of pipes
against corrosion. These materials are also used to protect outside
pipe surfaces against corrosion caused by the contact of pipes with
certain soils and; under certain circumstances, by electrolysis.

Natural water containing carbon dioxide will_dissolve carbonates_from
rocks in the ground, thus producing soluble bicarbOnates. Depending
upon the relationships between the bicarbonate alkalinity and the pH
Of the water on the_one handi_and between_the_free carbon dioxide and
the alkalinity on the other, the water will either be corrosive or,
on thercontrary, will deposit a film of carbonate on,the inner sur-
face of pipes. This film may somtimes develop sufficiently to- become
a thick scale which obstructs small distribution and service pipes,
water, Meters, etc; _The prevention of corrosion and scale rests upon
the chemical control and maintenance of the proper equilibrium between
the three factors mentioned, i.e., by reducing the contentof carbon
dioxide_or increasing the alkalinity as-determined by special tests.
Except in rare instances, this type of chemical control is- beyond the
technical resources of small rural water-supply systems and, therefore,
will not be discussed here, in greater detail;

TURBIDITY

Turbidity i_a muddy or unclear condition_of water, caused by particles
of sand, silt, clay, or.organic matter being held in suspension. _The
faster water flows; the more material it picks up and the larger the
size of the pieces carried_along. As_water shows down;- the larger part-
ides settl out. Clay and silt remain suspended in water longest,
because of t eir particle size and specific gravities;

COLOR

Color in water is due to the presence of colured stibstances in solution
such as vegetable matter dissolved from roots and leaves, and to humus
and iron and tianganese salts. true color is due to substances in true
solution; apparent color includes true color and also that due to sub-
stances in suspension. Water taken from swamps, weedy lakes, and
streams containing vegetation is most likely to be colOred. Color may
also be caus by industrial wastes and turbidity. The latter is re-
sponsible fori,an apparent color, rather than the true color, and is
caused by materials of vegetable origin. Color as such is harmless,

7;
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but objectionable due to its appearance and to the taste and odors

sometimes associated with it.

ODORS AND TASTE

Taste and odors found in,water are most commonly caused by alga (min-.

ute water plants), decomposing organic matter, dissolved gases, or

industrial waste. _Mineral substances may also be a cause. Potability

is not normally affected by the presence of odors and taste-S. -On the

other hand, palatability is frequently affected, particularly when a

Substance such as bone or fish oil is present. Water containing one

of these substances in noticeable quantities is unpalatable. Tastes

and odors Which make water unpalatable must be removed. Use of free

available chlorine and activated carbon,will do much to prevent odor-

ous combinations of chlorine with organic impurities in water.

TEMPERATURE

Warm water tastes flat. Lowering the temperature of_ water suppresses

odors and tastes and, therefore, increases_its palatability. In the

summer the temperature of deep lakes and reservoirs decreases sharply

from top to bottom. By shifting the depth of intake, it may be pos-

sible to draw relatively cool water even during_ hot weather. Water

should be drawn from the lower depths when possible. _Cool water it

more viscous than warm water and thus is more difficult to coagulate

and effectively chlorinate than warm water due to slower reactions.

Water treatment times should be increased when water temperatures are

less than 45°F.

ACIDITY AND ALKALINITY

Some of the physical impurities_ mentioned -cause water to behave -as-

either an acid or as e baSe. The_degree of acid behavior_it called

acidity; The_degree of basic behavior -is called alkalinity. Since

either condition has an important.bearing on -water treatment, the

degree of acidity or of alkalinity must be determined.

The pH value is a measure of_the acidic or alkaline nature of the

water. The pH value ranges frOM O.= 14; A value of ?_is neutral.

A high pH value inditatts a very strong alkaline solutiOn.

The pH influences the corrosiveness-of the water, the_amount_of
them=

ical dosages necessary for proper disinfection, and the ability of

an analyst to detect contaminants.

HARDNESS AND OTHER CHARACTERISTICS DUE TO DISSOLVED MINERALS

Hardness is caused by_the soluble salts of .calcium, magnesium, iron,

manganese, sodium, sulfates, chlorides; and nitrates. The degree of

hardness depends on the type and on the amount of impurities present

in thewater. Hardness also-dependt on the aMdat of carbon dioxide

influences the solubility of the impurities that cause hardneSS.
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The_ hardness_ caused by tarbehates and bicarbonates is called carbonate
haedhess. The hardness caused by all others (chlorides, sulfates,
nitrates) is called non-carbonate hardness: Alkalinity is usually
equivalent to the carbonate hardness; Sodium; however; also causes
alkalinity. In natural_ waters, sodium -is not normally present in
appreciable amounts. Therefore; in natural waters, the alkalinity
is equal to the carbonate hardness. After a water has been softened,
however, a large amount of sodium remains in, the treated water; In

softened_water; the total alkalinity is the-sum of the carbonate alka-
linity plus the sodium alkalinity.

Hardness is undesirable in that it consumes soap; makes water less
satisfactory for cooking, and produces scale:in boilers and distil-
lation units.

The following minerals cause hardness in ground and surface waters:

Calcium carbonate; Alkaline and only slightly soluble;
causes carbonate hardness and alkalinity in water.

Calcium bicarbonate. Contributes to the alkalinity and
carbonate hardness'of water. Calcium bicarbonate when
heated produces carbon dioxide and calcium_carbonate.
This calcium carbonate precipitates as scale in boilers
and distillation units.

Calcium sulfate or gypsum. _Causes noncarbonate hardness
in water. Being_ more solUble in cold water than in het, it
separates from the water in boilers and forms scale on the
boiler tubes.,

Calcium chlotide. Causes hentarbenate hardness in water.
In steam boilers and distillation units, the'presence of
calcium chloride can cause chemical reactions which result
in pitting of the boiler tubes.

FACTORS INFLUENCING THE QUALITY OF WATER

As water goes through its hydrologic cycle, it gathers_numerous impurities.
Dusti smoke, and gases fill the air and tend to contaminate rain, snow,.
hali_arid Sleet. As runoff, water picks up silt, chemicals, and disease
organisms. As it enters the earth through seepage and infiltration, some
of the suspended impurities may be filtered out, but at the same time,
other minerals and chemicals are dissolved and carried along. It is now
ground water in an underground deposit and, although it may now become
leLs contaminated or polluted, it is not necessarily pure, and may contain
disease organisms as well as harmful chemical's;

In add ition to the impurities in water eesulting_febm_infiltration,_many
are contributed by an industrialized society. Garbage, sewage, industrial
waste, insect sprays, and chemical; biological, and radiological agents
are examples of these.
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Impurities in water are either suspended or dissolved. The suspended
impurities are usually more dangerous to health. They include mineral
matter, disease organisms, silt, bacteria, and algae, and must be des-
troyed Or removed from Water that is to be consumed.

1) The main factors influencing the 'quality of a given water supply
source are:

A) Nature of the surface geology; character of soils and rocks.

B) Character of vegetation; forests; cultivated and irrigated
lands, including salinity, effect on irrigation Water, etc.

C) Methods of_sewage disposal whether by diversion from watershed
or by treatment.

D) Character and efficiency of sewage-treatment works on watershed.

E) Proximity of sources of faecal pollution to intake of water
supply.

TURBIDITY TEST

The turbidity test is used to show the amount of suspended matter pres-
ent in raw water, and -also to determine the amount removed from treated

water. The test may be made with the white porcelain cup with its
black enameled dot, or by employing the turbidimeter and standard tur-
bidity solution. Rapid approxirAate readings only can be made by using

the. cup.

Turbidity Determination by Use of Measuring Cup:

The measuring cup can be used to determine whether raw water has

more or less than 100 turbidity units. If the black spot cannot

be seen when the cup is filled to the top with the Water sample,

the turbidity is 100 units or over. The turbidity is less than

100 units if the outline of the black spot is visible.

DOT CLEAR

'LESS THAN 5 ppm

DOT HAZY

BETWEEN 5 ppm AND 100 ppm

Fig. 6 Turbidity Test

.; DOT OBSCURED

MORE THAN 100 ppm
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Waters having low turbidities, such as effluent from a purified=
tion unit, may be checked by adding about 1/2 inch of water to
the cup and looking at the black spot, it appears as black as. it
was originally, the turbidity is less than 5 units. Turbidities'
over 5 units, produce a graying or milky hue in the black spot.

THE (9UANTITY OF WATER

Surface water originates mostly from rainfall and is. a mixture of surface
run-off and grouhd water. It includes large rivers, ponds and lakes, and
the small upland streams which_may originate from springs and collect the
run=off from the watersheds. The quantity of run-off depends upon a large
number of factors, the most important of which are the amount and intensity
of rainfall, the.climate and vegetation and, also, the geological, geog-
raphical, and topographical features of the area under consideration. It
varies widely, from about 20% in arid and sandy areas-Where-the-rainfall
is heavy. Of the remaining portion of the rainfall, some of the water
percolates into the ground, and the rest is lost by evaporation, trans-
piration and absorption.

FACTORS INFLUENCING THE QUANTITY OF WATER

A) Total annual precipitation.

B) Seasonal distribution of precipitation. Both the total annual
precipitation and the seasonal distribution of precipitation
are best determined by past record.

C) Soil porosity and permeability.

0) Annual and monthly evaporation and transpiration.

Ond of the first steps in the selection of a suitable water supply
source is determining the demand which will be placed on it. The
essential elements of water demand include the average daily water
consumption and the peak rate of demand. The average daily water
consumption must be estimated:

1. To determine the ability of the water source to meet con-
tinuing demands over critical periods, when surface floWs
are low, and ground-water tables are at minimum elevations._

2. For_purposes-of estimatfid§ quantities of stored water which
would sustain demands during these critical periods.

The peak demand rates must be estimated in order to determine plumbing
and pipe sizing, pressure losses, and storage requirements necessary
to supply sufffcient water during periods of peak water demand.
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TYPES OF SOURCES

SURFACE WATERS

Surface watet_SOUtces are likes and ponds, rivers, Streams, and control-

led Catchments (cisterns);

sakes and Ponds-

A lake or pond is any.standing body of inland water.

Quantity: Advantageous in that_it iS usuallY able to store

water in wet periods for use in dry periods;

Quality: Generally poor:. Nett-ally turbidity and bacteria are

the major pollutantt.___Use only when ground water sources

and_controlled catchments are not available or are insuf-

ficient or inadequate.

Development requireM6KM--The-i-deal- ion is that the water-

shed permits water of the highest quality to en e- pond -.-

To approach this goal, the watershed should be clean, free

from septic tanks, barns, privies, etc., protected against

erosion and drainage from livestock areas, and livestock

should be excluded (fencing if necessary).

Treatment requirements: No lake or pond Water can be considered

safe until it has been disinfected. Generally it is also

necessary to remove turbidity.

Treatment processes:

1) Sedimentation plant_- alUM for coagulation) allows

large particles of turbidity to settle out;

.2) Filtration to remove turbidity and reduce bacterial content.

3) Ditihfection

Warning: Lake and pOndwatetS usually require extensive treatment

and a_floatingAntake_structure; in many-cases-theifitttatfon

Unit becomes clogged and -must be cleaned. It is advisable to look

elsewhere for a source of water.

RiVett-and-S-treams

General: A stream or river is_a_bodY of tUnning_water on the sur-

face of the earth, from hi4het to lower ground;

Quantity: Yield controlled_by ratebf minimum flow per day and

year-: Streams generally exhibit marked seasonal variation in

flow;
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Quality:. Generall poor. Chemical nature partially dependent
on bedrock. hysical and bacteriological_quality highly_
variable. Eas ly contaminated. Impossible to exert sani-
tary control ov -watershed.

Development requirements: Requires-a submergg_Thtake 'structure
and in the case of small streams requires the construction
of small diversion dams;

Treatment requirements: Same as lakes and ponds. Likely to be
more turbid and have a greater quantity of chemical pollu-
tants.

Treatment Processes: Same as the lakes and ponds.

Warning: Rivers and streams should be considered last as a poten-
tial source of water unless, of course, adequate treatment
facilities already exist.

Springs

iSeneral: _The_oiiflOW of water that has previously run or per=.
--------coleted-thatugh the pores of rocks; Two types:

1. Gravity-grouhd water flows over impery iousStratum-onto
ground surface.

2. Artesian-water rise to surface after confinement between
two impervious beds.

Quantity: (1) Yield of gravity springs- fluctuates -with rainfall
Characteristically have low discharge; (2) Artesian springs

,tend to have a nearly constant yield.

Quality: Are subject to contamination near points of- emergence:
Poor to good. Usually contain dissolved minerals (especially
calcium carbonate). Caution*- springs emerging from limestone_
channels allow for_very_little-naturalfiltratib. -May - become

highly turbid and polluted after heavy rains. Careful inves=

tigation recommended.

Development requirements:_ Elimination of all sources of contami-
nation near point of emergence. If gravity type, further
development not recommended.
Requirements---(l) filtration-sometimes not necessary

(2) disinfection

Processes: (1) slow-sand filter 12) chlorination

I Gravity springs have_the advantage i_n_that they provide a
gravity type distribution system; A\filtration and storage
unit can be.constructed before- point-of emergence. Such_a

development is not feasible unless the'Spring'has a substan-
tial yield.

36
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Cttth-BAs4A4Acitteenq

General: A. sloping surface area for collection of rainfall run-
-off leading to,a cove4d lank (cistern). oRoofs are the most
common eallectfon'areas.

Quantity: Dependent on amount and variation of rainfall, evapora-
tion, infiltration, and replacement of the soil deficit. For

covered surfaces, losses are less than fifteen percent.

Quality: Wholly dependent on the character of the surface of the
area of collection.

Development requirements: Construction of a watertight, manholed
covered, tank with'outlet.

Treatment requirements: Tank must be periodically disinfected.
With fenced catch areas of clay surface, filtration advisable
before intake. With roofs, cement or other hard surfaces
it is advisable to. have some screen to catch leaves, etc.
Hard surfaces should be cleaned periodically.

Treatment processes: Disinfection is the only necessary treatment.

GROUND WATER

Ground water serves the great majority -of people who live in rural areas
and-heve-a terrsupply system of one type or another; The reason is
that; among the vari . : : t Ur of supplyi groundrwater_is_by far the
most practical and safe in nature. v 4K111==country such as the USA, municipal ground-water insta out
number surface-water supplies_ It is very probable that, for a long_
time to_come,_ground water will be the most important source of supply
for most rural communities of the world.

The advantages of ground water are;

1. It is likely to be free of pathogenic_bacteria; -

2: Generally, it may be used without further treatment;
3. In many instances it can be found in the close vicinity of

rural communities;
4; It_is often mast practical and economical to obtain and dis-

tribUte;.
5. The water- bearing stratum from which it is_drawn usually pro-

vides a natural storage at the point of intake.

The disadvantages are:

1. Ground water is often high in mineral content;
2. It usually requires pumping.

37
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In ground-water supply_investigations:and design, the engineer is
concerned with the following steps:

l. to find it in the required quantity_and quality as near as possible
to the center of consumption, in order to reduce transport costs;

2. to extract it by means of a system which produces the quantity re
quired, safeguards the quality, and at. the same time, involves the

_ least ,capital_outlay;
3. to transport the water to the consumer in a way which requires the

$ least amount of operational and maintenance skill and cost;

1 Areas where there are good possibilities of obtaining water from infiltration galleries. well-point

2 Ground water 'n at this point, so that flowing spring is fOrmed. At the fOot of river
banks and hills other springs ma

3 Top of ground-water table
4 Area of infiltration to supply.fOrmation B
A wi Non-confined (non-artesian). water-bearing formation covered with top soi

Confined (artesian). water-bearint formation
C Impervious roek, or hard-pan formation

Fig. 7 Geological Formations

Ground water is that portion of the atmospheric precipitation, mostly
rainfall, which has percolated into the earth to form underground de-

, posits called aquifers (water-bearing formations) (See Fig. 8). These

can be tapped by various means, to be discussed later; and, in the

great majority of cases, they can be used without further treatment for
individual and community water-supplies in rural areas. Fig shows

the occurrence and distribution of subsurface water.
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The great majority of wells for_rural water=supplies take water from

the 'free-water zone. (Figs. 9, 10). These will usually be jetted,

dug, driven, or bored wells. Infiltration galleries also take water

from this zone. Drilled wells often penetrate the confined water

aquifer. It is from thit stratum that flowing wells are developed.

The aquifer must be supplied with an ample quantity of Water if it is

to serve as a source. It is simply a reservoir and cai bedepleted in
the same manner as a surface reservoir if its supply is inferior to the

demand placed on,it. In rural areas this is very seldom a concern as
the-aquifer will usually be replenished sufficiently to supply_the rela-

tively small demands of rural communities.. An element of greater sig-

nificance for the engineer searching for greund water pertains to the
characteristics of the soil formation of th0 abuife-,Ai.e., to theabil-
ity of the aquifer to give up water and, therefore, to serve as a re-
liable source of supply.

The quantity of water that can be extracted from an aquifer will depend

on (1) its porosity and permeability, and (2) the draw-down in the

well. The porosity and the permeability, af a formation are limited

by nature;_and while conditions may be altered somewhat in the immediate

vicinity of a w*11 intake, the general'neture of the aquifer is'-fixed

and cannot bye modified. The draw-down in a well, however, can be varied

within the limits of the thickness of the aquifer, the penetration of

they:ell into the aquifer, and the capacity of the pump used (Fig. 9,10).

Ground formations, however, have a certain tendency to hold the water

and to give up only a part of it. This characteristic of a soil for-
mation is called permeability; it is the quality of a formation Which

controls the passage of water through it. From a knowledge of hydrau-
lics; it is obviouS that water will pass through large openings more

easily than it does through small ones.

Clays and topsoils have high porosity (large volume of voids) but low

permeability (very small opening between particles), so that Water

passes through them with great difficulty. Gravels and sands; on the

other hand, are permeable and therefore allow ground water to pass with

relative ease.. This type of formation is,also porous, as can be seen

above, so that it can store large quantities of water. These, then,

are the water-bearing formations molt amenable to the development of -

Wells and most important to the engineer in searching for a rural com=

munity water - supply; Sandstone is both porous and pervious and there:

fore an excellent aquifer which can be tapped to produce_large quanti-

ties of Water, especially if it is confined_as shown-in Fig. 9 ifor=

mation B) and Fig.10 Where it it known, for example; that sandstone
underlies an area, and where no other readily available source is found,

a test hole into this stratum would be argood risk. Chalk formations

in the British Isles and in Haiti are known to produce reasonable

quantities of water.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Foig. 9 SHALLOW WELL IN FREE-WATER ZONE
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Except for unusual geological features or underground dams, it can be
said that, in any drainage basin, ground-water always flows towards
the principal streams (Fig. 7 ). While there are exceptions to this
rule, the best place to look for shallow ground-water is at the bot=
tom of draws and valleys. It is in this area that pockets of sand
and gravel may have been deposited. If these are close to the present
stream or in an old course, they will probably be well supplied. Under-
ground sampling by boring or jetting in these areas will usually be
profitable. In this way, samples of the underground formation can be
taken and examined to Oetermine the characteristics of the aquifer and
its ability to supply the quantity of water needed. Fortunately, a
great many small towns,in rural, underdevgioped areas have been built
along natural watercourses, so that the possibility of finding avail-
able ground-water as a source of supply may be somewhat improved in
such areas.

DEVELOPMENT OF WATER SOURCES

BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

Development of a water source includes all work which increases the
quantity and improves the quality of the water, or makes it more readily
available for treatment and distribution. The development of surface.
water sources and springs is considered in this section.

In developing a source, dams, floats, galleries, and similar improvements
may be used to increase the quantity and quality of the water. Some
of the more common improvements are discussed in succeeding paragraphs.

Elaborate developments should be avoided; simplicity brings more rapid
results. A temporary water source should not be converted into a per-
manent one until the area has _been reconnoitered for a source requiring
less development. All intake hoses or pipes should be equipped with an
intake strainer regardless of the clearness of the water source. Suc-
tion strainers should be protected from floating debris which may dam-
age, clog, or unnecessarily pollute them. Proper anchorage of suction
lines and strainers prevents loss of prime, punctured or kinked lines,
And damage to strainer. Figures 11,12,13 and 14 depict several of the
common methods of suction inlet anchorage.

Water at the'intake point should be as clear and deep as possible. The
strainer -on the suction hose is placed at least 4- inches below the water
level. This precaution reduces the possibility of the strainer becoming
clogged with floating debris, or the prime being lost due to air getting
into the suction line.

SURFACE WATER SUPPLIES

Advantages. For normal field water supply; surface water is the
most accessible type_of_water source. This source also lends itself
readily to the purification equipment common to most engineer units.;.
Surface-water-is the most easily_developed_source of water. Vari-
ous methods of constructing intake points for inland surface water
sources are-discussed below;

42
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Rocis-and-Stalces. If the stream is not too swift and the water is
sufficiently deep, an expedient intake may be prepared by placing
the intake strainer on a rock. This will prevent clogging of the
strainer by the streambed and provide enough water overhead to pre-
vent the suction of air into the intake pipe. If the water source

is a small stream or shallow lake the intake pipe can be secured

to a post or pile as shown in Fig. 11

Pits. When a stream is so shallow that the intake screen is not
covered by at least 4 inches of water, a pit should be dug and the

screen laid on a' rock or board placed at the bottom of the pit.

Pits dug in streams with clay or silt bottoms should be lined with

gravel to prevent dirt from entering the purification equipment
(Fig. 12 ). The, screen is surrounded by gravtl which prevents col-
lapse of the sides of the pit-and also shields the screen from dam-
age by large floating objects. The gravel also acts as a coarse

strainer for the water. A similar method may be providtd by en-
closing the intake screen in a bucket as shown in Fig. 13

Dams; The_leveiof the water_in_small streams can oe raised to 9
cover_the intake strainer by building a dam as shown in Fie; 14
In swiftly flowing streams, a wing or baffle dam_can.be construc-

ted to protecc the intake screen without impounding the water'

(Fig. 15 ).

Floats. Floats made of logs, lumber, sealed cans, or empty fuel
drums can be used to support the intake strainer in_deevwater._
They are especially useful in_large streams where the quality of
the water varies_ across its width or where the water is not deep
enough near the banks to cover the intake strainer;_ The intake
point can be covered by an adequate depth of water by anchoring
or stationing the float at the deep part -of-the stream;_ The in-

take hose should be secured_to_the_top Of_the float, allowing
enough slack for movement of the float. If support lines are used
to secure the float to the banks; the position of the_float_can be

altered to correspond to changes in depth_by manipulation of the
liner,. The chief advantage of a float intake is the ease with
which the screen can be adjusted vertically; Fig. 15illustrates

two types of improvised floats.

Galleries; Water from muddy streams can be improved in quality by
digging intake galleries along the bank. A trench is dug along_the
bank deep enough so that water from the stream_ percolates Into_it
so it_intercepts ground water flowing toward the stream. The trench

is_filled with gravel to prevent the sides from collaging;__The in-_

take strainer is placed in_the gravel', )elow the water line (Fig. 17 ).

The amount.of work required to produce the gallery is justified by

a reduction in the amount of chemicals needed to coagulate the water,

the elimination of_the necessity of frequently backwashing the filter

and the higher quality of water obtained;

Drive Points; Many times it is a6antageous to utilize shallow ground
water sources op,percolated waters adjacent_to_a turbid_surface_water.

Well points are issued in 2-inch diameter* 54-inch lengths. A drive
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PARTICULARLY SUITABLE FOR 
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cap is driven into the ground with a _sledge. Successive sections
of pipe, each 5 feet long, are added and driven until the screen
is well within the water bearing media. Several well points may
be connected in parallel to supply sufficient water to the raw

water pump. In developing drive_point sources, it must be remem-
bered that the practical limit of suction lift of the pumps issued
with field equipment is 22 to 25 feet at sea level. Suction lift
pumps can be used, therefore, only where the pumping level in the
well will be within the limit of suction Iift, or 22 to 25 feet be-
low the position of the pump. At 5,000 feet above sea level, the
practical limit of suction lift is only 20 feet. It should be noted
that since a suction-lift pump must create a partial vacuum in the,
suction line, it is necessary that the line be absolutely airtight'
if the pump is to function properly.

,SPRINGS

Springs yielding 20 Gallons per minute or more of water can be used as

a source of field water supply if properly developed. Springs may be
developed by enlarging the outlet of the spring, and by reducing loss

by damming and conducting water to storage. To reduce possible pol-
lution, springs should be cleared of all debris, undergrowth, top soil,
loose rocks, and sand.

Water which flows from rocks under the force of gravity and collects in
depressions can be collected in boxes or basins of wood, tile, or con-

crete. The "collecting box should be large enough to impound most of

the flow, and should be placed below the ground level so that only the

top is slightly above the surface, The box should be covered tightly

to prevent contamination and lessen evaporation. The inlet should be

designed to exclude surface drainage and prevent polluticn. This re-

quires fencing off the area and providing proper drainage. Figs_

shows a spring inlet which has been protected in this manner. The

screen on the overflow pipe prevents the entrance of insects and small

animals. Another screen on the intake pipe prevents large suspended
particles from being ingested-by the pump used to distribute the spring

water, thereby preventing mechanical failure or reducing it to a mini-

mum.

The flow of water from a spring located on a steep slope of loose earth

can be obtained by the following two methods:

1. Constructing deep, narrow ditches leading from the spring to the

point of collection.

2. Constructing pipeline tunnels from the spring to the collecting

point. Pipe of large diameter is more suitable for this purpose.
The water from_the tunnels can be trapped by constructing a dam

at the point of collection.

Digging is a more positive and more economical methOd of developing a

spring than blasting.__ In using explosives in developing the yield._

from springs you should exercise great caution; Blasting in unconsoli-

dated rocks may shift the sand or gravel in such a way as to divert the

spring to a different point;
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. 19 -Typical dug weli.With suction pump.'
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WELLS

When ground and surface water supplies are inadequate or cannot be used,

groundwater supplies are developed by constructing wells:-Wells_are_.

classified-into five types, according to their method of construction.

These are dug, bored, driven, jetted and drilled wells._ Each type of

well has its particular advantages, which may be ease of construction,

type of equipment required, storage capacity, ease of penetration into

certain types of formations, or ease of safeguarding against pollution.

THE BA-SIC-REQUIREMENTS Of A WATER SUPPLY

The objectives of any water supply, big or small, are to provide the con-

sumers with safe and wholesome water in adequate amounts and to make that

water readily available to users.

SAFE, AND WHOLESOME WATER

Safe and wholesome water is water that may be consumed without risk

from its chemical and bacteriological contents. Its color and odor

should be unobjectionable and it, should be free of visible suspended

matter.

Much information concernng.its sanitary quality may be obtained by

chemical examination of a water_but it is impossible to say that a

water is free of sewage pollution by chemical analysis alone. Where

the presence of pollution is being investigated, bacteriological ex-

\ amination_is essential. Water which Vie tests have shown to be tee

may be polluted after the samples have been taken and the only way -of

ensuring the early detection of intermittent pollutions through fre=

quent routine bacteriological examinations. In rural areas it is often

difficult enough to have one such examination done but to insist on

weekly repetitions would be quite unrealistic. The Bacillus coli Which

normally livet in the bowels of warm-blooded animals and which is pre-

sent in human faeces in enormous numbers is used as the bacterial in

dicatOr,of pollution. Unfortunately there is no ready method of dif-

ferentiating B. coli of animal origin from those of human origin.

In view of the foregoing it is of the utmost importance' that the supply

system be correctly located and constructed so as to provide natural

protection against outside contamination. A careful inspection of the

pertinent area,mutt, therefore, be carried out, and it_thould be repeated

at regular intervals to ensure that this area is maintained in the necet=

sary sanitary state.

ADEQUATE QUANTITY

The average amount o water required daily by_in individual is- about-

10 gallons_for-domest e purposes i.e._drinking, cookingi bathing and

laundryei:Old can dqwith less for short periods When necessary, but

public health is best s rved encouraging the use of water and dit=

couraging its waste. Th provision of-25 or 'more gallons per person

per day dciet not include Ater needed for gardening purposes or for

animals:
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The former usually affects only the bungalows and varies considerably
in amount. The standard daily allowances for animals are:==for horses
and cattle--10 gallons per capita: and for sheep, goats and pigs, 2 gal-
lons each. qospitals requqe about 50 gallons per patient daily, and
schools need. approximately 10 gallons daily for each child.

AVAILABILITY

1 From the purely public health view-point there is no question bitt that
the aim should be to supply safe and wholesome water in adequati quan-
tity to every family in its home. Generally, when individual families
are provided with taps in their own houses they look after the taps and
the wastage of water is minimal. On the other hand, where the distri-
bution of water is by public stand-pipes, the taps'are generally left
running and many of them are repeatedly broken so that they cannot be
turned off, Unfortunately the capital cost of a waterpoint in each
house is often too great and it is then necessary to compromise be-
tween economic realities and the desired sanitary conditions.

Until they actually experience the benefits of safe water, villagers
rarely understand or- appreciate its advantages and they will continue
to use their old polluted sources unless the new sanitary supply is
superior in some respects obvious to them, such as greater convenience
or greater reliability. They may bathe.tfiemselves and wash their clothes

at the new water-point but the general standard of household 'cleanliness

will vary inversely with the distance the water has to be carried. If

the new water-points are not as handy or as dependable as, the old ones
the people will continue to use unprotected shallow wells near their
homes or'persist in, going to the river for polluted - water' Such prac-
tices defeat the real object for which the new supply is, being instal-
led, namely, to improve the public health. As many stand-pipes and
household connections as oossihle should, therefore, be supplied and
the layout of the whole,pipe system should be such as to facilitate the
futire provision of eta!) in each house.' The following areluggested
as minimum standards:--onc stand -pipe should not serve much more than
40 people; and in the case of wells to which the people must go for their
water there shduld be at least'one well for every 250 people (approxi-
mately).

SELECTIOH OF THE SOURCE OF SUPPLY

The choice of a source of supply for development depends on a number of factors,
chief among which are:--the quantity and ouality of the water available; the
possibilities of sanitary control of the catchment area; whether the water
can be supplied to the consumers by gravity or has to be pumped; and the dis-

tance from the source to the houses. In order to obtain full information on
these points it is necessary to carry out a very careful preltminary,survey.

SOURCE OF SUPPLY
1

The first step inIstarting any wafer scheme is to determine what source

of,supply are available. Frequently a good source is not difficult to
find but it is usually advisable to check all alternatives as Some may
be more economical apd safer to develop. Sometimes suitable sources
are not obvious and a sePrch should then be tilde in the valleys, along



the foot of the hills, wherthe vegetation is greener, and such places.
In this reconnaissance the inhabitants are generally very willing to
assist with their local knowledge.

If the search fails to,reveal a satisfactory source an investigation of
the ground =water becomes necessary, and for this a knowledge of the lo-
cal geological formations is most helpful. Study of any existing wells
*ill provide some inforNion about the layers it penetrates, and the
location, quantity,and q lity.of the water. Unless a good deal is
already known about the aquifer it is expedient to sink test holes -at
various likely spots. These holes may be made'with a pipe, about 2
inches in diameter, tipped with a point, and driven into the ground by
a hammer, or a pipe sunk by an earth auger orby boring. This method
is generally successful provided the water is notmore than 30 feet
or so from the surface. If it is necessary to probe any deeper; i2. is
usually wise to obtain the services of an engineer possessing the ex-
perience and the equipment for this type of work. Deep well explora-
tion and construction are expensive and are not jobs for amateurs.

The next step is to determine the quantity of water available. The
rainfall figures may be obtained and the history of springs and exist-
inglpells may often be secured from the local residents. An estimate
of the capacity of the aquifer may be made by pumping a well and noting
the rate at which the well refills but the approximate yield in the
dry season must be determined as that is often a decisive factor.

THE'SANITARY SURVEY

The sanitary conditions prevailing in'the immediateareas_of possible
sources should bethoroughly_investigated. This is most important
because the methods of purification of water,under rural conditions,
are limited; and the process Is_too_often_neglected._ Animal contamina-
tion of -the water_is_very undesirable, and in some places may be danger-
ous, but the greatest hazard lies in pollution from human sources._ It

may be possible to find -a spring, or streami_coming,from a safe catch-

ment area situated uphill fromhuman habitation, or it'may be practi-

cable to render a.source safe by moving- potential origins cf contamina-
tion or to protect the source by suitable_ intercepting_ drainage etc. -°
Though the water frOM a stream may be liable to pollution -it is often
feasible to obtain wholesome water through wells and infiltration
channels sunk in sand and gravel layers near the stream. Wherever
possible the water should be examined chemically and bactepiologically -

and results- considered in the light of the sanitary survey. '

SOURCE AND TREATMENT

Inthe final selection of a source the following priorities should be
adopted; . .

First priority Consideration

Water which requires'no treatMent to meet bacteriological. physical,

and chemical requirements -and which,can bt delivered to the consumer
by:a_gravity system should'be- given first consideration; This

would usually be limited to springs and protected drainage areas.
Such a system requires no treatment and no pumping and, therefore,
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is ideal from the point of view of maintenance, which is thus
reduced to an absolute minimum

Second-priority Consideration

Water which requires no treatment to meet bacteriological, physical,
and chemical requirements b4t which must be pumped to consumers,
would be the second choice. \Well supplies would fall within this
category.

Pumping can be an economical apd simple solution, but it can also
be an expensive and complicatedone, according to local circum-
stances. It depends on the ava1lability of qualified operators.
and on the local cost of fuel. Such factors vary widely from
country to country and even from dne rural area to another of a
given country; they vary also with the types and efficiency of
operation.andmaintenance programsdeveloped for providing aidto
municipalities from centrally located headquarters.

Third-priority Consideration

Waterdwhich requires simple treatment before it can meet bacterio-
logical, physical, or chemical requirements but which can be deli-
vered to the consumer through a gravity system should'be given °

third-priority consideration. Simple treatment is considered to
be limited to: (1) storage which would provide plain sedimentation
and some reduction'in bacteria, (2) chlorination without the use
of a mechanically operated chlorinator, (3) slow sand filtration;
or a combination of*these.

For rural areas this is normally an inferior solution. It is usu-
ally more expensive than the above solutions and involves opera-
tional procedures which are most difficult to maintain in small
rural communities. In such places, when the chlorine stock runs
out, chlorination is abandoned in almost,every,instance; and, when
the slow sand filter becomes clogged, a by-pass is often considered
an easy arrangement. Such is the history of treatment measures
in most rural areas where routine technical assistance is not pro-
vided by a responiible agency.

Fourth-priority Constderation

Water which require's simple treatment, as mentioned above, and
which must be delivered to the consumers Pypumping mold obviously
be the most expensive choice to make,

. .

DETERMINING THE. RELATIVE COST OF A DEVELOPMENT

The easiest method of determining the relative cost of a development
is to: 0

(A) Estimate the cost of the various components for a given design;
(B) Calculate the time required for construction;
(C) Determine the total labor cost from the price per hour;
(D) Sum items A and C.

-4
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WATER SUPPLY SOURCES

LESSON NO. 1

Describe the methods used to locate ai:d record

existing water supply sources with respect to

the community to be served.

TOPIC

Topographic
Contouring

Topographic
Mapping

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE
SUPP -L -EMENTAL MATERIALS

RELATED READING

Plane Table
Mapping

Hand out exercise_on topographic contouring
and assist students where necessary'.

Discuss, the use of the compass and. the
interpretation of topographic maps.

Demonstrate drawing a crude topographic map
of a prominent topographic feature.

Outline what features are to be included and
how they are to be represented in a topo-
graphic sketch map.

Assign students to groups of five. Have each

group -map a quarter mile area Each map
shoUld include the following features:
1) man-madestructures
2) livestock grazing areas
3) water supply sources
4) disposal systems

Demonstrate_how_to construct a more service-
able map, the plane table map.

Manuel_ of .Field neology
p. 21 -25.

Any basic Inboratory
manual Of Physical Geol.°

Manual of Field Geology
O. 3650.

A.F.M. TM 5-700
p. 6-15.
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WATER SUPPLY SOURCES

LESSON NG; 2

LESSON OBJECTIVE: Demonstrate how to identify and evaluate various

water supply sources.

TOPIC INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS ./

RELATED READING

Rcck and Soil

TYPe

Physical and
Chemical
Pollutants

Identification of
itysicaI
Pollutants

Water Supply
Sources

Outline the physical characteristics and
discus:: the hydrological properties of the
basic rock and soil types.

ASSist studenti in identifying the basic rock
and soil' types.

Have each student identify rock and soil
types from a series of circulating samples.

j
List the_mejor chemical and Physical pollu=
tantsand'discuss the nature of these

. pollutants;

Demonstrate how to identify turbidity with
the measuring cup.

Assist students in identifying physical
Pollutantsfromasuite of water samples:
Water sp.mples.should reflect the various
Pollutants: turbidity, color, odor, taste
and temperature.

OUtline the factors that influence the
quality and quantity of a given water supply

so re.

Lis
i

and discuss the characteriStieS of the

!

Var water'' supply sources.

Demou,triite, evaluating theee sources in the

field

Assign students to groups of fivei

Assign each of these groups to a three mile

area.

-7.

Manual of 'Individual
Water Supply Systems
P. 5=-13.

fri

Manual of Individual
Water Supply Systems
pi 13-20 \.

WHO Monograph #42
Chapter 5.

WHO Monograph_#42\._
Annex_4 (p. 27l-271.
also p. 39-42.

BEST. COPY AVAILABLE
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WATER SUPPLY SOURCES
Lesson No.-2
(Continued)

Have each group evaluate each source in its
area in terms of
1) location
2) quantity
3) quaIity_as determined from_any_

physical pollutants present and
possible sources of contamination.

Assemble groups to have each group report
on the feasibility of the water supply
sources in its area.
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WATER SUPPLY SOURCES

LESSON NO. 3

Discuss developments that will improve the

quality and yield of the various water

supply sources.

TOPIC INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE SUPPLEMENTAL_ MATERIALS /
RELATED READING

:ster Point
evelopments

Recall the need for_water source developments
and describe several of these.

Demonstrate a method for determining the
relative cost of a source development from
a list of its componento and an estimate of
the labor con

Supervise students in estimating the relative
cost of basic developments for
1) lakes and pond6
2) streams and rivers
3) cisterns
4) springs

Have each student describe and estimate the
relative cost of a development for each of
the four sources listed above.

WHO Monograph #62
Chapter 5.
Small Water Supplies
pi 14-M

VTH #21 p. 5-71 11-13.
WHO Monograph #62
Annex 7, p. 297-310.

Diagrams or charts of
these types of
developments.
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SECTION 2

WATEll_TRFATMENT

OVERVIEW:

When the source of water supply is not entirely satisfactory treatment is

necessary to insure that the quality_of the-water meets certain require-

ments The trainees are Instructed in the basic requirements of water

treatment_and receive detailed plans for the installation of two simile

yet effective treatment systems,

S./
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SECTION 2 WATER TREATMENT

OBJECTIVE: Determine which of the potential water_sunnly
sources -are the most economically feasible in
terms of any treatment process requirements;

TASKS: 1. Define minimal standards of concentration for
each pollutant;

2. Identify the nature and extent of pollution
for each water supply source.

3. Determine which type of'treatment system
would.most_probably be necessary to_reduce
the pollution level of each source to a
safe level.

4. Determine the cost of a treatment process or
processes for each source.

5. Select the most economical source(s) in terms
of capacity to serve appropriate numbers_of
people, and treatment process requirements.

FUNCTIONAL SKILLS:

1. Describe the four methods used in treating
polluted water.

2; Identify:the relative costs of different
types of treatment systems.

3. Know the effect various pollutants have on
different delivery systems.

4 Know what pollutants make water esthetically
objectionable.

5. Know what concentrations of chemical pollutants
and coliform bacteria constitute health hazards.

6. Identify the factors that influence the future
population trends of a given locale.

7. Recognize the relationship between number of
water system users and treatment process capac-
ities.

60
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WATER TREATMENT (cont.)

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE TESTS:

1. Given the designs for various types of treat-
ment systems4 calculate with reasonable accu-
racy the cost of each.

2. Given a list of pollutants; correctly list
after each one if applicable:

a, in what circumstances it can contrihute
to the destruction of a delivery System.

b, in what concentration it -makes water
esthetically objectionable.

c. in what concentration it constitutes a
heeith hazard.
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WATER SUPPLY SOURCES AND TREATMENT

WATER TREATMENT

SELF PURIFICATION

Under favorable conditions, any polluted body of surface water--stream
or river, lake or pond--will rid itself -of a certain amount of its pol-
lution by means of natural processes. This self-purificatiop cannot de
depended upon to bring about complete purification, but it may well im-
prove the water quality sufficigntly to ease the load on mechanical pu-
rification equipment.

STREAMS AND RIVERS

When sewage is discharged into water, a succession of changes in
water quality takes place. If the sewage is emptied into 'a lake
in which currents about the outfall are sluggish and shift, their
direction with the wind, the changes occur- inclose proximfty to
each other and, as a result, the pattern of changes is nOtcrisply
distinguished. If, on the other hand, the water moves steadily
away from the outfall, as in a stream, the successive changes occur
in different river reaches and establish a profile of pollution
which is well defined. However, in most streams, this pattern is
by no means static. It shifts longitudinally along' the stream and
is modified in intensity with changes in season and hydrography:

When a single large charge.of sewage is- pbured into -a clean stream,
the water becomes turbid; sunlight is shut out of the _depths, and
green plants; which by photosynthesis_remove carbon dioxide from the
water and release oxygen to it, die off. Depending on the stream
velocity;_themater soon_turns nearly black._ Odorous sulfur compounds
are formed and solids_ settle to the bottom, forming a sludge. IThe
settled solids soon decompose; forming gases such as_ammonia, carbon
dioxide, and methane_or marsh gas. Scavenging organisms increaSe in
number until they match the food supply. The oxygen resources are
drawn upon heavlly_and, when overloaded;_become exhausted. Life in
such waters is confined to anaerobic bacteria (which eXist when 'no
oxygen is available), larvae of certain insects such as- mosquitoes,
and a few_ worms.__There are_no fish; turtles are generally the only
forms of hinher life present. This condition is known as the zone
of degradation;

In a second zone, or zone of decompositioni_more solids settle out, the
the water becomes somewhat_clearer; and sunlight penetrates the sur-
face. Oxygen is absorbed from the atmosphere at the air- water- inter-
face permitting the establishment of aerobic (oxygen available)_con-
ditions. _The aerobic bacteria continue the conversion of*organic
matter into nitrates, sulfates; and carbonates. These; together with
the carbon dioxide produced by decomposition as well as by bacteria
and plant life, are food sources.. With sunlight -now penetrating the
water; and with abundant food; algae begin to flourish and form a
green scum over the surface.



In the third zone; or zone of recovery, algae become more numerous and
self-purification proceeds more rapidly. Green plants utilizing car-
bon dioxide and oxygen will liberate in the say time more oxygen than
is consumed, thus hastening the recovery of the - stream. Simultaneously,
the fish that require little oxygen such as catfish and carp, are also
found. As the dissolved oxygen increases, more types of fish appear.
After recovery, in the_zone of cleaner water, fish find thestream high-
ly favorable, as the algae support various aquatic insects and other
organisms on which fish feed; The water is clear or turbid according
to concentration of algae, and may.have odor for the same reason.

Throughout the stages of recovery of self-purification,_disease organisms
are greatly reduced in number because they lack proper food. and experi-
ence unfavorable temperatures and pH values of water. However, the --
water is still dangerous since all disease organisms have not perished.

LAKES AND PONDS

Self-purification in lakes and ponds is brought about by the same pro-
cesses as in rivers and streams; However. currents -are not_as strong_
and sedimentation plays a larger_role._ Large deposits of sludge, dead
algae, and other organic material build up on the bottom._ In -deep

lakes. self-purification is aided by seasonal "overturns." This -is-

simply an exqhange of bottom water for surface water which occurs in
the spring and'fall; caused by the difference in the temperature of
the water at the surface and bottom of deer lakes.

BASIC STEPS IN TPEATTNG_WATER

COAGULATION

Turbidity in water consists of finely divided negatively charged col-
loidal materials which are kept in suspension by mutual repulsion.
Turbid water is difficult to clarify by filtration because these fine
particles can cause rapid plugging or even pass through a filter. The
agglomeration of these colloids into settleable or filtrable aggregates
through the action of certain chemicals is called coagulation. Iron,

and aluminum salts are the most widely used coagulants in water treat-
ment plants.

SEDIMENTATION

Plain sedimentation is the natural settling of solids heavier than water
without the addition of chemical coagulants,. Solids heavier than water
are held in suspension while in moving water, but gradually settle to

the bottom as the water velocity is reduced. The time required to
clarify water by sedimentation depends on the size of the suspended
particles and their specific gravity. Large and heavy particles settle
in a few minutes once the water has become still, whereas very small
particles such as clay and silt may remain in suspension for several
days.

Plain sedimentation is not ordinarily used as a separate step in water
treatment because the long period required for complete settling would
call for an impractical number of settling tanks. However, in emer- '

gency situations, such as the necessity of taking water from a swift-

a
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flowinr stream which is heavily silt-laden after a rainstorm, special
sedirertation tanks may be set up as a first step. This initial re-
moval OF turbidity reduces the load on the coagulation and filtration,
steps o: the water treatment process, and the frequency of filter back-
washing is reduced.

FILTRATION

Filtration_consists of_passing the water_through_some porous material
to remove the suspended impurities. Filtration is one of the oldest
and simplest procedures known to man for revoving suspended matter
from water and other flUdit.

The .simplest form of water filter_is the sand filter. _This filter
resembles a small reservoir, the bottom of which is a bed of filter
sand which in turn rests on a bed of well-graded aggregate with the
largest size_aggregate_being_at the bottom._ An underdrain system of
tile or brick is provided under the gravel to collect the water from
the filter area; The underdrain system consists of a header or main
conduit extending across. the filter bed. Means are provided for reg-
ulating the flow of water out of the filter through this header -and
also_for controlling the:rate of flow on to the_filter. _This_allows
the filter to be operated at controlled rates which should not exceed
3.,0 gallons per minute per square foot of filter area An average_
filter bed consists of about_12 to 20 inches of gravel and- 20 te__40
inthet Of sand. The depth of water over the sand bed varies from 3
to 5 feet:

DISINFECTION

In addition to coagulation, sedimentation; and filtration;. water must
undergo an additional treatmentstepl disinfection..;. This is neces-
sary because no combination of the other three steps can be relied
upon to remove all disease- producing organisms; the pH and temperature
of the water; the.presence of interferring_substances; and the degree
of protection affords e organisms from the disinfecting solution by
materials in which they are imbedded; Therefore; various concentra-
tions -of disinfectant are required_depending upon the- local environ-
mental the amount of particle removal effected;

Chlorine is the most commonly used chemical for ditinfection of water.
It is employed in field water supply in the form of calcium hypochlor-
ite; a_standard_item in_the_supply system (commercially- known- as MTH
powder). When the calcium hypochlor-ite is dissolved, the chlorine
;goes into solution and' a_calcium_carbonate sludge settles out. The'

chlorine is present in_the solution as hypochlorous acid or hypochlor-
ite ion depending on the pit; both of which arepowerful oxidizing
substances:__ The chlorine available in either_ofthese two form__
rapidly eXidiZet the organic and inorganic matter including the bac-
teria in the water;_ In this reaction the_chlorine is converted to
chloride and_is no longer_ available as a disinfectant. The organic
matter as well as such material as iron and manganese consume the
chlorine; The use_of chlorine makes_it_possible_to_introduce an ac-
tui-ately measured dosage to insure the destruction of disease-produc-
ing organisms as well as provide a readily measured residual to safe-
guard against recontamination.during further handling.

(.-' 64
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Chlorine Dosage

Dosage Is the amount of chlorine added to water to satisfy the
chlorine demand as well as to provide -a residual after a speci-
fied time. The amount required to disinfect water varies with
the organic content and pH value of the water, the temperature,
the time of contact_, and the chlorine residual required, The

dosage is usually stated in terms of parts per million (ppm) or

milligrams per liter (mg/1). In water supply terminology, ppm
means the same thing as milliorams per liter or "mg/1".

Chlorine Demand

The chlorine demand of water is the differende betWeen the quantity

of chlorine applied in Water treatment and the total available re-

sidual chlorine present at the'end of a specified contact period.
The chlorine demand is dependent upon the nature and the quantity
of chlorine=consuming agents present and the pH value and tempera-
ture of the water (high pH and low temperatures retard disinfection

by chlorination): For comparative purposes, it is imperative that

all test conditions be stated. The smallest amount -of residual

chlorine considered to be significant ;s 0.1 ppm. The relationship

of the demand to the length of che contact period is discussed be-

low. Some of the chlorine--consuming agents in the water are non-

pathogenic (non-disease causing organisms), but this bears no re-
lationship to the fact that they contribute to the total chlorine

demand of the water.

Residual Chlorine

-As indicated above, residual chlorine is the amount of unreacted
chlorine remaining at a specified time after the chlorine compound

is added. Chlorine in aqueous solution is highly unstable. It

may change quantitatively and qualitatively under numerous condi-
tions, including the presence of other elements or compounds. The

total residual chlorine in the water can be chemically divided into

the following types:

1. Iatal,available_ttlidmAhcblorine. This is the sum of the

free available chlorine and the coMbined available chlorine.

2. Free available chlorine. Refers to hypochlorous acid-and
hypochlorite ifn present in the water. Mete are the most
effective disinfection forms of chlorine: The free available

chlorine is a rapid-acting type, important because it can be

relied upon to destroy bacteria relatively quickly, and thus

is active during the period immediately following chlorination.

The relative amount of each present in the water is dependent

upon the value of the water. It is important to remember
that when the pH is.raised-the quantity of- free'available

chlorine required to kill the same number of micro-organisms_

increases, With decreasing temperature the same situation of
increasing dosane to maintain the.same kill is encountered: -

If the contact iime is varied, then the dosage applied must

also be changed. For example, to shorten the contact time

the dosage would have to to increased.

-00
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3. Combined available chlorine. _This results from the presence
of ammonia or organic nitrogen that will react to form simple

chloramines. Thus the term "combined available chlorine_
arises from the fact that the chlorine has combined with an-
other substance. Chloramines are a_slaier acting and less
active form of disinfectant. Therefore, a much higher concen-
tration than that of free availatip chlorine is needed to Pro-
duce the same germ destroying_ effect. The specific chlora=
mines present are also a function of pH.

Disinfecting Time

Chlorine demand inmost water is lilcely'to be largely_satisfied
10 minutes after chlorine is added.j After the first 10 MinUtet
of chlorination; disinfection contynues but at a diminishing rate;
A standard period of 30 minutes contact time_is used to assure
that highly_resistant or high di....ise7producing organisms have
been Applied. GiVen a suffitientl'y large chlorine- content; and_if
certain other conditions are meti_even such Special water. pOrifi=
cation problems as the presence of amoebtc cysts or schistosomes

Will be solved with.the 30-minuteltontact period;

DISINFECTION REQUIREMENTS FOR ENGINEER; OPERATED FIELD WATER TREATMENT

EQUIPMENT

AS has been previously distilled; the efficiency of the_chemical_dis-

infectien process is dependent upon numerous factors which include
the t3lie and concentration of_micro-organisms,the pH and temperature
Of the water, presence of interferring substances and whether or_not
the organisMs_are protected from the disinfection solution by being

embedded in tissue cells, or clumps Of tissue cells; or other material;

Therefore; various concentrations of 4isinfectants_are reqUired.

imam concentrations of disinfectants .are prescribed below;

Engineer operated mobile and portable water treatment units employ
coagulation and filtration as_a_part of the treatment process and are

capable of a high degree of removal of_particulate material. When.
those units are_employedi sufficient chlorine will be added to the

Water; preferably before coagulation so that the residual_in the finished

water after 30 minutes of- contact will be at least as much as that indi-

cated by the following table.

COAGULATION
RESIDUALS

pH 30 Minute Free Chlorine
Residuals in-ppm

0.75

6. 0.75

7 1.00

8 3.00

9 5.00

10 5.00

If adequate provisions are not made for accurate and frequent measure-

ment of pH; 5.00 ppm must be used.
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The following guidelines,were used in developing the above table:

1. The water to be.treated_would be natural surface_or'ground__
water of average composition and not grossly or deliberately
contaminated;

2. Water temperature would be aboveithe freezing point.

3. The prescribed concentrations of free chlorine should provide a
reasonable margin of safety for all bacteria and viruses patho-
genic to man. _Parasitic ova would have been removed in the co-
agulation and filtration steps of the treatment process.

SAMPLE DESIGNS FOR TREATMENT SYSTEMS

SAND FILTER

Sand filtration doesnot make polluted water safe for drinking. But
a properly built tiiirkept sand filter will prepare water_for boiling
or chlorination that will make it safe. Trickling sand filters. if
built properly and'cleaned periodically, provide clear water that
must be boiled or treated-with chlorine.

The following tools and materials are required:

Steel drum, 2 feet wide by 29 1/2 inches high
7 Sheet metal to make cover, 29 1/2 inches square,

9.8 feet of wood, 2 x 4 inches
Sand, 7 cubic feet
Gravel
Blocks and hails
Pipe to attachlo water supply _

Optional...valve and asphalt roofing compound to treat drum.

Surface water, from ponds, streams or open wells is very likely to be
contaminated with leaves and other organic matter. A trickling sand
filter can remove most of this organic material but will always allow
virus and other bacteria to,pass through. For this reason it is al-
ways best to boil or chlorinate water after filtering.

There are several sand filters, but the trickling filter is easiest, to
set-up and understand- trickling, filter uses sand to strain the
organic matter_from the water, although this does not always top

1

small pieces of organic matter or bacteria. But ih time, bio ogical
growth forms on the top six inches of sand,' This slows down he flow
of water through the sand but will trap mire small organic me ter and,
at times, up to 95 percent of the bacteria. But if not operated cor-
rectly, the sand filter can actually add bacteria to the water.

By removing most of the organic matter, the filter achieves the follow -
ing results.

1. ReMoves larger worm eggs, cysts, and cercariae, whi h are the
hardest to kill with chlorine. ,

2. Allows the use of smaller and fixed doses of chlor ne for dis-
infecting, which results in drinkable water with 1 ss taste of

chlorine.
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Pipe must be flexible
enough to allow
removal of lid

Screened
entrance helps
to prevent pipe
pluggingand extends
filter life

ivalve not necessary
7 but he*s to

regulate incoming
flow

Sheet metal roofihg

Lid fits tight
or weighed
to prevent
blowing off

Overflow to drain
area

Frame
overhangs
at least
2 cm to
prevent
dust .and
rain from
filter

or more
blocks, high
enough to
allow pipe
or_eontain-
er under

Nail allows
air to circv --

sand

strml
drum

3 or More
cm- of
poi-sized

;gravel

Outlet to
further' _

treatment and
mutt-Act*

water collection
pipe or container
must fit close
to prevent entrance
of insects mr dent

Drain should
be screened

- a_the point_
_of discharge

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Makes the_water look cleaner
. Reduces the amount of organic matter, inclUding living organ-

isms and their food, and the possibility of recontamination of
the water.

The unit shown_in Fig.:21shoUld give_aboutl quart_of_water a minute.
The drum should be of heavy.steel and can be coated with asphalt ma-
.terial so that it will last longer.. the 2 millimeter hole at the
bottom regulates_flow and must not be made larger (slightly less than
1/13th of, an inch.)

It is important to use clean, fine sand, but not too fine. The sand
should be able to pass through a window screen and it is best to wash it.

The following points are very important in assuring that your sand filter
operates properly:

1. Keep a continuous flow of water_passing through the filter and do
not allow the sand to dry out; -as this -will destroy the microorgan-
isms that form on the surface layer. The best way to insure a con-
tinuing flow is to fix': the water intake.so that there is always a
small overflow. _Screen the intake and provide a settling basin to
help keep pipes from becoming plugged, which would stop the flow
of water. This will also delay your having to clean the filter.

2. Never allow the filter to run faster than 0.f gallons of water a
minute per square foot, as it will prevent the growth of micro-
organisms in the sand and wash them out through the outlet.

3. Keep light from the sand surface but-alow air to circulate. a3
this will prevent the growth of green pTant matter on the surface
but help the growth of microorganisms that aid the filtering action.

4. When the flow drops below daily needs, clean the filter. This is _

done by scraping-off and discarding the 1/2 inch of-sand and lightly
raking or scratching the surface. After several cleanings, the sand
should be raised to its former height by adding clean sand. Before
doing this, scrape the old sand down to a clean level. Cleaning
should not be more often than every several weeks or even months.

WATER PURIFICATION PLANT 4

A crude water_purification plant is-described which uses laundry bleach
as a source of chlorine. Although lacking the reliability of a modern
water system, this manual, plant will provide safe drinking water. Many
factors in this system depend upon operating experience. When starting
to use the system, IA is best to have the assistance -of an engineer_ex-
perienced in water simplies. For constuuction details see section II,
C.

Operation,

1. Mix_ concentrated bleach with water in the concentrate barrel
with all yalveS closed;

69
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COLORINATIPN SYSTEM

MIXING TANK
MEA5LRINS =LK

CONCENTRATE
TANK

SOWTION
DISCHARGE

Box

Fig; 22

itTANKS

DISTRIBUTION
TANK
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Fill the pipe from the mixing barrel to_the_solution tank with

ater after having propped the float valVe in a closed position.

3. Allow a trial amount of concentrate to flow into the mixing
barrel by opening Valve #2._

4. Use the measuring stick to see how much concentrate was used.

5. Close valve #2 and open valve #1 so that untreated water enters
the mixing barrel

6. Close valve #1 and mix solution in the mixing barrel with a

_ stick.

Remove the prop from the float valve of the solution tank so
that it will operate properly.

Open wide the metering valve and_valve #4 to clean the system.

Allow a gallon to drain throUgh the system.

9. Close down the metering valve until only a stream of drops

enters the funnel.

(steps 2, 8'and 9 may be omitted after the first charging of

the system, if the pipe mentioned in the second step is not

permitted to empty before recharging the mixing barrel).

10. Open valve #3.

Trial and error must_be used 'te learn how much concentrate should -be

put in the concentrate barrel, the amount of concentrate to flow into

the mixing barrel and the amount of solutiOn to allow past_the funnel;

The_result should be water with a noticeable chlorine taste in the

distribution barrel.

The floW into the funnel and the taste of the water in the distribution

barrel should be checked regularly to insure proper treatM,ant.

CHLORINATION FOR POLLUTED WATER

Chlorinatiohi_When properly applied,_ is a simple way to- insure and pro-

tect the purity of water; These guidelines include tablet to give a
rough indication_of_the amounts_ Of chlorine_ bearing chemicals needed.

The amount Of Chlorine specified will normally make reasonably taft _

water; Try to have your_water_treatment_system inspected by an expert,

and the water itself periodically inspected.

The surest way to- treat baiter fi* drihkihg Is to boil it--see "Boiler

for potable_Water". However, under controlled conditions chlorination
is a safe method, and cften more convenient and practical than boiling;

Water properly_treated_haS residual free chlorine which resists- recon-

tamination. The chlorine in water is not harmful_since wattr_With

harmful amount of chlorine_in_it is extremely_distasteful; Proper

treatment of water with chlorine requires.some knowledge of the process

and its effects;
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When chlorine is added to water, it attacks and combines with any sus;.
pended organic matter as well as some minerals such as iron. There is
always a certain'amount of dead organic matter in water, and almost
always live bacteria, virus, and perhaps other types of life. Enough
chlorine must be added, to oxidize all of the organic matter, dead or
alive, and to leave some excess uncombined or "free" chlorine.

Some organisms are more,resistant to chlorine than others. Two parti-
cularly resistant varieties are amebic cysts (which cause amebic dysen-
tary) and the cercariae;of schistosomes (which cause schistosomiasis).
These, among others, require much higher levels of residual free chol-
rine and longer contact periods than usual to be safe.. Often special
techniques are used to'combat these and other specific diseases. It
always takes time for chlorine to work. Be sure that water is tlur-
oughly mixed with an adequate dose of the dissolved chemice, zLd that
it stands for at least 30 minutes before consumption.

Since both combined and uncombined chlorine has an unpdcac , taste,
it is best land safest) to choose the clearest water availabli. A
settling tank, and.simple filtration can help reduce the amount of
suspended matter, especially particles large enough to see. Filtra-
tion that can pe depended upon to remove all of the amebic cysts,
schistosomes, and other pathbgen normally requires professionals to
set up and operate, NEVER depend on home-made filters alone to provide
potable water. However, 1 home-made slow sand filter is an excellent
way to prepare water for chlorination.

Thus, depending on your water, different amounts of chlorine are needed
for adequate protection. Measuring the amount of free chlorine after
the 30 minute holding period is the best way to control the process. A
simple chemical test using a special organic indicator (orthotolidine)
can be used. When this is not available, Table 3 may bc used.

__TABLE-31TEST FOR PROPER CHLORINATION DOSAGE

Water Conditieh Initial Chlorine.Oose in Parts Per Million (ppm)

No hard-to4cill_
organisms suspected

Hard-to,-kill organisms
present or suspected

Very_clear; few
minerals

5 ppm

" .

Get expert advice; in an
emergency boil_and cool
water first, then Ute 5
ppm -to help.prevent_recon-
tamination.. If boiling is
impossible; use 10 ppm;

A Odin in the bettom
of an 8 oz, glass of
the water looks hazy.

10 ppm
Get expert advice; in an
emergency boil and cool
first._ If boiling is illi

possible use 15 ppm.
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In the chart, parts per million or "ppm" means the ratio of:

Weight af-active-matertal4chlarine)
Weight of water

In water supply terminology, ppm means exactly the same thing as
milligrams per liter or "mg /l"

The second chart,Table 4; gives the amount of chemical to-add to
1000 gallons of watet_to_get a solution of 1 ppm. Multip1V the amount
of chemical shown in Table4 by the_number of ppm recommended in Fig. 3

to get the amount of_ chemical you should-add to 1000_gallons of water.

Usually it is convenient ta make_up a solution_of 500 ppm strength

which can_then_be further diluted to give thechlorine concentration

needed. The 500 ppm isolution must be stored n a sealed container in

a cool dark place, and should be used as quickly as possible since it

does lose strength, Modern chlorination plants use bottled chlorine
gas, but this can only be used with expensive machinery by trained

experts.

TABLE 4 CONVERSION OF PPM TO OUNCES-PER-1-,DOOAAL

Compound % by weight of
material

_Quantity to add tO
1000 gallons of water

to_get_a_l_qpm solutionactive

70%
High Test (Calcium_hy-
pochlorite) Ca(0C1)2 1/5 ounce

Chlorinated lime 25% 1/2 ounce
D

Sodium hypodhlorite 14% 1 ounce

(NaOCl)

Sodium hypochlorite.. 10% 1.3 ounces

Bleach a solution of usually_=
chlorine in water. 5.25% 2.6 ounces
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LESSON OBJECTIVE:

WATER TREATMENT

LESSON NO. I

Describe and demonstrate how to estimate the

cost of the four methods used in treatipg Water.

TOPIC INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS/

RELATED READING

Treatment
Processes

Discuss the process of self-purification.

List and describe the four basic methods of
water treatment:

1) coagulation
2) sedimentation
3) filtration
L) disinfection.

'Outline-the essential components of_sand
filtration and two chlorination units;

Estimate the costs of construction' operationj
and maintenance for these unite.

76

Manual of Individual
Water Supply Systems

WHO Mensgraph Series142
171-193.

Small Water Supplies
p. 26=47.
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WATER TREATMENT

LESSON NO. 2

Define the pollutants that must be eliminated;

(a) to provide esthetically pleasing and safe water; and;

(b) to prolong the life of the delivery system.

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS /
RELATED READINGTOPIC INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE

Pei-Minable
Levels of Chemical
Physica_and
Bacteriological
Pollutants

List and,describe pollutants- that are
1) esthetically objectionable
2) health hazards
3) contribute to the destruction of a

delivery system.

Establish permissible- levels of concentration
for each of these cpollutante.

Recall the processes that will eliminate or
reduce these pollutants.

From a list of pollutanisi have -each student
State the Undesirable property fide) of each.
and recal_a method of elimination (if
applicable).

WHO Monograph Series #4;
p. 46-54.
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WATER TRZATMENT

LESSON NO; 3

LESSON OBJECTIVE: Define the criteria that must be applied in

seleeting the most economically feasible source.

TOPIC INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE
SUPPLEMENTAL MATEP'Al

REtATED_READING

Criteria of Wnter
Supply Selection

Review the basic requirements of a water
supply. source.

Outline the criteria to be used in the
selection of water supply sources.

0

Small Water Supplies
p. 8-14

1.
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SECTION 3

PLANNING THE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

OVERVIEW:

A water,distribution system is a large project requiring great expense in
time- and capital. The health of the community will be affected by the
results of the project.1 The planning_of the project is necessarily of
great importance, so as to ensure an economic, efficient, and safe result.

The trainee_ must, be aware of the effettt that the existing-facilities,-
the community, the material and financial requirements, impose upon the
plans he_ must_prepare prior to the start -of the project. This section
covers these basic' requirements of the planning for a water dittributiOn
system;

7 9.
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SECTION 3: WATE-R-DISTRIBUTION-VS71.--

1

A. PY.At'M 7NE SYSTEMS

TeveTop--a plan for a distribution system which__
will meet the requirements of;the given community,
utilizing the existing and proposed facilities;

TASKS: 1;- Assemble a_list of existing man-made facilities
and potential water sources.

2. Determine average demand; peak demand and when
it Occurs; and the capacity of the system required
to meet both the present and project^d requirements
of the community;

3. Listthe components and characteristics of the
proposed system. These include:

a. Water sou

b. Pumping equipment -- type of pump

c. Capacity of diStributing reservoir or storage

d. Location of distributing reservoir with relation

to service connections.

e. Source of energy used in the system
. ____--------

f. Pipe sizes and.pipe laying-syttem
-...---------1--

4. Choose the Tsst on al ---' ,:' ..al source

from_ among- existing _and prop ',...j 'Iv!: :e es,, with the

-_-calViiiing charatteristics:
_____----

a. Supplies required quantity

b. Requires no treatment or very simple treatment

C. System easily installed

d. totated iWSUth a position that gravity can be
used as sOpply;energy;

5.'Choosemostsuitablesiteforthesystem facilitiet.
Choice guide&by:'

a. Proximity, to and accessibility from residence

_ _ H

b. Safety from contamination

I



PLANNING THE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

c. Safety from destruction

d. Availability of room for future expansion

Estimate the expected cost of,construction, operation
and maintenance of the whole' system:

7. identify the source of finance; amount to be financed
and conditions related to the transaction.

FUNCTIONAL SKILLS:

1. Classify type of water sources

2. Measbre the yield of different water sources.

3. Draw topographic map. Estimate distance and scale
thisoo a sketched map.

4. Classify climatic types and state construction
precautions, e.g., Tropical: heavy rain, insect

pests, etc.

5. Recognize useful local material's Which -can be used

instead of _a relatively expensive imported one, e.g.
bamboo pipes.

P

6. Calculate projected population.

7. CalculIce the capacity of a storage tank from data
on population and ate of individual consumption.

8. State factors whic determine and guide the selection
of pumping equipm t.

_

9. Recognize offtibhs which make a distribution
--reser o r a necessity.

10. necide what traditions can be changed without much
social discontent and which must be contended with.

11. Prepare a chart projectin expected costs of mater.;
ials and labor, and estimate the requiredamount of
money.

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE TESTS:

1. In a field exercise:

a. Classify and measure yield of various water
sources which exist in the area.

b. Describe; the. rest of the existing facilities.
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PLANNING THE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS (cont.)

c. Sketch the system on a labeled map of the area.

d. Classify climatic types;

'e. Litt all local materials which can be use to

improve the system;

2. In a given community:

a; Estimate the present, and project the future
population.

b. Determine average daily demand; the peak demand
and when it occurs. .,

c. Calculate the capacity required by the population.

3. From among many sources:in the area, choose the
best one to develop, and justify.

4. Estimate the cost of establishing the proposed -

system, and prepare a_plan,for financing that would
be feasible in a local village environment.

82
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WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

PLANNING THE DISTRIBUTION- SYSTEM

DESIGN

One of the most difficult and baffling problems in the planning of a small
water-supply system for a rural communittis the lack of criteria upon
which a design can be based. The volunteer needs answers to such questions
as: 'What increase should be allowed for future population grotth ? "; "Should

provision be made for periods of peak demand?"; and "What about storage?"
Such technical questions have been thoroughly studied and standardized in
textbooks dealing with design of water supplies for urban communities.
However, for most rural, underdeveloped areas of the world, reliable design
guides have not yet_been established. Furthermore, certain elements of

design are matters for local decision, depending on geography, local economy,
custom, and other factors.

The experience gathered from several rural water-supply programs has been
analyzed and is summarized below to serve only as a broad guide. It is

realized that there are wide variations in water-supply practice through-
out the world and that every designer should not apply blindly the criteria
listed here; instead, you should be able to make a critical analysis of We
conditions and problems of the area under study and should develop applica-
ble criteria. In so doing, you should contact the health administration of
the area concerned with a view" to consulting the minimum standards for de-

sign and construction Which this administration may have issued through
its public health engineering division.

There is, however, general agreement on the following fundamental .point.;

in the design of rural water-supply systems, primary consideration should

be given to the protection of the quality of the natural water selected,

since treatment should be considered only as the very last resort._ This

requires the incorporation in the design of necessary sanitary safeguards,
beginning_with the proper location of intake structures and pipes. Except,

in unusual circumstances, other engineering and structural elements should

be conceived around this need.

Be fore_ beginning the actual construction of a_village water_system, a well

defined plan needs to be drawn._The water system, when completed, will be

the result of a large commitMent from all the local people,- both -in finances

and labor. To be sure that the system is what they_want and need, careful

planning is'a requisite. In planning the water distribution system; there

are seven major categories to be defined;

1. Existing_Facilities: What already exists? How good is it? Can

it be made part of the overall system?

2; Size and Nature of the Community? How many people_will_be_vsers?

How are Ithey distributed? What customs or_traditions do they

have that must be considered in the overall plan?
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3.SystemCapacity:ftimuchwattiren are the
peak demands?

4. Water Source: What type of source will provide the Bost economical
and satisfactory water for the system?

5. Proposed System: Location of facilities, pipes, outl ts, etc.

6. Site of Proposed Facilities: An outgrowth of; the prop sed system,
What problems will there be it obtaining the land neede for the
proposed facilities?

7. Financing: How will the materials be iobtandd? Will thi project
_ _ _

be financed by government, cocoperatives, on a cost basis etc?

FISTING FACILITIES

From data collected in SectionAi you haVd already quite fully analyzed_the
tyPet of sources available, and evaluated eticf', as a potential water source

for a water system; How. yoo need to concent-ate_on_matching the soures of
water to the existing community. This is accomplished by:

1. Adding to the topographical map already started, the distribuiton
of the users in the community.

1

Considering local customs and traditions regarding water uses,,and
needs.

3. From (2) abovei cilculating system capacity requirements, and
system proposals to satisfy those reouirements.

SIZE AND NATURE OF THE COMMUNITY

IThe proposed water system"has to be built around the_customs and traditi
of the community it will be serving. For example, -if the sccial_patternsl':1
the community are bunt arOund faMily ,i;.ructures, the system should strive
to provide sources of water tc families;- and -not to the community through

centrally located water distribution facilitiet.

In many developing countries. there -are some traditions which Appe; u_prim4ive"

itomestern_colture. FO-c eXaMple, in most parts of Africa, men swim upstream,

and. WOMen dowiittriiam. Or men first; then women. In- Moslem countries women

do not appear in poblic_unveiled. _For_an outsider, Peace- Corps are_outsiders,
to institUte_an acceptable new system in such areas; he has to study very
taetfoliy all such traditions and then nodifyilis_system to suit the
munity. If he cannot_adjust the system. he should to_get hig point
across by exploit:on§ tti the petip:e (6r their representative;) why_it_is_
;important that he interferes with their life. A'or example: In the Moslem
community_citeC_the best plan would be to dittribqte water into hcuses
instead Of establishing public wel;s. It must be eTp%asized that in_order
to establish the most_effective F'-f1, a tonrough : Jdy_of the community__ A

must be done by the planner. Usually a ditcussion with the local authorities

Will yeld a good result; Remember; when help is imposed from above, it
meets with resentment and failure.

I

1
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In describing the community, care should be taken to determine population,

both present and projected;

Population growth is determined by:

1. Future economic developments in the community.

2. The cnaracter and location of the community in relation to other

populatfon centers.

3. The presence or possible introduction of small industries into

and around the Commdnity(the_installation of water scheme itself

Will cause population growth:)

ccroon acceptable estimate for_future_population growth -in most rural_

zrcar, is a 50% increase in population over_a_ten year period; or approxi=

m.Cely 5% per year; This should_be_the minimum figure upon which the

rural water-supply detign Should be based;

If this estimate appears too high for a_particular situation; the system

should -be designed for present population in a way as to allow for fUture

expansion.

Example on projecting population:

Original population 100,0'00

Increase over 10 year period 50% 50,000

Projected population in 10 years 150,000

Relatior,ship between population and stafage Capacity:

The rqufred capac4,y f' A a storage tank equals half the total daily

water requirement.
6 _

Total dai;y Water requirement i average demand x copulation larger users;

(Lage users would_include publiz centers; schools and_factoriet, If

these are not in the community; then the last term is left out)

Storage Capacity * linaverage demand x design population + large Users]

SYSTEM CAPAC_I_TY_

The methods for evaluating each type as a potential water system source was

covered in Section I. For each source you Will have to determine its Veld.

This is the ,aximum quantity of water that car be drawn from a source ln a

g.,!en pnrioU of time. To calculate the yfela for a source of water you:

1. Draw a measured quantity of water from tie source;

2. Time how long it takes the source to replenish the drawr quantity;

3. Div4de the amount of water drawn by the time taken to refill.

Yield is usually :tested in aallons per minute. Below are examples for

estimating yield f, r -drious types of water sources.

8
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Fig 24 Cistern CatchmenL Yield
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a. Cistern Catchment Yield

To estimate your catchmen". anea, the minimum_yearly rainfall and the
amount of water required by the family during one must be OW=
mated. SometimeSi_the OVernment meteorological scetion give you
the_iminimom rainfall expected. If they do hi:Ai you can estimate.the
minimum rainfall at_two,thirds of the yearly average. Take the average
amount of water needed by the family for one day_and multiply it be
365_to learn how much is needed for one year Then use the chart to
find hi* Much roofspace is needed fFig; _24 );;; Suppose you have a
rainfall of 60 ini..hes a iiear and the faMily nteds 20 gallons a day;
then;

2/3 x 60 equals a .tUM raWall Of 40 inches a year

365 days x 20 gallons a de* nouals 7300 gallons a year

The chart shows that a catchment area of about 300 square feet it
needed to supply the family with enough wat for one year;

b. Yield of Small Streams

This is a rough but very rapid method of estimating Water flow for
small streams. The number of streams that must be used and the flow
variations are important factors in determining the necessary facil-
ities for ut4lizing the water. Here is a way to survey a water supply
problem quickly by allowing you t't take rapid flow measurements;

The Pquation for stream flow is --- 1.4 = K x Ao x V

n flow in gallons per minute (8.33 pounds it 1 gallon)

A = cross section of stream, perpendicular to flow; in square feet.

V = stream velocity; feet per minute

K = a_corrected conversion factor since surface flow is normally
slower than average flow._ For_normal stagee use K = 6;4; for
flood stages use K = 6.7 to 7.1.

Fig. 25 Determine Stream Yield
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Fig. 6 Cross Sectior of Stream

To find "A"... the stream will probably have different depths along

its length so select a place where the depth.of the stream is aver-

age...take a measuring stick and place it- upright in the water about

one foot from the bank...note the.depth of water...move the stick

two feet from the bank in a line directly across the stream...note the

the depth...move the stick three feet from the bank, note the depth,

and continue moving it one-foot lengths until you cross the stream.

Draw a grid, like the one above, and mark the varying depths on it so

that a cross-section of the stream is shown. A Scale of one inch

one foot is often used for such grids. By counting the grid

squares and fractions of squares, the area of the water can be esti-

mated. For example, the grid shown here has about 15 square feet of

Water.

To find "V"...out a tloat_in the stream and measure the distance of

travel in one .g;nute (or 'raction cf a minute, if necessary.) The

width of the stream should be as constant as possible and free of

rapidt, When measuring the velocity.

Q

Example:

Cross section 16 svuare feet.
Velocity of float = 20 feet traveled in 1/2 minute

Stream flow is normal

F.4 X 15 x 20 feet 3300 gallons a minute

.ate

WATER SOURCE

Factors to be considered in the selection e a water source indlude the

following:

a. Purity of the source.
_

f

b. PrOXimity of the sourr the community

Alt!tAd Of source-above service connections
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d. Temperature variations of water from the source.

Guide to choosing a source:

1. First choice, a source that

requires no treatment

- uses gravity for distribution energy

- requires minimum maintenance

- is cheap to develop

- e.g. springs

b. Second choice, that which

- require no treatment

- but must be pumped out and into the :.upcly lines.

- e g. wells.

c. Third choice that which

- requires simply treatment

-uses gravity for distribution energy

- e.g. catchment cisterns.

d. Fourth choice, that which

- r,Auires simple treatment

- must be pumped

e.g. rivers

PROPOSED SYSTEM

SEUCTING SITES FOR THE SYSTEM'S FACILITIES

1. S^urce - must be near to the communityAseerabove),

2. Punp 'station - should be above the nigbest probable floc: level;
or be suitably protected against flood.

- should be accessible at 11 times
- should be large enough to meet future exparrion.
- should have suitable topography
- should be_well_protected from possible sabotage,e;g

sing it within an industrial type wire fence
with a icked gate;

3. Storage Tanks - should be centrally located
. possible, should be put on the highest ground in

the area.
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_ _ PUMP SELECTION
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -----

The most important considerations in'selecting a pump ere,

1. The skill of the operators and maintenance men available

2. The iritial cost of pump and driving equipment

3. The cost of Operation and maintenance
4. The capacity and lift required
5. Availability of power to operate the pump
6. The sanitary features of the puMps available commercially.

7. Type of source in which the pump is to be installed; including the

depth of static water level from ground surface.

8. Reliability of equipment, and availability of spare parts.

Ili,- following is a general guide to the selection of pumps for rural

water-supply systems:

1. Structure of the pump

a. P11 movable parts above_ground and easily accessible are easy

to maintain. Suitable for areas with no skilled maintenance man.

b. If skilled maintenance men are available, first choice should be

pumps with submerged cyli- 0-rt.

2. Type of_power available; Power-driven pumps must be of high effi-

ciency to reduce the cost of power.

3. Design of the pump: The pump design should_be flexible enoug: 40

be used in a wide range of Sources. There are some pumps which

must operatr under the cooditions for which they were designed,.

e.g. deep-well turbine and centrifugal pumps.

4 Repairs: The selected punk must be of a type for which repair and

replacement parts are easily obtainable.

5. Sanitary StandardILIhe-pump-awd-iiii4;at must be constructed as

to prevent-contamination of water either at source or inroute to

-- Specific sanitary conditions so be considered:

a, Pump head should be designed to prercnt t:ontamination from

environment from reaching the water-chamber of the pump

b. The base be waterproof.

c. The pump should not need priming

Informatics requirA when Ordering or inquiring abut apump.

i. The inside diameter of 'ole or casing in which the pimp is to be

fhe static level of wal.er in well, measures "rom ground-level.

3. The desired output in gallons per



TABLE: 5 : ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF VARIOUS TYPES OF PUMPS...
POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT

Types hand

pumps plunger type

Usual well 22.25 ft shallow

pumping well; up to__

depth (ft) 600 deep well

VELOCITY

motor; -wind dti= chain_orcontin= _

Yen, plunger type uous bucket centrifugal

NIONIMMIWINIIIIIIICr ION

22.25 ft shallow Oepinds on valve

well; oP to being lifted and

600 deep well type of power

10-20 ft

Capacity 3.15

Gallong

Minute

10=25

Effriciegy_z_low; can be *-

range () proved with

' double-acting

cylinders;

25%40%

_Operation Very Simple

4.20 Very wide

range: 2 to

unlimited

Low; can be im; LoW

proved,with

double-acting

cylinders;

25%-60%

Good;

50%-85%

deep -welt

turbine

50=300 ft

Very wide

range_

25=5000

qcsod:_

65%40%

jet

15.20 ft below

ejector

5-125

Low: 401 =60%

Simple Very Simple Simple More difficult;

needs attention

Simple; air locks

can cause trouble

Maintenance_ -Stmple: but

ves and plunger

require -Men-

tion; more dif-

ficur-_when pump

vlinder is in

th.

Same as hand Simple

pump; alinten-

ance_of motors

sometimes diffi;

cult in rural

areas

Simple, but More difficult

attention is and constant;

necessary skilled atZin=

tion is neces-

sary

SirOlti.but

attention is

necessary

Cost Low, but higher

when cylinder

is in the well

Low, but higher_ Reasonable Reasonable

when cylinder is

in the well

Reasonable

deep

91
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TABLE 5 (Cor VANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF VARIOUS TYPES OF PUMPS

Types of

pumps

Power

Advantages

POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT

hand pumps,

plunger type

motor, wind dri-

ven, plunger type

VELOCITY

chatn or contin.

uous bucket

Hand or animal Wind, motor Hand, animal,

wind, motor

centrifugal

Motor

Low speed; easily

understood by

unskilled people;

low cost

Low cost; sim

ple; low speed

Dis-

advantages

Low efficiency;

limited use;

maintenance

more difficult

when cylinder is

in the well

Low_efficiency;

limited use;

maintenance

lore difficult

ain cylinder

is in the well
1,4~..

Simple; easy to

operate and

maintain

deep-well

turbine jet

Kotor Motor

-t;

wide:,inye

of _capacity

and heal

Good for small=

diameter bore-

holes; ease of

operation

Moving parts on

surface; ease of

Iperation

Low efficiency;

limited use

emommmmiww,....0.01M

Moving parts Moving parts in 4imited appli-

and packing well; rather ex- cation; low effis

require pensive; regd., deny; moving

attention res good win- parts require

tenance and op. attention

_A_tration
",=.1NPallImINNO
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4. The lowest water level expected during pumping.

5. The desired water pressure at ground level.

6. The type of power available (If electric; specify voltage; pnase,
frequency, etc.)

7; The total depth, and nature of source;

PUMPS -AND PIPES

Generally, pump size determines appropriate pipe sizes, and vice versa.

Pumps_

The types most commonly used in small community water systems
are:

1. Hand-or ipower-operated reciprocating pumps
above the ground.

Power -operated centrifugal pumps with'pump
_ground-,-;

with the cylinder

mechanism above

Hand-power., or:wind-operated reciprocating deep-well pumps;
With cylinder in the well.

4; Deep -well- turbine pumps driven either from the surface or from
a submersible electric motor.

5. Jet itips power- driven at surface.

Hydraulic rams

7. Ai;=liit pump, operated by power-driven compressor on the
surface;

Clssificationcif pumps (see Table b 1

Displaqement a) Reciprocating

t) Chain .

b) "Rotary

1

2; Velocity

1

3. Airlif

4; Hydraulic tams

Where various pu4nps are used:

a) Centrifugal
b) Jet

1. Reciprocating plunger - in wells mainly. The most commonly used

pump.

rY
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2. Semi-rotary pum-4 - for low lift - e.g. from wells and cisterns
to overhead tanks.

3. Rope-and-bucket systems - in open duo wells. Either hand or wind-,

less operated.

4. 4Chain-bucket pump - in open dug wells.

5. Chain-and-plug bucket.

6. Multicellular band pump.

7. Centrifugal pump - in deep w lls.

8 Jet pump - in deep wells. (_

9. pumps,- in drilled wells and wells with irregular sides,

a/ls for pumping muddy water.
/

10. Itylraulic Rams - in springs, streams and rivers.

Examples of various pumps.

A Supply,litresfininute,
8, Difference in elevation bitieeen.ram and supply-power head

Length of drive pipe I _

D Difference in elevation between ram and highest point to which water is to be ele-

vntedpurniiiing head
E Taal length of supply pipe
F W Stand-pipe, necessary in case of exceedingly long drive pipe

Under the proper eireumstancesJ situation
similar to that shown, in which the supply

of teinsidtrabfil excess of the needs, and it situated so that the ram can be locat-

ed 440 billow the sbpplythe hydraulic ram can be en excellent solution to a pumping

problem. I
/

Whin Writing to manufacturers about ram sizet. tne information ln items A. B. Cr D.

and Via tfecessary. 'With this the factory will be able to recommend the correct Mai;

feasibility; etc.

Fig. 27 Hvdrilliajir

96
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Fig. 211 Typical Installation of Jet PuM0

A Water being recu rn
ed from pump above

B Water from well
being sucked up into
throat (0) by _high.
velocity discharge
(C)

A Jet assembly
B Water line from pump to nozzle

-C Rising water
w Centrifugal pump _

E Pressure-regulating valve
E , Discharge pipe
a Height of water pushed by let
H Sucti_on_by _centrifugal pump (about 13-6

oi 1S-20 ft)

Fig; 29 Displacement Pump Operation

A

A w Down-stroke: Cylinder above plunger filfti while rah., at base of cylinder closes, and valve in plunger

opens.
B w Upstroke: Cylinder NO Of water aboye_ritunger_is expelled while, at the same rime, valve at base of

pump opens; filling cylinder below plugger. As plunger rises, a vacuum is formed below. pulling water

-into tht cylinder.
When the cylinder is above ground. a foot valve is necessary co avoid pri ing.

13EST CON AVAILABLE
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A jar, a by *Ind per mho.. from r. ,,. F. 1).t Emm, T. I, (19421 Ardent Members' tuftl steam Awn' pride, No 1.
Sp. \vrl, p. 2741.

Fig. 20 Elementary, Single Acting Force Pump
In addition to the foot and bucket valves of the lift pump, a heed valve Is provide _

In operation, during the up-stroke, atmospheric press Urs 'Orces water into the cylinder; during the
down-stroke, this water is transferred from the fewer to the upper side of the piston.

F- g; 31

Centrifugal Pumpt

CEP

This is the best and simplest arrangement for centrifugal pumps. Power unit may be

electric Motor Or internal combustion engine.
Belt-driven centrifugal pumps are common_ but introduce belt maintenance. N

in order to get the correct engine-Oump_speed ratio.
The man ufac turersecommendations for operation and maintenance -should-be-followed.

BEST COPY AMIABLE



3. Choose a pipe size, so that velocity throu0 it will be about 6
feet per second.

4. Estimate the pipe friction loss "head" (10 foot "head" represents
the pressure at the bottom of a 10 foot high column of water) for
both suction and discharge piping; using the following table.

TABLE 6 Average friction loss for at flowing through pipe when velocity
is 6 ft;/second;

Pipe inside
diameter ". 4° 6" ' 12" : 24"

F = approxi
mate friction
head fft.) per
100 ft= pipe

16 7 5 3 2 1 ,/2 1 1/2

IFriction Loss Head= -==11251413d=
of nine
=

100

Any bends, valves, constrictions, and enlargements (such as pessing
through a tank) add to friction. The equivalent pipe length of
such"fittings"inthapipelineshould_be added to the pipe length
used in the friction Toss equation.

5; Obtain "Total Head" as follows:

Total Head = height of lift + friction loss head.

Using a straight edge connect the proper point on the "Total Head
(ft.)" line with the proper point of the "Discharge U.S. gallon/
minute" line. Read motor horsepower and pump size (diameter of
discharge outlet), choosing the printed values just above the
straight edge.

Note that water horsepower is less than motor horsepower. This is be-
cause of friction losses in the pump and motor. The nomograph should
be used for rough estimate only. Foran exact determination give all
information on the flow and_pipinq to the pump manufacturer. He haS

the exact data on his pump for various applications. Pump specifica-
tions can be tricky especially if suction piping is long and the suc-
tion lift is great.

Example:

Desired - to pump 100 gallons/minute 50 feet high, no fittings
Pipe Size - 3"_(for 6 feet/second)

reference': Handbook entry "Velocity of Witer in Pipes"
Friction loss head - about '3 feet.
Total head -_53 feet.
Pump size - 2"
Motor horsepower - 3 H.P.
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Fig. 32
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If you plan to use huMan ObWer for the pump, figure that a man can
generate about 0.1 H;P; for a reasonably long period and 0;4_H;P;
for short burstsFrom_this and the total head, you can predict
the flow you should design the hand pump for;

Pipes

Most commonly used pipes are made of:

a. Galvanized wrought -iron and cast iron
b. Asbestos
c. Transite (mixture of cement and asbestos fiber)
d. Lead
e. Copper
f-__ Plastic _

g. Bamboo stems and other_related tropical plants
h. Wood-stave, made out of light wood

Measuring diameters: The diameter of a pipe is determined by
measuring the inside diameter.

FINANCING THE PROJECT

The stock reply to questions about financing is that the_country, state,_
province, or community concerned is too poor to afford the cost of needed
iMprovements Upon investigation; however, it often -turns out that public
money is being spent for projects which are of much less importance_ and
which cannot possibly give the same returns as those obtained when the
same amount of funds is invested in the construction of_public water-
supplies. _There is usually away to obtain long-range financing_for_rural
water=SUPOlypregratiit if the individuals concerned with the problem will
look far enough for a good case to present_to their 'legislators or to
financial institutions. Long-range have been effective in many .

CoOntriet throughout the world; both in the Western and Eastern Hemispheres;
Most of them are the_result_of the_work of_a few_people who have succeeded
after painstaking effortS, in convincing the right government or bank of-
the importance of sanitation work;

In almost all successful_ programs, federal or central governments have
shouldered the responsibility for financing the construction of small rural
water projects: In many cases this decision Will have been made by the
time you begin. Because of the lack of credit on the partof most rural
towns and villages and the.absence of a system of financing public works
through direct loans from private bankinginStitutions, the central govern-
ment_must usually fill the 'role of provider of funds. In some places the

states or provinces co-operate. In many countriet, the normal pattern is

for the central government to loan the necessary funds directly to a local

community at a low rate of interest or to make a partial grant, with the
community and state_jointly, supplying the remainder. Loans or grants are

made_on the batiS of projects presented through proper channels for approval

by state or federal engineers: - _A_ sanitary engineering section in a central

health department would be qualified and might be available to provide this

technical service to rural communities.
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If you plan to use human power for the pump, figure that a man can
generate about 0.1 H.P. for a reasonably long period and 0.4 H.P.
for short bursts. From this and the total head, you can predict
the flow you should design the hand pump for.

Pipes

Most commonly used pipes are made of:

a. Galvanized wrought-iron and cast iron
b. Asbestos
c. Transite (mixture of cement and asbestos fiber)
d. Lead
e. Copper
f._ Plastic _

g. Bamboo stems and other_related tropical plants
h. Wood-stave, made out of light wood

Measuring diameters: The diameter of a pipe is determined by
measuring the inside diameter.

FINANCING THE PROJECT

The stock reply to questions about financing is that the_country, state,_
province, or community concerned is too poor to afford the cost of needed
improvements. Upon investigation, however, it often -turns out that public
money is being spent for projects which are of much less importance -and
which cannot possibly give the same returns as those obtained when the
same amount of funds is invested in the construction of_public water-
supplies; _There is usually a_way to obtain long-range financing for rural
water - supply programs if the individuals concerned with the problem will
look far enough for a good case to present_to their' legislators or to
financial institutions. Long-range plans have been effective in many .

CoUntriet theoughout the world, both in the Western and Eastern Hemispheres;
Most of them are the_result_of the_work of_a few_people who have succeeded
after painstaking efforts, in convincing the right government or bank of-
the importance of sanitation work;

In almost all successful programs, federal or central governments have _

shouldered the responsibility for financing the_cons.truction of small rural

water projects: In many cases this decision will have been made by the

time you begin. Because of the lack of credit on the part.of most rural
towns and villages and the.absence of a system of financing public works

through direct loans from private banking institutions, the central govern-
ment must usually fill the 'role of provider of funds. In some places the

states or provinces co-operate. In many countries, the normal pattern is
for the central government to loan the necessary funds directly to a local
community at a low rate of interest or to make a partial grant, with the

community and state jointly, supplying the remainder. Loans or grants are

made on the batis of projects presented through proper channels for approval

by state or federal engineers. A sanitary engineering section in _a central
health department would be qualified and might be available to provide this
technical service to rural communities.
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LESSON OBJECTIVE

FLkNUING THE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

LESSON NO.

To determine existing fi.cilities which may

be useful as part of the planned system.

TOPIC INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE
SUPPLEREN_TAL MATERIALS

RELATED READING

,ater Sources

wimps

apes

isographic

vocations

Lecture on various types of possible water
sources and their characteristics;

ShOW how to use tables in determining the
yield of a-source.

Demonstrate how to measure velocity of water.

Ask students the conditions under which a
pump is necessary to distribute water.

Briefly mention pumps used in large systems
(stress it is not the concern now).

Lecture on the characteristic features of
pumps most Often used in Rural Water Supply.

Atk students to name materials most commonly
used for pipes.

Add local materials omitted by the students.

Demonstrate how to measure pipe diameters;-

Show general areas where the Peace Corps
will go.

103

Pictures of various
sources. Chart on
characteristics of source.

Water sources; floats;
current meters, weirs.
tables on yield.

Individual Water Supply
Systems, p. 24.=52.

Models Of pumps.
Photographs and/or
drawings of pumps..

Chart_giving character-
istics of pumps. _

WHO Monograph Series #42,
Chapter 4.

Samples of pipes from
various materials,
measuring wales & gauges

World Map
Atlas of climatic regions
of the world, showing:
relief, vegetation,
seasonal rainfall and
temperature distributions.
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PLANNING THE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
Lesson No. 1 (Continued)

Local Materials

.Lecture on climate of each region.

Discuss in class possible hindrances to
,constriction work;

Group them on the board under causatives;

Lecture on trade-off values: e.g., quality
vs; expenses to achieve convenience.

Discuss in class the materials which can be
adapted to suit an improved distribution
system.



LESSON OBJECTIVE:

/

o
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PLANNING THE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

LESSON NO. 2

To choose the most suitable source for development

and select a suitable site for the system facilities.

TOPIC
--]

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE

:electing Water.
'iource

Iecting the
te

SUPPLEMENTALAATERIALS
_RELATED-READING_

Discuss the possible combination of
characters a source can have.

Let each student draw the characteristics of
the source he would choose first.

Discuss the feasibility of each proposal.

Formulate a guide to quick choices.

Discuss the importance of proper locations
of facility sites.

Draw a guide to site selection.

105

Section on SOUrdeS.

WHO Monograph Series #42
PP. 34-35;

Suggested Design Criteria
for Waterworks in
Recreational Areas)
Sections 24 and 93.

e
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PLANNING THE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

LESSON NO 3

LESSON OtItECTIVE To select pumping equipment most Suited

TOPIC

Civiracteristics
of i-emps

for use in rural areas.

N.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE
SUPPLEMENTAL` MATERIALS /

RELATED READING

Ask students to recall characteristics of
pumps.

Discuss with sthdents what would be the best
guide critefia for choosing a pump:

106

Section on character:-
istics of pumps.

Pumps and/or pump
models:
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PLANNING THE DTSTRIBUTON SYSTEMS

LSSON NCL 4

SSON OBJECTIVE; To describe the community to be.served;

svecificaUyi the'sspeets that affect the plan.

rOPIC

.1a Li on

itionS and
1 Structure.

:r, I c Standard

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE

Lecture Cn hoW to estimate: the population of
a community;

Show how -to calculate projected population
and relationship between population and
demand ;

Discuss the importance of long established
traditions.

7 -

Discuss what traditions are adTcely to clash
with the planned system and how to avoid
such a clash.

Dis'cuss the connection between occupation and
water demands.

iss

SUPP_LEMEN_TALMATERIALS
RELATER, READING

Relate type of 'houses to distribution systems.

Compare availability of skilled labor in U;S;
to underdeveloped countries.

Discuss how to seJect< workers fcr the project.

107

WHO Monograph .Seri /R:4
p; 42-43;.



LESSON OBJECTIVE:

PLANNING THE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

LESSON NO. 5

To prepare a chart prOjettilig expected costs of

material and labor. Estimate the required anion

money and how to raise the money.

TOPIC INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE

Cost

Finmicing

Discuss how to'estimate the cost of the
project.

Discuss various methods.

108
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SECTION 4

CHARACTER-BT. -LCS_401__AN___ADEQUATE SYSTEM

OVERVIEW:

There are many technical problems and factors to be considered in the
design of a distribution system. The layout of the system; the sizes of
the pipes; the loss of pressure, and many other factors must be considered
in the actual planning of the system.

This section provides the trainee with an understandino of the, character-
istics of an adequate system. With this understandino_he will'be able to
plan the technical aspects of the project and avoid mistakes in\ he con-
struction phase of the program.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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SECTION 4: CHARACTERISTICS OF AN ADEQUATE. SYSTEM

OBJECTIVE: Define and evolve a detailed plan for the_con-
struction of the basic components in an adequate
system.

TASKS: 1. Draw to scale the plan and profile'illustrating
the relative locations of the component parts
of the system.

2. Prepare a detailed account of the characteristics
of the chosen source, and state how it is to be
developed.

3. Analyze data (collected in Section I) and decide
what type of treatment processes are required.

4; Describe how water will be transferred from the
source to_treatment plant or distribution reser=
voirs, and the sanitary precautions to be taken.

5; Describe the safety precautions to be taken
dUring-the construction and operation_of_the_
treatment plant; to avoid recontamination
and protect personnel.

6; Determine the storage requirement for the system.

7. Based on -the location_of the tanki_select_the
material(s)-to be used in its construction;

Identify sanitary and servicing provisions to
be followed in constructing the storage tank.

Decide which system of distribution best suits
the community.

10; Determine the required pressures at service
Connections and design the pipes and joints
for distritnting;

BEST COPY PRIME
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CHARACTERISTICS OF AN ADEQUATE SYSTEM (coat)

FUNCTIONAL SKILLS:

1. Recall the essential components of an adequate
system.

2. Draw topographic, plan, and elevation maps. Litt
data which should be included on a toptlgraphic
map of-an adequate distribution system: Measure

elevation of points.

3. Identify safe water;

4. Recall functions of component parts of a treat-
ment plant. Use high and low lift pumps. De-

scribe and evaluate the various treatment pro-
cesses described in Section 2.

5. Recall relationship between distribution systems
and various community patterns.

6. Calculate required head, headloss. Read from
tables the relationships between pipe sizes,
pipe joints, and headloss.

7. Recall relationship between different pumping
facilities and size of community.

8. Identify the relevant structural properties of
materials.

9. Identify properties of cdkting paints.

10. Recall safety standards to be maintained in the
construction and operation of a system.

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE TESTS:

1. For a given community layout, design a distri-
bution system which best suits it, and draw to_
scale the plan and profile showing the locations
of the various component parts of the water dis-

tribution system, pipe lengths and size, and
valve locations along the line.

2; Given a number_of water samples, identify those
defined as "safe";

3. In a given treatment system, state in detail

what happens as the water passes through the

successive stages.



CHARACTERISTICS OF AN ADEQUATE SYSTEM (cont.)

4. Given a source and treatment plant, and/or
distribution reservoir some distance apart,
list all sanitary precautions which should
be taken while transferring the water.

5. List all sanitary and personnel safety pro-
visions to _be taken into consideration while
planning the construction and operation of a
treatment plant.

6. Choose the appropriate materials for construc-
ting storage tanks,

a. underground
b. on the ground
c. above the ground

7. Determine the difference in height between a
given storage plant and service connection, and
calculate the required head and headloss in the
section.

From given tables, choose -pipe sizes that will
deliver water with a specified residual pressure
at a service connection distance ( ) units away;
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WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

CHARACTERISTICS OF AN ADEQUATE SYSTEM

iuik L .L I

SOURCE

The source of water for the distribution system must meet the require-
ments that have been established for quantity and quality. The source
will meet the quantity requirement by simply being able to provide
enough water to meet the demand. If_no single source can satisfy
this requirement, the construction of storage tanks and/or reservoirs
can be built to compensate for this deficiency. The quality require-
ments for drinking water are generally established by local or national
health departments. (If none exist, you should review the minimum
standards for drinking water discussed in Section 2) If no satis-
factory water sources exist, you should carefully consider the con-
struction of wells before choosing -a source that would require exten-
sive treatment. Although the distribution of water from a central
source by means of pipes to each village house is a goal towards which
every community should strive, the construction of wells (if necessary)
would be an incomplete, but very satisfactory step toward that goal.

Once satisfactory water has been located, it is essential that care
be taken not to contaminate the water during its distribution. To
insure the preservation of potable water, the following protective
measures should be taken:

1. wells and pump bases should_be sealed so that surface water
is-unable to-enter :the well;

2. Water used to prime pumps must not be polluted (when possible
use pumps that do not need priming).

3. Only trained workers should be responsible for maintaining the
systeM once it has been built. (Initially, care should be
taken to select workers who are healthy and free from communi
cable diseases).

TREATMENT FACILITIES

In selecting_a water source, the goal is one needing no chemical treat-
ment (other than disinfection) prior to use As stated earlier; If no
such source already exists, explore_the_possibility of a_well construc-
tion program.* When an acceptable-but-less-than desirable source is
the only alternative, a treatment plant will need -to be part of -the
distribution system._ The purpose of the_plant will be to upgrade the
quality of water that does not meet drinking water standards; The -

methods for evaluating water and selecting treatment proceSses is
discussed in Section 2.

-----"For further information refer to the Peace coeps training manual
on the Construction_orliater_Well4
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DISTRIBUTION RESERVOIR

In small distribution systems, whether the_water is obtained by gravity

or by pumping, it is always desirable to provide a distribution reser-

voir. The main reasons_am_

1. Hourly variations in the rate of consumption are more easily
satisfied (in small systems, such variations may be three
times the average hourly consumption and sometimes more);

2. Adequate pressure can be maintained throughout the distribution
system;

3. Adduction pipes between the source of supply and the reservoir
may be repaired without interruption of the village water ser;

vice.
4. Provisions may be made for fire protection.
5. Pumps can be operated uniformly throughout the day. (Such pumps

may be much smaller than would be required otherwise).

6. The size of the adduction pipe between the supply source and
the reservoir can be made smaller than would be necessary if
the viRtge were fed directly from the water source.

7. Fluctuations in peak periods of demand can be more easily ob-
served and compensated for when all water is draWn from a dit=

tribution reservoir.

'The first consideration when designing storage is the capacity -which will

be provided. This to a great extent depends on the type of supply, and
is influenced by two main factors--the necessity of catering for peak de=

mand periods, and the provision of reserve to cover normal breakdown..or

maintenance interruptions.

Conditions_vary in different parts of the world, but a typical pattern

of draw=off in a village is as follows - -30S of the days supply between

7 a.m. and 8 a.m.; 30% between 5 p.m. and 6:30 p.m.; 35% during the

other hours of daylight; and 5% between sunset and sunrise. Local cus-

tome will produce local variations; for instance, in Moslem countries
the demand during Ramadan will be high at about 3am., and in other

parts of the world where Monday is the traditional "wash-day" the Monday

morning draw=off may be equivalent to the total supply of another day.

These considerations must be taken into account when assesSing the ex-

tent and duration of peak draw-offs; this must then be balanced against

the rate and periods of water delivery.

When water is supplied by gravity from the source it is most economical

in cost, as well as most satisfactory from an operatiJnel aspect, if a

constant flow is maintained throughout the twenty.four hours. Obviously

in such a method of working a smaller delivery main is needed than if
larger quantities are required in shorter perlodt. When electricity is

used for pumping it is usually most economical to operate for about

twenty hours a day, leaving the pumps idle &wing the peak hours of elec-

tricity demand. With diesel- or gasoliner.drfven pumps, the cost of atten-
dance (generally_continuous with such engines, but normally unnecessary
with electric motors) becomes an important factor and one thift_of eight

hours, or two totalling 16 hours, is a frequent method of operation.
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It is quite common to find schemes designed to operate, with a single
shift of 8 hours initially, increasing to 16 hours when the demand
rises later. More than 16 hours a day is not desirable with such
engines; not only do labor costs increase but the wear on machinery
working continuously throughout the day and night becomes excessive
and-the-14-fe-of-the-plant-iscorrespondingly shortened.

To determine the amount of storage that will be required to provide
uniform serice throughout the day, you must estimate three factors:

1. the hourly consumption throughout the day (measured in gallons)
2 the proposed hours of pumping (as explained above, this is

determined by the type -of equipment available)
3. the pumping capacity of the system (gallons per hour).

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR AN ADEQUATE SYSTEM

An adequate system is one which will deliver the requirii, amount of potable,
palatable water to all outlets at a prescribed or satisfactory pressure.

MAPPING THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

A drawing or map and a profile of the distribution system should be
made showing the location of each component in relation'to others (see
Section 1 on drawing topographic maps). Below are a number of ways
that the distribution system layout can be illustrated.

TO
DISTR I swim

STORAGE

PROFILE
FIGURE 33

LAYOUT OF A COMBINATION WPTER SYSTEM
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SYSTEM CAPACITY

Once these factors have_been deterMinedi,_the storage'capacity can -be

determined. The following guidelines should'be considered in arriving

at adequate storage capacity:

-----1----At_a_rtilo=bf=thUmb. the storage--required should be approki=

metely equal to a days consumption of water.

2. Minimum capacity should be large enough_to_handle morning and

afternoon peaks; In no case should it be less than half a

day's supply.

3. If it is not_possible_to store -a day'S requirement; long r0r-

iods of pumping Should be adopted with no interruptions.

4; Where possible; ground storage is preferable.

PIPES

In selecting pipes, the followfhg;suggestions should be followed:

1; The velocity of flew Of water should not be;more than-_6 ft.

per second in main pipes; and 3 ft; per second in feeder pipes.

2; Pipe sizes for mains must be at least 2 inches in diameter.

3; Using -the nomograph attached: determine the pipe size which

Will deliver water at a desired rate;

Pipe Flow CalculatiOn

This'chart helps determine the flow of_water from several sizes

of pipe When you knOW the height of the water source.

The nomograph applies_ to_ steel -pipe. Fig. 34 should be used

to find the equivalent pipe length. The length of pipe run can

be paced off; One can crudely sight with their eyes and attempt

measuring the reservoir height. To make this measurement with

any accuracyrequires some type of surveyor's instrument.

To use the nomograph, first find the number of-pipe diameters

there are in the pipe lengths; This is_accomplished by dividing
the_pipe_diameter ih in-Chet into 12 x pipe lengths in feet; or

divide the pipe diameter in centimeters into 100 x the pipe

length in Meters.

Then With the'straight edge connect the pipe diameter on the d

scale in inches (1 inch = 2.54-CM) With the reservoirheight_in_

feet,on the h stale. Mark on the index scale_where the straight

edge crosses.. Now_connect_this point_on_the_index with the number_

of pipe diametert in the pipe length as calculated and observe the'

reading Oh the Q scaler This will be the discharge in gallons per

minute;
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L. Fig. 34 Pipe.Flow Calculation

Pump Size and Horsepower RequireMent

For preliminary sizing of_a pump used to_lift liquid to a known height
through-simple piping, follow these steps:

1; Determ the quantity of flow desired in gallons per minute:
8.33 pours 1 gallon;

2; Measure the hey ht of the lift required (from the point where the

water enters the mp suction piping to where it discharges.) .
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Example:

Assume a reservoir height of 30 feet, a pipe size of 1 1/2"

diameter and 100 feet in pipe length, what will the discharge

rate be?

First divide the length by the diameter each in inches

1200
800- --------

now convert 1.5 on the d scale-WMJO-feet-on-the h sale -and

make a mark on the index scale. Connect this mark with 800 on

the LID scale and read the flow as 60 gallons per minute on the

Q scale.

Headloss Calculation

How to compensate for the headlosses:due to -pipe fittings: Express

in terms of the equivalent to the length and size.of pipe which

would_produce An equivalent loss if, instea&of adding fittings,

additional pipe was added; Note in table below that headloss

'due to pipe fittings can' be neglected for relatively long pipes;

TABLE 7

Allowance in equivalent length of -pipe -for friction

loss in valves and threaded fittings

Diarnekr
of fitting

90 -ski.
ell

45* aid.
ell

90 -' amide
tee

Coupling
or straight

run

Gate
valve

Glebe
vVve

Angle
valve

bakes /lid led Pal Ad- PM Ate led

% 1 O. 6 L 5 a 3 II 2 8 4

/4 2 1.2 3 0.'8 I4 15 8

% 2.6 1.5 4 '0.8 0.5 20 12

1 3 1. 8 5 0.9 0. 6 25 15

1K 4 Z 4 6 1.2 0.8. 35 18

1% 5 3 7 1. 5 1.0 45 22

2 7 4 10 2 I. 3 55 28

2% 8 5 12 2. 5 1. 8 55 34

3 10 6 15 3 2 80 '40

3% 12 7 18 3. 6 2. 4 100 50.

4 14 8 21 4 2.7 125 55

5 17 10 25 5 3.3 140 70

P 20 12 30 8 4 188 80
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RELATIONSHIP OF DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM TO COMMUNITY

ARRANGEMENT OF THE NETWORK

There are two main systems of distributing water in a community:

Dead-end System

This consists of direct lines from the mains to the outlet without
inter-connected lines (see Fig.35 ).

Evaluation: 1. Easy to install
2. Takes less material for pipes
3. Best for small, unplanned community layout
4. Disadvantage: If water not used often may breed
--bacterialat the stagnant end.

cl . c=3 ?1/ICELIAILF
kgERVICE CDNNE-6677°NBRANCH

1ZS

Fig. 35

Loop System

In this, the ends of-all thesupply-lines are connected so there_

is continuous flow 6f water in the system while it is being drawn

from any point in the loop (see fig.36 )

Evaluation 1. No stagnant water
2. Less vulnerable to breakdowns since_valve arrange-

ments may be made to re-route the flow of water,
isolating small trouble areas.
Suitable for well-planned community.

Dead-End System

Fig. 36 Loop System
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Generally, in a_Targe community' the loop system_can be used
around main residential or business areas; and the deadend
system for the rest of the system

-The-network-of pipes should be-arranged so large primary mains feed
smaller secondary pipes; Branches -or feeders carry_water_from mains
to service connections. Service pipes carry water from the branch to
the building.

HEADLOSS AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

HEAD

In planning a distribution system it is desirable to draw water at
a tap with a good pressure- nor too high_ nor too, low. Required head
is the height (or depth) of water which is required to produce a given
pressure. Pressures are expressed in pounds per square inch (psi) or
in height units MO.

f

Water Head Water

Fig; 37 Head Measurement

Relation of Pressure and head: from the defimition of head and some
,!raulic factors, it can be shown that 2.31 ft.4Lwater exerts -1 psi

ai its base or 1 psi exerted at base of water solumn WIllraise it 2.31 ft.

Example: Calculate the pressure exerted by a column ofWater 100 ft
at its base.

g.31 ft; exert lf-psi
106 ft. exert _ 1_ x 100 psi,' 43.3_ -Psi

HEADLOSS

This is the reduction of pressure in a pipe which may be due to friction
in pipe and pipe fittings, or va7ves, and can be expressed as a change
in head. Allowable headloss is the difference, in feet of water, be-
tween the tank elecation, and the elevation of service connection, plus

the required head at the service connection. i.e. allowable headloss
Elev. tank - (elev. service connection + required head)

Example: Given elevation of tank = 750 ft.
elevation service conn. = 665 ft.
required head (-20 psi) 46.2 ft.

allOwable headloss = 750 ,= (665 + 46.2) 38.8 ft. of head.

Note: The required head recommended by U.N. - survey must be at least

10 psi (13.1 ft) for small water supply systems. For4melti-
storied houses, minimum should be 70 psi (91.7 ft). 20 psi (46.2 ft)

is a reasonable figure to work with.

s
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Actual headloss is theheadloss_which actually_occurs_in pipe and
joints. It must not exceed the allowable 40adloss.. The pipes and
joints select must have a total headloss less than the allowable
headloss.-

a
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CHARACTERISTICS 'OF AN ADEQUATE SYSTEM

LESSON NO

To outline the general requirements for a system

to be qualified as adequate.

TOPIC INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE
4104

Definiti of an
Addquate System

2 Component Parts:

RelatiVe Locations

(A)
4ource and Pumping
FaCilities

(b)
Treatment slant

(0
Storage

DiacUde in class and draw out a definitiOn
of "an adequate system";

Demonitrate how to draw the map and profile
of a system;

As -au exercise let each student draw the
profile. from a. sample map;

Discuid the reqUiretentd for quality and
quantity of water at source:

DiscuSe the relationship between type of
source and type of pump to be used.

Draw safety provisions required.
*

Discuss the heed rot Water treatment.

Visit a treatment plant and note -the
relative location of treatment stages.

Compare safety requirements tothat at
source.

Discussethe need for storage facilities_ and
h6W the storage capacity is related to the
size and the community.

Discuss :the various storage systems acid the
effect or location on .them.

Adk atUdente to outline what particular _ --
attention be paid to maintaining the quAlity
of the water.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF AN ADEQUATE SYSITI.1

LESSON NO. 2

LESSON OBJECTWE: TO determine the relationship between the distribution

system and headless in the system; and design a distribution

system suited to egiven community.

TOPIC INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS

RELATED READING

Definition of
husdloss

Relationship_
between HeadloSt

1 the

R-elationship
between the
CoTmUnity Layout
and the Distribu-

, tion Sysl.em

Define bend and headloss..

Demonstrate how to menrure head;

Show hoW to Calculate headloss.

Demonstrate the effect or valves nnd
threaded fittings on the water flow in a
pipe.

Show how the Above loss may be compensated
for in the plan.

Lecture on how to d#sign n distribu
system to. fit a given community

4

1 3'

Water in tank
Measuring Scale.

Chart_of Hendloss vs.
Pipe Sitt..
equiva3eot pipe lengthy
and waves and fittirw.

Ele4ated wnte source;
long and short pipes,
valves and joints.
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SECTION 5

CONSTRUCTION TECHNIOUES

OVERVIEW:

The preceding sections have covered the background knowledge that a
trainee must have_to recognize -and evaluate sources_of water and to plan
the development of a distribution and treatment system. Regardless of
the planning; a system is only as good as its construction_allows This
section_covers_the_techniques needed by the volunteer to adequately con-
struct the system he has designed.

The emphasis of this instructional material is on doing. The trainee
should learn by doing; for no amount of lecture can impart "how% it is
only through doing -that the trainee will be able to understand when, for
example, concrete is wet enough.

This section covers construction with concretei and specific projects -for
building and installing the major components of a treatment And distri-
bution system;



SECTION 5: CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES

OBJECTIVE: Develop, purify and distribute water in A given

community.

tASKS: 1. Develop the selected_source to meet the requirements
specified in the design.

2. Build_an intake site and install intake pumping
facilities.

3. Test the water so obtained for sanitary standards.

4; Build a treatment plant appropriate for treating
water from the above developed source.

5; Construct_a storage -tank with a-predetermined capa-
City; apply protective coatings on tank and pipes
against heat; chemical corrosion and insect pests.

6. Lay and connect pipes for.the conveyance of water
from the distribution reservoirs (storage tank) to
the various service connections.

FUNCTIONAL SKILLS:

1. Recall characteristics of various types of sources.

2. Dig, drill, and bore a well in such a way as to ob-
tain maximum yield from it.*

3. Mira concrete of a desired strength.

4. Build protective casing for a well, spring; or
pump base.*

5. Build a small pumphouse to specification.

6; Determine conditions which would require, low or
high lift-pumps for intake of water;

7. Build a screen of wire or other materials of desired
mesh around an intake terminal in a pond, lake,
stream, river or any other reservoir to keep out
silt, water life and vegetation, and the stress from
water flow.

8. Recognize relevant treatment processes for water
from a given source.

9. Construct or assemble the various treatment processes
such as filters, sedimentation tanks, etc.

*This skill is optionali depending on the scope

of the particular training program.
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CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES (Cont.)

10. Connect various treatment stages in their proper

order. -

11. Read and follow an instruction manual;

.12; Put, together a prefabricated structure, using
reinforced concrete, painting-or spraying the
needed parts, and welding, soldering or riveting
pipes together.

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE TESTS:

1. At a given location develop_amatersource from
underground water which will meet the water de-
mand of the community.*

2; Oven raw materials required to produce concrete,
mix concrete of a specified strength and show it
meets the specification;

3. For a given source, install an intake pump;

C Given the_plan and all materials, build a house
over a well (or pump);

S. In a given distribution system, state where you
would use:

a. Low lift puMp
b. High lift pump

6. Design and build a model of an intake terminal
of a system if the source is:

a. Lake or pond
b. River or stream
C. Well or cistern

7. For a given source of water, carry out purity
tests and state what kind of treatment the. water-

requires.

8. Construct separately the various component parts
of a treatment system and test the efficiency at the
the various treatment' stages.

Given a model treatment plant in the laboratory,
assemble the various treatment units in order of
performance (e.g., sedimentation-filtering).

*This skill optional, depending on the scope
of the particular training program.
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CONSTRUCTION- TECifiCHWES- (cont;)

Given a package of all parts_of a tank or pump_
(or the respective models) with an accompanying
insteOttiOn Manual; assemble the parts and test

for proper fittings;

11. Given a storage tank and its gross weighti_detigh

a foundation for its elevation to a given height

above the ground.

12; Construct a tank of specific volume with rein-

forced concrete.

13. Given a storage tank and distribution pipes,

coat to protect them from:

a. Corrosion from ground and atmospheric chemicals

Li; Excessivelleat

c. Insect and other pests.

14. In_a workshop, join several pipe lengths using

different methods at each joint, e.g. welding,

riveting, etc.
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WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

'CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES

SCHEME

The following, sketch shows the major components of a distribution system
that must be planned and constructed. /n total, this represents a com-
plete water distribution system, indicating the location of each component
relative to the others.

Source Pipe so,
Pump

_House
Pipe

' Pi eStorage & _

direatment La La
VI

1) Development
2) Intake

CONCRETE

1) Building house 1) Constructing tank

2) Installing pump 2) Installing puri-
fication systems

Fig. 38 Distribution System Layout

0 '00 ti

The material which is used at a1most all stages is concrete. For this mat-

ter, an extensive detcription of concrete in construction work will be in-

cluded for convenience.

Concrete is a strong, durable and inexpensive construction material when

properly prepared. After concrete has set, there is no simple non-destructive

tive test to evaluate how strong it is Therefore, the entire responsibil-

ity for making concrete a strong material in accordance with specificaitons

rests with the supervisor on the job and the people who prepare, measure

and mix the ingredients, place them in the forms, and watch over the con-

crete while it hardens.

The most important factor in making strong concrete is the amount of water.

Beginners are likely to have too much. See the entry on a slump cone for

further details;

The proper proportion of all the materials, designed for the application,

is essential. The concrete calculator will help give the proper propor-

tions and amounts, or your job.

Properly graded, clean, sharp aggregate and sand is required to make good

concrete. When we glue two pieces of paper together, we spread the glue

evenly and in a thin layer, and press firmly to eleminate air holes. In

concrete; the cement is the glue, and the sand and aggregate the material

being joined.

By properly graded we mean that there are not too many of -any one size grains

or pebbles. Visualize this by thinking,of a large pile_of stone all 1 1/2"

in diameter._ There would be spices between these stones where smaller peb-

bles would fit. We could add to the pile just enough smaller stones to fill

the largest voids. Now the voids would be smaller_ yet, and even smaller peb-

bles could fill these holes; and so forth Carried to an extreme, the pile
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would beteMe nearly solid rock,
be needed to stick it together;
and strong.

Sharp_ aggregate and sand is de,
make fairly good concrete, but
cause the cement as a glue can
edges.
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and only a very small amount of cement would
The resulting concrete would be very dense

Smoothi_rounded_stonesand_sand_Can
sharp,_ fragmented particles work better be-
get a better grip on a rough stone with sharp

It is_extremely important to have the aggregate and sand clean. Silt, clay,
bits of organic matter-will ruin concrete if there is very much present. A

very simple test for cleanlinest makes_ use of a clear wide-mouth jar. Fill

the jar about half full of the finer material available,- the -sand and small
aggregate, and cover with water. Shake the.mixture vigorously, and then

allow it to stand for three hourS. In almost every case there will be -a
distinct line dividing the fine sand suitable for concrete and what.which
is- too -fine: If the very fine material amounts to more than 10% of the
suitable material, then the concrete made from it will be weak.

This means that Other find material Should be sought, or the available ma-
terial should be washed to remove the material that is too fine. This can

be cone by putting the sand (and fine aggregate if necessary) in some con=
tainer such as_a drum. Cover the aggregate with water, stir thoroughly,
and let Stand for a minute, and pour off the liquid._ One or two such
treatments will remove most of the very fine material and organic matter.

Another point to consider in the selection of aggregate is its strength.
About the only simple test is to break some of the stones with a hammer._
If the effort required to break the majority of aggregate stones is greater
than the effort required to break a similar_sized piece of concrete, then

the aggregate will make strong concrete. If_the stone breaks easily, then

you can expect that the concrete made of these stones will only be as

strong as the stones themselves,

In very dry climates Several precautions must be taken.__If the sand is per-

fectly dry, it packs into a smaller space. If you put-20 buckets of bone
dry sand in a pile, stirred in two buckets of water you could carry away
about 27 buckets of damp sand. The chart does not take this extremely dry

sand into account. If your sand is completely dry,_add some water to it

or else do yuvr meaturements by weight instead of volume. The surface of

the curing concrete should be kept damp. This is because water evaporating
from the surface will remove some of the water needed to make a proper cure.
Cover the concrete With building paper, burlap, straw, or anything that will
hold moisture and keep the direct sun and wind from the concrete surface.
Keep_the concrete moist by Sprinkling as often as necessary; this may be

as often as three times per day. After the first week of curing, it is not
so necessary to keep the surface damp continuously.

Mixing the materials and Petting them in place quickly, tamping and spat4ing

to a dense mixture is important. This is covered on the entry on mixing.

Reinforcing Concrete will allow much greater loads to be carried._ Design

of reinforced concrete structures can become too complicated for a person
without Special training, if they are large or must carry high loads.
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CONCRETE CALCULATOR

Use_the alignMent chart_ as follows. Make a light pencil mark_on the
left=most scale representing the_area of concrete needed. Make a_

similar mark on the slanted thickness scale. Draw a straight line

throUgh theSe marks_ intersecting the third scale; This is_the volume

of your concrete. If your project has_a complex shape, add up the
volumes of all the parts before proceeding.

Now mark the -total volume of_concrete en the third_(volume). scale, and

the kihd ofi4Ork On the fourth. 1See definitions.) A line_through

these two points will give the amount of fine aggregate needed. Con=

tinue'on a zig,zag_course_as shown_in the KEY to calculate the coarse
aggregate; sacks of cement, and water;

It may_be necessary to make slight adjustMents_to the mix; depending

upon the type of aggregate used; The final mixture should_be wet
enough and workable enough to go into the forms fairly_eisily;_reguir=
ing light.spading or tamping -to produce a dense mixture; Too much

moisture produces a weak cement; The figures in -the alignment chart

do not allow for waste which may run as high at 10%.

All materials can be measured in "buckets" instead of_cubic_feet, The

nomograph will still give *he correct proportions. The total amount

of concrete OredUted; heWeen,_will depend upon the size of the-bucket

used as the measure. Most buckets are rated by the number_of gallons
they can hold. _To_convert to cubicfeet, thenv_you must know_that_one

tUbit font equals 7.5 gallons. A four gallon- bucket would hold 0.533

cubic feet. Intidentally; one cement_sack holds_exactly one cubit
foot; so "buckett" can altO be substituted for "sacks" on the chart.

Similarly; if your_volume:of:concrete needed is less than 15 cubic

feet; _.1tio_teo_olotiply this by some convenient factor (say 10)_and

then divide the amounts of materials -the chart says to use by the same

factor to get the actual amounts needed.

art are given on the fold-out Page.

HAND MIXING CONCRETE:

Proper mixing of ingredients is necessary to get the highest strength

concrete. Hand mixed concrete made with these tools and directions

can be as strong as machine mixed concrete.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

Lumber - 2 pieces 6' x 3' x 2"
Galvanized sheet metal - 6' x 3'
Nails
SaW, Hammer--
Or concrete _for making a mixing floor. (About 10 cubic feet of concrete

are needed for an 8' diameter mixing floor made 2",thick with high

rim.)

(Ste insert 'For par elielt)at)
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GALVANIZED
SHEET METAL._

A

ilk AO RAIS L EDs E S1A v

Fig. 40 CONCRETE MIXING

On many self-help projects the amount of concrete needed may be small
or it may be difficult to obtain a mechanical mixer. Under these cir-
cumstances hand mixing_.of the concrete will be necessary and, if a
few precautions are taken, the quality of concrete can be made equiva-
lent to that from a mechanical mixer.

The first requirement_is a watertight and clean base Upon which the
mixing can be done. This can be a wood and metal mixing boat (Fig.40A)
or a simple round floor made of concrete (Fig.40B).

The ends of the wood and metal mixing boat are curved to make emptying
easier. The raised edge of the concrete mixing floor serves to pre-
vent loss of water form the concrete.

The procedure for mixing is similar to that for mechanical mixers
in that the dry materials should be mixed first. As a minimum it is
recommended that the pile of stone, sand, and cement be turned com-
pletely once. It should be completely turned -a second time while
the water is being added. -Then it should be turned a third time,
Anything less than this will not adequately mix all materials. When
this last step is completed the mix can be placed as usual.

Correctly placing the fresh concrete in the forms or shuttering is
important in making strong structures. The wet concrete mix should not
be handled roughly either in carrying to the shuttering or putting into
the shuttering. In dither case it is very easy, through joggling or
throwing, to separate the fine from the coarse material. We have said
before that the strongest concrete comes When the various sizes of
aggregate and cement are well mixed together. The concrete mix should
be firmly tamped into place with a thin (3/4") iron rod.
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Be sure to rinse concrete -from thi'mixing_boat_and toolt When fIniShed

each day_With the work. This will prevent rusting and caking of cem-
ent Oh them for smooth shiney tool and boat surfaces make:mixing sur-
prisingly easier, and the tools will last much longer._ Also try to
ke,:p wet concrete Off your skin, rot the material is somewhat caustic;

When -the shuttering Is full the hard work -is -done, but the process is
net finiShed. The:shuttering must be removed and the concrete protected
until adequate strength is attained. The hardening action Of_teMent be
gins almost immediately after -the water is added, but the action may not
be fully completed for several years.

Concrete reaches the strength used in the designing after 28 days and
it strong enough for light loading after 7 days.. In most cases the

shuttering can be- removed from standing structures such at bridges or
wallt_after 4 to 5_days.__In small ground supported structures such as
street drains it is possible to remove the_shuttering within_6_hoUrt
of completion_providecLthis is done carefully.- Special conditions,
usually tpetified on the plans, may require leaving the.shuttering
in place for a much longer time;

"During the early stages of hardening or curing the cement in the con -__

crete_continues to need moisture:- If there is insufficient. atee avail-

able the cement is unable to_complete its job of gluing the aggregate
tieOther. Because of this, it is:recommended that newLcoocroto_be pro-
tected from drying WInds_and the sun, and that the_surface of the new

concrete be kept daMp._ For_cement floors or open construction_a cover-

ing Of banana orpalm leaves will be adequate, but these_should_be_
given a sprinkling_of water at least once and perhaps twice each day

for a period of not less than one week.

TESTING THE STRENGTH OF CONCRETE

The Slump Cone

The following tools and materials are needed:

Heavy galvanized iron
Strap iron - 4'pieces 1/8" x 3" x 1"
16 iron_rivets 1/8" diameter x 1/4" long
Wooden Dowel 24" long, 5/8" diameter

Fig. 41
The Slump Cone
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In making reinforced concrete; it is important to have just

enough water to make the concrete settle /firmly into the

shuttering (forms) and around the reinforcing when it is

thoroughly tamped.

The easiest way is to look at the mix and at the way the workmen

place the wet concrete. If the mix appears soupy and the aggre-
gate shows up clearly in the mix, then it is too_wet. At the

same time it will be noticed that the_workmen dump the mix into

the shuttering and do very little tamping because, if they do

any amount of tamping, large amount of water Will immediately

appear on the surface. The workmen Will soon complain if the

mix is too dry.

Amore accurate method of making a decision on the proper amount

of water is to us.p. the slump test. This test requires a small

cone made of fairly strong metal and open at both ends. Dimen-

sions of the cone and tamping rod,are shown in_the sketch. OnCe

this simple equipment is available the slump flst becomes very

easy. The steps to follow are listed below.

1. Set the slump cone on a smooth clean surface and stand on the

hold-down clips at the bottom of the cone.
2. Have someone fill the cone to 1/4 of its height and tamp this

layer 25 times. _

3. Fill the cone to 1/2 its height and tamp this layer ;5 times.

Avoid tamping the first layer again.
m

4. Fill ihe cone to 3/4 its height and tamp 25 times. Avoid

tamping the previous layers.
5. Complete filling of the cone and tamp this layer 25 times.

6. Step of the.hold-down clips and lift the cone vertically and
very carefully off the concrete.

Fig. 42

SLUMP CONE PLANS
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Since thit process Will have taken only a few minutes the con-
crete will still be very soft when the cone is removed and the
top will fall extent while the sides bulge out. This
is called the-s mp. Obviously, if the mix is too wet the

, concrete will _lose its /hoe completely and become just a soft
pile. A good mix, as far as the water-cement ratio is concernec
will slump about 3" to 4" when the cone form is remoind,? It is
well to keep in mind that dirty or muddy water can cause as muck
trouble as aggregate with excessive fine materials. Use clean c
settled water.

CONSTRUCTION AT THE SOURCE

DEVELOPING THE SOURCE:

Sources which require much development are ground water_sources. The

development of wells, is covered extensively in the "well constructic
manual ". Constructions in spring development are similar to-those fc
wells.

The quantity of water from a spring can very often be substantially
increased by digging put the area around the spring down to-an im-
pervious layer to remove silt, decomposed rock, and other rock frag-
ments and mineral matter (usually calcium carbonate) sometimes deposi
by the emerging ground water. In doing this, particillar care should
be taken, especially in fissured limestone areas, to avoid disturbing
underground formations to the extent that the spring is deflected in
another direction or into other fissures.

Spring; in general, and gravity springs in particular, are subJect to
contamination in the area close to the point of emergence. A thoroug
sanitary survey should be conducted before development work is initia
Such t survey should yield information on the origin of the ground
water, the nature of the waterbearing strata, the quality of the wat
its yield in various seasons of rainfall, the topography and vegetati
of the surrounding area, and the presence'of possible sources of con-
tamination. To protect the spring, the collection structures should
be so located and built as to force surface water to pass through at
least 10 ft of soil before reaching the ground water. It is' also

customary to exclude all animals and habitations from a substantial
area (perhaps 100=300 ft), around the collection chamber, and to dig
a diversion ditch above and around this to inteacupt surface run=off

and divert it away from the ground-water collection zone. Springs
emerging from solution channels in limestone formations' should be
carefully investigated and observed, since under such conditiont very
little, if any, natural filtration takes place in the ground.

Such springs are likely to yield grossly polluted and turbid water so
after heavy rains, and should not be used as a source of domeStic sup
ply without a thorough study, including frequent bactefiological ex=
amination, and without the provision of corrective measures, such as,
filtration and/or disinfection. Other protective measures are discus
below.

Springs, especially those which can be piped to the user by gravity,
often provide an economical and safe solution to the water-supply
problems of rural communities, Fig.43 show typical methods of collec
ing water from springs.
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INTAKE STRUCTURE.

The intake may consist of a submerged pipeline used with a submerged

crib or a-screened bellmouth at the open end. It should be placed

well below the water surface since the Water is cooler at a greater

depth and, also, because ofice formation in cold climates; but it

should,not be close to the river bottom, in order to avoid sediment

and suspended. _ matter moving along there. The intake should also_be

located some distance from the shore and should be large enough for

entrance velocities to be kept to a minimum, preferably less than

6_in. per second. Fig.43 showt Simple intake structure for small

watersupply systems from rivers or lakes.

Pipe

Fig. 43 Small Intake Structure

Crib Frame
(Wood tit. Metal)

Concrete(stone)
foundation

Reproduced from Ilaedenhetids. V; -A. 119321 Wiwi WA.' and iwOficerlon..P. 32. bY kind Pennissloo or
Internmsonal Teathook Co Scranton. Pa.. USA

Intakes from small streams frequently-require the construction -of Small

diversibn dams._ In this manner provision can be made for a sufficient

depth of water at all times above the_intake pipe; for the settling_of

suspended_matteri_thereby reducing the turbidity of the water;_andfor

keeping floating leaves and other debris from_,ObStructinu the intake

structures. Depending upon circumstances such as the depth of water

in the riveri_lOdatidni and degree of permanency of the structure,' a

floating-intake made of empty -oil drums held place by a suitable __

frame and supporting a_flexibld_inlet hose may be used Intaket should

always be designed.to function with a minimum of attendanCe. More

elabotateidesigns are shown in SectiOn 2.

CONSTRUCTION AT THE-PUMPING-STATION

The.pump-house_will vary 'depending on the type of pump_utedi thi materials
_

available and the capacity of the system. In general, the pump:base should

be built of concrete.

Pretast concrete slabs are suitable for floors and walls of,4 cheap but

efficient,pump-house.

Corrugated iroh (or asbestos) sheets_shOuld be used for -roofs for_ arger

houses. For small houses, precast concrete slabs can alsO be 'used.

The roof (at least part of_it) 'shoUld_be removable so that a crane can be

used to haul out the pump in case of repairs. !

The manufacturers usually supply a manual for installing their pumps.

Such direCtions must be followed closely; If necessaty, an expert should
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be called to install the pumps; especially where electric power is used
to run the pump;

CONSTRUCTION AT STORAGE FACILITY

STORAGE TANKS

Storage tanks can be built_on high grounds_in_which case they are
termed groUnd-level reservoirs; or they are elevated reservoirs,

Ground=leVel reservoins are_usaully built of masonry; mass concrete;
or reinforced concrete; according to the materials and local skill

available (see beTow)

Fig. 44 Ground-Level Reservoirs
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Fig. 45 Typical Spring Collection-Chamber

For Towns
A-

A Ground level
Water-bearing formation

C ImpervioUS stratum
0 .. Colleitien theinber
E e Openings _protected, by a stone-and-

gravel pack in order to exclude sand
and debris

F = Collecting room
G Measuring weir

Concrete
Structure

H ...Measuring rod, bottom of which is
level with lower edge of weir

I r. Outlet pipe to reservoir or town
j_ as Floor drainage

Locked entrance dear
L e Screened Opining through door for

ventilation purposes
Diver:Jon ditch for surface run-off.
Should be at least 15 m (19 ft) away
frbm the collection structure

A
Fig. 46- Properly Protected Spring (1).

/

LConcrete
Structure

A ; PrOttetiVe drainage ditch to keep drainage water a sari diitinel from spring

B OrIginal_sl_ope_and_ground line
C Screened out/et pipe : can discharge frail* be be piped to village or residence

$_pringr_ can offer an 'economical and iife moo of water. _A thorough h should

be made for signs of
ground-water.Outtropping.._Springs that can be piped to the user by

gravity offer an excellent 'elution: .Rainfall variation may influence the yield. so dry-

weather flow shoilld be Checked.

Fig; 47 Properly Protected Spring (II)

oncrete(tir stone)
lls

A Protlitere di iiisige ditch to_keop drainage water a safe disatiesi feorn_tpring_

B w Sc -d outlet pipe : to discharge freely or be piped to village or residence
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In order to prevent leakage in the reservoirs, the following should
be done:

1. Build concrete walls with as few joints as possible
2. Copper or polyethylene strips should be built in vertical joints

if possible.
3. Paint the whole inside surface with a bitumen compound or with a

solution of sodium silicate (water glass).
4. Render interior surface with about 3/4 inch thickness of mortar

composed of water-proof cement and sand, after thoroughly rough-
ening the surface to be rendered to ensure a good key.

Elevated reservoirs may be of reinforced concrete or of steel. Re=
inforced concrete is suitable when many tanks of similar size are to
be built in a series of villages, so that the system is used over
and over again. The construction techniques involved are the same
as for ground-level storage, except that the elevating walls should
be built first.

Steel reservoirs are suitable for single reservoir plans. The tank
can be ordered from the manufacturers and comes complete with the
accompanying assembly manual which is easy to follow. The tower
foundations are to be locally built of concrete.

Steel reservoirs can also be used for groundLlevel tanks on rocky
sites or in areas where masonry rocks are scarce. In such cases, the
tank must be slightly elevated to allow painting of lower parts.
Elevated storage tanks have valves to stop overflowing. When a float
valve is used to control the level in the tank, the overflow should
never come into action if the valve is working properly. In the case
of a "floating" tank it is usual to control the inflow through a
float valve and the outlet joins the delivery pipe through a non-
return isee Fig.48_). A depth gauge operated by a float and wire
shows the amount of water within the tank, and is visible from the
outside.

14....shoem
1,01.9 .4-

Fig. 48 Elevated Storage Tank
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Outlet always taken from 6 in. above tank floor; wash-out at extreme bottom of tank
A = Diygrammatic arrangement of pipes 8 s Oiagrammatic arrangement of _pipes

when overhead tank acts as balancer when pumping direct to storage tank
(floating tank): 1 Not _ suitable for
use with reciprokating pumps.
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When a float valve is_not used, there_it no control on the depth of.

water except the intelligence of the operator of_the supply pump and

the oVerflOw,_&nd carelessness in adjusting the hoUrt.ef pumping to the

the draw-off can result in considerable Waste; while the farther the

tank is froM the pump!house the easier it is to overlook_such_waste.

The simple indicator shown below is_one way of reddting_this_to the

minimum as, properly sitedi_it can be seen for a_considerable distance..

Howeveri_the nearer the tank is to the pump-house the easier thit

control becomes;

A r-
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atillAW nI
M..%

/1....10.40wwel

Itsnl voetoloni fINI

Ten4 eeTrof

A Suitibli indicator -for top two to three
feet of water in tank

8 a Appearance Of indicator from a dis-
tance: it should- le_ orientated so
that it Wears aealnst the skyline

Nei P.11

C Fi4 guiml. Ind 3/1 0

SItaini job.

ri imidlopetetimplod
bk.. Low. end le.ed Shoo "Iml "mimed Mock
to liesivpsf od
godstm«

from obi e r vvvvv it Can be
seen clearly a mile away.

C Sediesit at a: showingsonstruction and

operation of lower indicator

Fig. 49 Water-Level Indicator For Elevated Storage Tanks

In the construction of storage facilities, the following provisions

should be made:

I. Manhole covers must be tightly fitting to prevent surface water.

from entering the reservoir . They should be locable.

2. Surface covers must be water=tight and light-proof to prevent

algae growth.
3. Ventilation -must be included to let out air as water fills the

tank. These must be covered with fine.Anesh wires (not less than

18-mesh).
4. Inlet and outlet pipes, overflow and wash;out pipes should have

mesh at their open ends. The outlet pipe should be_6 in above

the bottom of the tank. If the tank has concrete floors, the floor

should slope towards the wash-out pipes to enhance cleaning. The

diagrams below illustrate the proper design for a concrete storage

tank.
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Copper Screen

Reservoir or
astern Mil

OVERFLOW AND VENT

411%
WI =L.

Asphaltic Seal
Top_of Cistern
or Reservoir

mfr.

Pipe Connection With
Anchor Flange Casting

Qusing

VENT

Fig. 53 Piping Installation

WATER PURIFICATION SYSTEM

Water purification systems are usually incorporated in the storage
tanks. Where only disinfection (chlorination) is required, the
treatment tank can act as distributing reservoir. The cistern is
a typical storage-purifier combination.

The cistern filter is a_sand filter which keeps organic matter from
entering the cistern. The water may then be disinfected and stored
in the cistern. The diagrams below show the construction design.for
such a filter.
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Fig. 54 Cistern Filters
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A catchment area always collects leaves, bird droppings, road dust,

insects, etc. A cistern filter removes as much of these as possible
before the water enters the cistern.

The sand filter is usually built at ground level and the filtered
water runs into the cistern, which is mostly underground. The largest

pieces, such as leaves, are caught in the splash plate. The splash

plate also serves to distribute the water over the surface of the
filter, sn that the water does not make holes in the sand. A piece

of window screen forms the splash plate.

Most filters are made too small to handle the normal rush of water
from rainstorms. This results in the filter always overflowing or _a
channel being dug in the sand, which will ruin the filter. The filter

area should be not less_ than one-tenth of the catchment area A

typical filter area would be 4 feet by 4 feet for a family-sized unit

with average rainfall intensity.

About every 6 months, the manhole cover to the filter must be removed

and the filter cleaned. Remove all matter from the splash plate and

scrape off and remove the top half-inch of sand. When the depth of

sand becomes only 12 inches, rebuild it with clean sand to the Original

depth of 18 inches:

A simple way to discard the first runoff from -the roof, Which is usually

mostly leaves and dirt, should be provided. This will make your filter

last longer between cleanings. The easiest way is to have _a butterfly

valve (like a damper in -a stovepipe) in the downspout., After the

rain has washed the roof, the valve is turned to allow the_runoff water

to enter the filter. A semi-automatic system is shown in Fig. .

When building the filter, it is important to insure easy cleaning and

to use properly-sized sand and gravel. The filter is usually mounted

right on the cistern but can also be close to it. It must have a

screened overflow.

Water Purification Plant,

Tools and Materials

3 barrels, concrete tanks or 55-gallon drums
1 eight inch funnel or sheet metal to make a funnel

2 smaller tanks, about 5 gallon or 20 liters in size, equipped

With float valves
4 shut-off valves
1 throttle or needle valve (clamps may beused instead of the

valves, if hose is used)
some pipe or hose with fittings
hypochlorite of lime or sodium hypochlorite (laundr bleach)

This plant_can be used' in small systems, using laundry bleach as

a source of chlorine.

The water purifier should be made as in the draWing._ The_tWo

large batrels on top of the structure are for weakening the

bleach; The two smallerAanks on_the shelf below are for holding

equal amounts of weakened bleach solution and Of wateri at a
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.Fig. S5

CHLORINATION SYSTEM
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constant pressure. This makes a constant flow of the solution
water, at the same speed, into the hoses leading_to'the mixing

points. The mix is further- controlled by the valves and may be
seen through the open funnel. If a throttle valve-is not avail-
able, a shut=off valve may be used and a throttle action ob-
tained by this valve and valve #4 in series.

Placing the two barrels at a height"of 10 feet causes a pressure
of only about five pounds a square inch. Thus the plumbing does
not have to be of high quality except for'valve #1 and the float
valve of the Water holdup tank, if the rain water supply is under
higher pressure.

Sometimes Special chlorinators are required; in which case when
hypochlorinators are ordered, the following data should be furn-
ished to the manufacturers:

If water is pumped:

1. Sketch ofpumping installation
2. Number and type of pumps
3. Manual or automatic operation
4. Pumping rate (liters/second or gallons/minute) and total.

water pumped per day {cubic meters or gallons)
5. Electric current available (volts, phase, cycle)
6. Pressure on pump discharge(minimum and maximum)
7. Suction lift
8. Sizes of suction and discharge pipes
9. Other data (space available for installation, sizes of

foot valves, check valves, etc.)

For gravity system:

1. Sketch of system, indiceting source of water supply and

distances
2- of main
3. Size of meter,if any, giving make and description
4. ,Pressyre at meter or point of installation (minimum and

maximum)
5. Rate of flow (minimum and maximum)
6. Average daily flow {cubic meters or gallons per day)
7. Fire flow, if any (liters/second or gallons/minute)
8. Allowable loss of pressure (m or ft)
9. Other data (space available for installation,_etc.)

Boiler for Potable Water

Sometimet it is easier to boil drinking water than to disinfect;

The following design. can provide enoUgh_safe_witer_for a teal)

community with a distributiohsystemo since it would require a

lot of fuel to boil enough water for the system;
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Tools and Materials

1 = 55 Gallon drum
1 - 3/4". Pipe Nipple 2" long; Quantity of bricks for two

layers of bricks to support drum.
.1 - bag of cement plus sand-for mortar and base of fireplace.
1 - large funnel and filter-medium for filling;

'1 - metal plate to control draft in front of firebOx.
1 = 3/4" valve, preferably all metal such as a gate valve to

withstand heat;

. ,

Fig. 56 Boiler for Potable Water

f-\This drum orvboiling of drinking water is intended for use in
your residenceto provide a convenient method_for_preparation
and_storage of sterile water. -The fireplace is simple, oriented
so that the prevailing wind or draft goes from front -to backof
the drum between he bricks. A chimney can be.provided but i

not necessary: . .

The unit has -been tes ed_in many_Friend's workcamps in Mexico and

\t
elsewhere. A 55 gallo drum would ndtmallylast a. 20 person camp
group for an entire wee i and certainTy_would provide_adequate safe
water supply for two or_ nree individuals for a much longer time.

Water must boil at least _1 minutes with steam escaping,around the
completely loosened filler_ lug._ Be -sure that the water -in the
pipenipple and valve reach\boiling temperatures by purging'about
two liters ofwater out thrmigh the valve while the drum is at a ,.

full boil; T
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CONSTRUCTIONONSUPPLYME-

Pipe trenches must slope uniformly to avoid pressure variations in the pipes.

Whenever a pipe has to pass over a gap in the trench structures should be

installed to support the pipes, especially at the jbints. Once laid, the

pipes should be coated, and accurately recorded in the systems map.

Different joints are used for different connections', The choice of a joint

depends on the number of branches desired at a point. Positions of joints

with many branches should be marked and protected as it is usually the main

source of trouble.

The diagrams attached illustrate the various joints used in distribution

systems. The supplier should provide simple guides.for joining pipes. If

not available, a plumber's manual should be obtained. This should not

prove necessary however, since this often involves only screwing parts

together.

VALVES
e

,Valves are used for specific purposes:

a. Gate valves - control the flow of water. Should'be'placed in

junctions so that sectional repairs can be carried out without

interruption of service. Should have manholes and be easily

accessible.
b. Check Valves = allows one directional flow only Used between

pumps and pipelines;
c. 'Air-Valves - alloWs air to escape from high points in the pipelines

d. Pressure=reducing valves - to reduce water pressure in pipes of

any desired value.

METERS are not essential in rural water supply .systems.

HYDRANTS - Where fire protection is provided, these should be designed

to provide connections for 2 1/2 inch diameter fire hoses.

SERVICE PIPE -Connects street distribution pipe to the houses plumbing

system. Should be rigidly connected to the street pipe.

148:
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Fig; 57

STANDARD BELL AND SPIGOT JOINT FOR CAST IRON PIPE
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LESSON OBJECTIVE:
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CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES

LESSON NO 1

To build an intake site and Install pumping facilities.

TOPIC INSTRUCTIONAL PROCED6RE

Intake Structures

Designing Intake
Structures

.
Selection

1

Concrete in
Construction Work

Discuss need for and effectiveness\of,
various types of intake structures.,

Take field trip to an open source with a

visible intake structure

Divide class in smallgroups._Let been
deSign (and construct) a simple intake
structure.

Draw conclusions indicating when to use art
intake structure.

Discuss in class what sort of lift pump is
required.

Introduce concrete in construction work -
its structure..

Demonstrate how to determine the amount Of'
each ingredient:

Demonstrate hoW to mix concrete properly.

Let students determi ne the required amount
of each ingredient using the chart.

testing COnereta Demonstrate the test for strength.

111.ing a

hop House

Discuss in class the need for reinforcing

concrete.

Test reinforced concrete and one not rein-

forced.

Discuss when a pump. house is necessam

In the field demonatnite how to build a pump

house. (If not possible, the students Should
be given chance to work with a building crew).

150

WHO Mbhograph Serie
Chapter. 5:

Intake strutturt,-.

Models of materials
in constructing an
structure. .

seCtim 3 on Pump
Selection.

Concrete blocks
taw ingredients for
making concrete.

Slump Tester.

-
Concrete pipes:

a) reinforced
b) not ceinforce

.Strain-Streas Testi
Machine..

BUilding Materials.



LESSON OBJECTIVE:
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CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES

LESSON NO. 2

To test water obtained from a source for

drinking water standards.

TOPIC INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE
SU 'IP-L-EME-N-TAL MATERIALS

\RELATED READING

Testing Water
Samples

FIxercise on
dater Tests

Ask students. to recall the characteristics.
of water that should be tested;

In the laboratorylor in the field) demon
strate how to use the various kits commonly
used in the

Divide class into convenient groups and let
each group test for a different pollutant.

Verify each result.

WHO Nionograph #42,

pp. 46-54

Portable,witer laborat
field kit.. Microfiltv.
tester.
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CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES

LESSON NO 3

To construct a treatment system appropriate for

simple water purifitation.

TOPIC INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE
SUPP-L-EMEN-T-AL MATERIALS /

RELATED READING

Ansembling
Treatment Systems

Ask students to recall the functions of
component parts of various treatment
processes.

Divide students in Working groups.

Lct ench assemble a
t.ion system.

Test, the efficiency
treatment systems.

most complete Purifies-

of the constructed

Sand filters) chlorine=
tors, aerators; settle-
ment basins; chemicals;
measuring vessels.

Section 4 on the
functions of component
parts of various
treatment processes.
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CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES.

LESSON NO. 4

LESSON OBJECTIVE: 'To install a storage tank and distribution pipes

,properly suited to the local environment.

TOPIC INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE

Building a
Distribution
Reservoir

Pipe Laying

Take a field trip to storage sites.

Using model designs, let each student
assemble a distribution reservoir.

Stress the importance of outlet, inlet and
.overflow pipe screens.

In a field inspection of local systems; -let
each student trace a distribution line from
reservoir to a house.

As field exercise, take the whole class to
dig a trench and ley 50 ft. of pipe.

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIA
RELATED READING-.

Section 4 on store'
teaks: Central disti
bution system.

Plans and model bloc$'
instruction manuals
on assemblage.

Paint and brush
(or spray);

Short_pipes of differ
ent diameters, pipe
joints, welding torah'
Rivets.
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SECTION 6

ORERATIONAND_MAINTENANCE

OVERVIEW:

A good water source, a well planned treatment and distribution system
and good construction practices do not ensure -a safe and continuing
supply to consumers. If the system is not operated correctly, and if
it is not maintained, the system will soon be unsafe and may be un-
usable even if the water remains safe. The correct operation and main-
tenance of the system is of prime importance.

This section covers the operation and maintenance of a distribution and

treatment system. It also covers the training of local workers to assist
and eventually operate and maintain the system. This training must be
effective, or the system will deteriorate rapidly after the PCIA stay

has ended.
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SECTION 6: OPERATION-AND MAINTENANCE

OBJECTIVE: Prepare an instruction manual for the operation
and maintenance necessary to- keep the above
established system going. This should act as
a reference for trained personnel, or as a training
manual for the unskilled. The manufacturer's
recommendations for the operation and maintenance
procedures must be simplified and/or translated
as situation demands so as to be easily followed
by the operator,or maintenance man (or trainee)

TASKS: 1. Write a guide to water inspection at the source

2. Devise laws safeguarding the source from trespassers
who can either cause mechanical damage to machines
or contaminate water at source by indiscriminate
use of it, e.g., swimming or washing at an open'
reservoir.

3. Write down safety and sanitary precautions that
must be -observed by the operator or maintenc.ce
men, e.g., where to store chemicals, or where to
wash their hands, etc.

4. Draw large scale picture of the pump or engine,
labeling all operating switches (in local language
if necessary); include a corresponding chart of.
directions to be followed in starting and closing.

5. On the large-scale picture and the machine itself,
indicate with arrows where grease,_oil, or fuel
is applied and how often this should be done.

6. For a new component, set the limit of repairs the
local operator can do, and write down to whom the
need for major repairs should be reported.

7. Draw a flow chart of the treatment plant, and
write down at each stage:

a. The purification procedures to be carried oC-,
and how, e.g., at_chlorinator add 1 1/2 cup
PITH to a gallon of water and stir thoroughly,
etc.

b. The cleaning of the parts, e.g., backwashing,
the filter, etc.

Draw large-scale maps of distribiltion system showing
the inspection valves, identifying marks.

9. Draw up a record-keeping chart which must be used
to record what repairs have been done and when, by
whom, etc.
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE (cont.)

10. Write down directions for cleaning of water source's
and pipes.

11. Lay down rules regarding the installation of new
service connections to ensure that there is no
unchecked connection to the_mains; such connections
can reduce the pressure in the mains.

12; Design a system of building_up a stock_of_spare_
parts over the years from the very beginning. Te
These must be the parts which often need regular
replacements;

131 Design a rack for tools so. they can be-easily-
reached when needed.

14. Devise fire drills which must be used to train the
operators and servicement so they can fight small
fires at the pump or engine house.

15. Build. an inventory of parts which. can be used in
case of emergency.

16. Recommend tools according to the scope of the work
the operator or serviceman is capable of doing.

17. Set the limit of motor repair works that can be
done locally, and when to call, for an experienced
repairman.

18. Simplify (or translate) the producerl_s motor repairs
and maintenance manual so it can be followed by the
serviceman.

lg. Prepare a financial statement procedure.

FUNCTIONAL SKILLS:

1. Decide what points of the source are to,be inspected.

2. Recognize the risk of unrestricted public access to
source and pumphouse premises.

3. Recall sanitary standards to be maintained during
the operation and'repair of water system.

4. Recognize harmful characteristics of chemicals.
fuels and oils used.

5. Simplify or translate producer's operation and
maintenance instructions.

vat 6
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE (cont.)

6. Draw plans of machines.

7. Assess the capability of serviceman or operator
as regards to his job.

8. Recall the various treatment processes in the plant.

9. Draw maps of distribution systems.

10. Recognize conditions indicating that pipes, sources,
or storage tanks need washing.

U. Recall the relationship between the available head
and the required head at the service connection.

12. Recognize parts of equipment which most often need

replacement. %

13. Make simple designs for tool racks on walls.

14. Decide what extinguishing materials should be used

for fires of different origins, e.g., electric

fires, etc.

15. Recognize the vital parts of the system which must

have spares in the inventory to be used in case of

emergency.

16. Compare the operator's capability with the structure

of the engine, pump or motor he is to work on.

17. Recognize fault in the functioning of the motor.

18. Follow and/or translate the producer's manual.on

operation and maintenance.

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE TESTS:

1. Given an operating water source, list the pothts

that must be inspected during periodic maintenance

checks.

2. Write down laws Which should be posted as public

notice prohibiting trespassing on the system pre=

mises.

3. List the precautions to be taken when cleaning the

source and pumping hOuse.

4. Given an electrically 00wered 'pump, dtaw its diagram

and indicate the power connection;
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE (cont.)

S. Given a motor and its diagram, identify the corres-
ponding parts labeled on the diagram.

6. From a detailed report on the capability of two
operators, set the limit of repairs each can carry
out on a given pump and engine.

7. For a given treatment system, draw, a flow chart of
the different stages.

In a field exercise, follow the pipeline and draw
a large,scale map of the system, showing the loca-
tions of all inspection valves.

9. Draw a chart for record keeping for the maintenance
of a given system section.

10. Write the steps to be followed in cleaning a supply
pipe and storage tank.

11. For a given available head, determine where new
service connections can be installed without too
much reduction of pressure in the mains.

12. In order of priority, list the spare parts of a
given system which should be inventoried.

13. Given a list of tools available at a pumping station
design a rack to hang the tools in an easily acces-
sible place.

14. Design a drill for fighting:

a. An electrically caused fire
b. Gas fire

15. List the recommended minimum requirement of spares
in emergency operation.

16. Fora given motor and serviceman, determine the
limit of repairs he can do.

17. Simplify a given manual on engine operation and
maintenance.
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WATER SOURCE MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION

QUALITY OF WATER AT SOURCE

After water has been purified, cleanliness of all handling facilitiet
is of utmost importance. All stations and men who maintain than must
maintain the sanitary quality of the water.

WELFARE OF PERSONNEL:

Persons suffering from communicable diseases_must_be_prevented freffi
coming into_contact_with the water supply, .ThtS_includes grass-cutters
in the premises of the pump=house, attendents who clean the filters_

and storage plants, etc; _All, personnel should -be medically examined_
at least once a year, preferably just before the annual cleaning opera-
tiOh.

PROTECTION OF FACILITIES

1. No unauthorized persons to enter pumping stations, treatment works;

etc.
2. Open reservoirs should be fenCed and the, gate locked wherever possi=

ble. A guard should always be on duty to stop trespassers from

washing or Swimming in the reservoirs. ,

3. Install drinking fountains in'a proper place, and a place for Work=

men to wash their hands.
4. Latrinet Should be built in the vicinity, but at a safe distance

from the source.
5. Pump-house must be locked Whenever the attendant is cut of it.

6. Trespassers should be handed over to the local authorities fbr
punishment. - -

7. Chemicals and fuelt mutt be stored at their designated places at

all times.
8. inspection of water_quality and quantity at the source must be

carried out regularly and recommendations made whenever applicable.

INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS

1. Check all exposed joints for possible leaks.
2. Check possible growth of micro-organisms_(e.g. algae) in the system.

3. Metal surfaces which come into contact with purified water (e.g._

pipes) should be checked for possible emission of chemical solutions

into the system.
4. Accidental cross-connections of pipes often occur, and the inspector

must make_sure_there are no,. such mistakes.

S. Where applicable, pressure in the system must be maintained at the

desired level at all times;

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF AUTOMATIC FACILITIES

Once a system has been installeo. it is essential that maximum attention

be paid to its maintenance and smooth operation. Experience points out

that it is not often possible to find men with necessary skills to

operate the system. Most often than not, such men have to be trained

from the scratch.
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PERSONNEL TRAINING

1. Select'possible employees for administrative and operative Jobs
early during the_construction_period. During this time. the men
have an opportunity tb leamhow the system has been put together
and works.

2. Where many such projects_are runi_a period of training personnel
in key responsibilities is strongly recormended. his should be
devoted to instilling into_them theconcbpt-that the project is
theirs and therefore Must be treated as personal property.

3; Manufacturers' recommendations_as to operation-and maintenance
procedures should be'simplified (or translated) so that the men
may scrupulously observe. This is especially important with re=
gard to pumping machinery.

4; Draw large scale picture of the equipment in question and draw
arrows indicating where and what to do.

On the equipment itself; wherever possible. large labels should
show where to apply grease. fuel. etc.

6. Supervision should ensure that procedures and schedules are fol-
lowed.

EXAMPLE OF A SIMPLIFIED TECHNICAL PROCEDURE:

A flow chart of a treatment system is shown below:

SETTLEMENT TANK

Let water
Stand for
4 days

Open side valve
and let water

flow down

FILTRATION

Slow sand
filter

spray water down

DISTRIBUTION
RESERVOIR CHLORINATOR

TO SERVICE Gravity Water tight Add 1-1/2 cup
-CONNECTIONS Flow cover HTH to _1 gal.

ofwater and
stir.

Fig. 58 Treatment System Flow Chart
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RECORDING REPAIRS

Common causes to major system breakdowns:

1. Operators unable to'recogniid tight which portend failures and

breakdowns.
_ ,

2. operators with no skill:to pinpoint and repair minor breakdowns;

but try at random to tighten a nut or screw; This often results

in greater breakdowns.
3. Operators using equipment and materials uhder conditions for which

they were not designed.

Record Chart - The illustration below can be modified to suit the

occasion;
TABLE 13 REPAIR RECORD CHART

Dettription of Breakdown

At Source

1. Crae:ed well-cover_ _

2; Decrease in well yield

Pump

r

3. ,Broken pump belt
4.' Cloggeu plugs
E.. Broken cup leathers

(washers)
6. _Faulty fuel And Air

filters and cooling
fans

7. Faulty injectors in
diesel engines

Distribution System

8. Leaky reservoirs
9. Leaky pipe joints and valves

10. Broken inspection covers
11. Faulty.meters

Purification system

12. Faulty chemical dispenser

111-amAllcation
_Minor Major Operator 6Thant

.

x____

x

-,

k x

x

-

x,

X---

.

x 1

,x .

x
X

x . --, x

The abOve suggestions should be extianded to -suit the scope of the.system

and the capability Of th-c operators and maihtenance_men.. See Table 9

as an example for the maintenance of a G;M; Diesel 71.

Oat 161
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TABLE 9 MAINTENANCE CHART OF A G.M. DIESEL 71

Vase `istereel

item Operation
\

Welly
a

Hours Hews
103

Hours
201)

Hews
300

Hewn
300.
Soars

1;000
I liciii

2,003Fri
2*3

Miles
F,S00
Miles

3,000
Miles

6,003
Mlles

9A0
Miles

15,000
Miles

313,000
Miles

I- kro i es Oil I X

2. Oil Filter

3. ,eslcTirst sTrnA Filter X X

I. .,_ . ., . X X X

5. Heel Exchanger Electra-4i s4+4 ersi X X

6. t%Wt neee X

I. lam Wooer Puree X. MIME
X

8. loclionsr
1

,

9. Foal TarA

10. Fool Strainer end Filter ..

II. Air 'aeon*. II12. Slower Scre1wo iii
13. Air Poe Drains

, d . Crce0 cow V anti Isaias_

IMINIPRIIIIM

j
NOMINIMP =MOWRY

X

IIIS. SfMie Motor____
16. latter y-Chargina GrinTsrWeTri 1111111111

lottery

II
-

1111
ru

18. Toelsorneter 1Drive

19. Throttle Cow X

20. Tune-Up_
1111111 II21. PoWr.r TiAi-Off .

X

n Reduction Gear lain& Engine fish) ILIUM
X23. Tonynotic Monne Gele

IME"24. POrccon P.Wrine Germ X In
25. Tonynook Coewertor MN26- Reduction Gear A -

27 lIeds-dttirTei Gear (6Aultipht Engine Marine Units) =11111aili
X 111111s-....

28. Turbocharger

29. 1Driespeed Governor
.,. X

30. Power Generator _ X X

31. Transmission (114114444) : X

32. 011 Filter (141;1441*)

s

Single sTnA WIN

L.
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RECORD KEEPING

The operation and maintenance of a distribution system require the
establishment of system maps and records.

Requirements of the Systems Map i

4

1. Large scale; no less than 1:10,000
2. Show all Streets and their names
3. Locations of mains and their sizes should be shown
4. Valves (and hydrants) must be labelled and numbered appropriately.
5. Sources, reservoirs and pump-houses should be included in the

map.
6. A Wall -size map of the whole system, should be supplied for-office

Ilse. Copies of the map should be divided into sections and tiound
,por easy handling in the field.

tl

REGULATTONS_FOR_INSTALLING NEW SERVICE CONNECTIONS OR EXTENSIONS TO EXISTING

SYSTEM;

1: New connections_should be maonlxwith the full acknowledgeMeht_Of the
designeri_who_thoUld know hether there will be enough pressure for that

branth. Di this way -the he problem of maintaining adequate pressure in the

system can be eliminated; _

2. ifinancial agre- nts (where applicable) should be reached before such a

connection is mde.

3. The connects n must be made by a regular: installer in the system.

4. In small watet-=supoly schemes, these connections should be rigidly_
connected to the street pipe, and the addition included in the systems

maps for up -to -date record.

5. New pipes. must be disinfected before: inclusion in the systeM.

6. Open ends should be covered during construction period;

REGULATIONS FOR CLEANING THE armatrams_sysTER

1. Dead-end branches must be completely flushed regularly.

2. Other :systems should have a thorough cleaning at east once a ye r.

3. During_the general cleaning the systems sh9uld also be inspecte for

possible deformities;

INVENTORYING FOR l 0, u .

Building up a stock of spare parts, if started from the befinning will

spread the expense of-their purchase over the first ten years. Mi imum

requirement of spare parts stock;

163.
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PARTS

1. For gasoline engines - sets Of plugs1 gaskets, gasket-

pound, spare magneto, gasoline-feed pipei_air_and oil

carburetor float, spare washers for gasoline-feed Opt

timinft. chain.

2. For diesel engines;- sets of injectorsi_gaskets, gaski

pound, washers, filter elements,fuel pipe, timing chi

3. For electric motors - sets of fuses, brushet, ihsulati

4. For_pumps - cup washers, valve rubbers or leathers, bi

fasteners, grease nipples;

5. For-mains and distribution systems - minimum -of half-y

for each diameter, joints, tees and bends, odd velVe,

and hydrant for each size.

FUEL

!word& to estimate the required quantity.to store, bhary

guide:

Small diesel engine consumes ;06 gallons of diesel fuel ix

each horsepower.

Small gasoline engine consumes .08 gallons of gasoline pet

each horsepower.

Lubricating oil for engines +41. 1/15 of Awl consumption.

STORAGE

1; Protection against dangers of fire and theft.

2. Underground tanks recommended for large !tvstems. A h;

pump can be installed.

3. Fe** small systems the fuel drums shOOld be kept in fii

store; The drums should be kept almost horizontal, of
at a convenient height above floor -to allow measuring
stand below the tap on the end-of the drum.

4. 'Allowance should be made for 2% loss of gasoline, 1%

fuel in the tropics.

S. Accurate record offuel consumption sheuld be kept.

6. uNo Smoking" signs should be posted and the rule enfO

7. In_case of electrically poisered systems all persennel

and observe the safety regulations._ No unqualified p

try to wire or repair anything. on the system.

1E4
081
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CHEMICALS

1. Most commonly used chemicals are bleaching-powder and high test
hypochlorite (HTH)

2. Bleaching Powder - must be stored in dry, cool place.

3. Minimum stock must be specified depending on the capacity of the
system.

4. Persons who get into contact with these chemicals shoOld wash them
off immediately.

TOOLS

Where there is no-skilled fitter or mechanic fn charge, a minimum n
number of tools should_be kept in order to keep to a minimum repairs
that might be attempted by the inexperienced repairman. However, the
following should be available:

1. Plug spanner, a pair of spanners tolfit\the fuel-pipe lines, hammer,
screw driver, and pliers for belt fixing

2. Oil can, grease-gun, fuel and oil measures, watering-can and bucket,
head pan, chemical measures;

3. Shovels

Tool Rack

1. Should be designed and built on the walls. Systematic label-
ling of such tools should show at a glance which tool is missing.

2. Should be within easy reach from the floor.

FIRE PROTECTION

Full protection shonld be provided against fire. Fire-fighting equip-
ment may consist of:

_1. Buckets containing sand or water

2. Chemical extinguishers

3. Asbestos blankets;

Regulations

4

1. 1Fire7drills should be organized to make sure the men can use
the equipment effectively.

2. Fire buckets should be painted red and labelled "Fire". Strict
rules must be enforced for proper use of such buckets.

3. Where water stands in a bucket it must be renewed once a week
to prevent mosquitoes breeding in the pump-house.

1181
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FIRST AID KIT

A fittt aid kit shOuld be in every pump-house or treatment_ house. The
men should be- trained on the proper use of each item in the box; It

must be pointed out that these_arejor the %Mediate personnel, not
relatives. If not checked, this could prove expensive fOr the water
manageMent.

MAINTAINING CONSTANT INVENTORY

1. WheneYer an item is used it ,must be replaced. immediately.

2. Spares must be keptin lockel cu boards or boxt's with proper lab

3. A Zist of all available spares n t4 box must be lacluded,-a copy
of which shOuld he filed;

TYPES OF FINANCIAL STATEMENT

DETAILED COST BREAKDOWN

A detailed cost breakdown is ca culate for the toto1 yearly production
of water.

Production Costs

Water pumping labor 7
Water pump ng_electrfcity
Other production expense
Depreciation-
Insurance I /

Allocated dminii/trative expen e
Interest

Total production costs

or ther fuel)

Distribution costs

Operating expense
Maintenance
Depreciatid
Insurance
Interest
Stores expense

,Total d stribution costs

Other operating costs

Customer acc unting and collecting
Administrati e and general

Total ot er operating costs

Total all costs
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-tal water revenue

Net ncome to surplus

Adminittrative and general expense

Sales promotion expense
Sales: general, officers and executives
Other general office salaries
General office supplies and expense
Special services
Legal services
Insurance
Miscellaneous general expense
Maintenance of general property
Rent
Rent on office equipment
Stores expense

Total

STATEMENT OF OPERATING EXPENSES

The following operating expenses are tabulated for both monthly periods
and the year to date.

Production expense

-OperWon supervision--
City water pumping labor
Miscellaneous station labor
City water pumping, electricity, and fuel
Station expenses
Maintenance of structures and improvements
Maintenance of city wells
Employees' welfare and expense plant
Treatment labor
Treatment supplies and expense
Maintenance of structures and improvements
Maintenance of treatment equipmmbt

Total

Distribution expense

Operation supervision and engineering
Operation of lines
Services on custo mer premises
Street repairs, labor and material
Maintenance of mains
Maintenance of valves and eqyipment
Maintenance of services
Maintenance of meters
Employees' welfare and expense--district

Total
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Customers' accounts and collecting

Customers! contracts' meter reading
Customers' billing and accounting

Total

PROFIT OR LOSS STATEMENT

The profit or loss statement features, in addition to the following items
figures on the number of customers_served_by the utility, and theamount
of water pumpedo_soldi_and_lost. The number of customers for that month
is compared to the number for the same month in the_prevlous year _The

amount of water pumped. mild and lost_is tabulated for_that month4 for
the year to date, and the 12 previous months to datel_ The net pro-
fit or loss is tip for that month and the year to date.

Operating revenue'

Water sales__
Water for city
Interdepartmental sales--plant use

Total

Water taps
Service charges
Miscellaneous revenue

Total .lerating revenue less charges for water for city

Net operating revenue

Operating expense

Production expense
Distributton exoense

,,Customer-collection and accounting
itETT=i-F1WWcininstrldgeneral

Total

Depreciation

Total operating expense
Net operating profit

Other expense

Bond interest expense
Interest on contracts

Services to city

Labor and material-Tfire hydrants
Other services to city

Total

168
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

LESSON NO. 1

To outline rules that must be observed by operators

and maintenance men and devise laws safeguard

facilities from trespassers.

TOPIC INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE
SUPPLEMENTAL MATER

RELATED READING,

Rules for
efficient main-
tenance and opera-
tion of water
works fnciIities

Protection of
facilities from
trespassers

Discuss need for water inspection.

Tour nearby pumping stations, treatment and
storage facilitidt.

Discuss in class how the stations you
toured meet these standards.

Discuss in class the possible (and probable)
risks of unrestricted public access to
supply facilities.

Nearby water supply
system;

Section on sanitary
standards of water
at the source;
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

LESSON NO. 2

To simplify operational and service instructions

so that efficient job be done by a relatively

inexperienced man.

TOPIC INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE

Need for simpli-
fying technical
instructions.

How to simplify
technical
instructions.

Exercise

Discuss in_class the difficulty of- finding
skilled labor in developing countries.

Lecture -on how'to simplify technical
materials.

Demonstrate how to label instructional
procedures on a machine.

For exercise,_give_outa sample of
manufacturersv instructions to_operation__
of a pump.

Let students simplify it.

170

SUPP-LEMEN-TAL _MATERIALS /
RELATED READING

WHO Monograph, Series #42
Chapter 9.

Copies of operators'
manual for hand7nump
installation if avail-
able (relevant substi-
tutes if necessary).

bt
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

LESSON NO. 3

_.ESSON OBJECTIVE: To prepare a record keeping chart for repairsi set limits

to repairs that can be done by the operator and recommend

who to contact for major repairs.

TOPIC INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE

Capability of
the operator.

Discuss in claw, how to determine the capa-
bility of an operator by serviceman.

Ask students to draw up criteria for assess-
ing.the operators' capability with respect
to the structure of the system.

SUPPLEMENTAL MA:ERIALI
RELATED READING



LESSON OBJECTIVE:
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

LESSON NO. 4

To draw a detailed map of the distribution systems,

specifying regulations for installing new service

connections and cleaning procedures.

TOPIC INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE
UPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS I

RELATED READING

Record Keeping

Kxtcrision of
Distribution
Systems

Discuss in class the frustrations of "lost"
systems.

Review section on residual pressure in
service connections.

Review the characteristics of dead-end sys-
tems.

Relate them to the importance of regular
flushing of the systems.

172

Water Supply for Rum'
Areas and Small
Communities; pp. 244-5
(WHO_Monograph
No 42. Geneva 1959.)

Annex 9i p; 316 in
same book above.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE.
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

LESSON NO; 5

LESSON OBJECTIVE To design a system of building up an inventory

and emergency precautions.

TOPIC INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIA

RELATED READING

Inventorying

mihimur Required
t:topk of Spares

Exercise

lool hack

Fi re-fighting

First Aid

Discuss in class the advantages of long term
planning in building up a stock of inventory.

Ask students_to name -what parts of engines -

require regular replacements.

Drew up the minimum required stock of spares.

'For_exercise_Iet students_ determine the
minimum stocks for fuels (diesel or petrol)
to be recommended for Email engines.

Demonstrate how to,degign a good tool rack
suitable for use in small pump houses.

Luthe-fielddemonstrate how to use various
fire extinguishers and conduct a fire-
fighting drill.

Specify_ engine capet
for each student; e.
I hp., 10 hp.i etc:

Demonstrate how to use first-aid kit.

STY
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

LESSON NO. 6

'-
LESSON OBJECTIVE: To prepare a procedure-for Systemmatic records

of financial transactions.

TOPIC INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE

Financial Report

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS /
RELATED READING

Discuss in class the impartance_of proper
financial report as a vital part of good
management.

t. 174
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SECTION-7

SCOPEOP_DISPOSAL SYSTEM PROJECTS IN HOST COMMUNITIES

OVERVIEW:

The primary reason for contruction of,a disposal project is the improve-
ment of public health Stan arils. Therefore the trainee must learn the
characteristics of an adeq ate system, how disease is carried from excreta
and how the excreta may pollute the nearby water supply, To adequately
ensure the improvement of the health standards, the community must be

taught the importance of using the new facilities.

This section covers these' general requirements of a disposal project.

The trainee will learn the important characteristics of an adequate sys-
tem. He will also learn to recognize the human factors that must be con-
sidered to ensure the use of the facilities and therefore the effective-
ness of the project.

Yl 175
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DISPOSAL-SYSTEMS'

$ZOPE OF DISPOSAL SYSTEM
PROJECTS-1N-HOST- COMMUNITIES

OBJECTIVE: Identify the factors thatmust be considered in
planning an economically feasible village or
rural disposal system.

TASKS: 1. Define an adequate sewage disposal system that
meets,the basic needs of a rural or village

2. Identify the types of_appropriate:sanitary measures
that can otually improve existing rural or village
disposal systems.:

3; Identify the situations in which, cesspools, seepage
pits, and septic tanks are potential sources of.
contamination of the various:water supply sources,
irrigation systems; or the surface soil;

4. 'Recognize the significance of community attitudes
and habits about sanitation and personal hygiene
as they_affect plannfngand.construction of
disposal facilities.

5. Identify the situations in which cesspools, seepage
pits, and septic tanks are inadequate or not feasi-
ble.

\\_

(

(

FUNCTIONAL SKILLS:
i

1. Li tfi ,-/lvironmental conditions that-are neces-;
ter..; (5r t:ae-transmission of disease from excreta.

2. Identify the agents and avenues of transmission of
disease from excreta.

3; Identify the sanitary measures pospible within the:
scope a rural or village Atzposa system that__
will block the transmission Of disease from excreta.

4. Identify the types of water, supply sources.

S. List how far (vertically and_herizontally)_faecail
borne eiseases can be transmitted in a variety of
soil and rock-types;

. Alter Orivy-exteriors to be compatible with. -the
attitudes: and practices of hygiene in a vilage
or rural community witheut Changing its fundamental
characteristics and efficiency. :

'176
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SCOPE-OF -DTSPOSAL-SYSTEM
IES (cont..)

7. Calculate the total amount of excreta per day per
community.

Recognize the benefits to be deriveo from a well-
planned and implemented village, disposal system.

LiSt the factors that affect the extent of diges-
tion in a pit privy.

10. List the relative costs of "septic tanks, cesspools,

and seepage pits.

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE TESTS:

1. On a written examination; list the_channels of_
transmission of disease from excreta and identify
what sanitary measures can be employee to block
these channels.

2 Correctly identify the various types of water
supply sources.

3. Given a variety of soil and rock types, correctly
list opposite each one how far faecal borne
disease :an be carried n it.

4. Given an essay describ ng the personal hygiene
habits of several co- nity members, design privy
exteriors that are co patible with their prac-
tices of personal hyg ene.

5. Given the population of a community_calcItlate
the total amount of excreta per day for that

community.

Correctly recall the probable extent of digestion
in a pit privy, Fist the factors that affect this

amount; and list the extent of influence each one
of.these factors has.

7. Correctly list the relative casts of septic tanks,
cesspools, and sewage pits.

177
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DISPOSAL-SYSTEMS

SCOPE OF DISPOSAL SYSTEM PROJECTS IN HOST COMMUNITIES

PUBLIC HEAL?H IMPORTANCE OF EXCRETP 9%,POSAL

The inadeguate/and insanitary disposal o' infected human faeces
the contamination of the ground and of water supply sources; It
attracts certain species_of fliet to 1ay their eggs, to breedi-ti
the exposed material, and to carry infection. It also attracts 1

animals and rodents and other vermin which spread the faetes;
times creates intolerablenuisances;

Poor_excreta disposal is often associated with the lack -of adeqW
supplies and of other sanitation facilities and with a low econor
or the rural population. These conditions, all'affect the healti
being ofthe people in a community;

When proper disposal systgms exist; it is known that the incident
large_group of diseases is_reduced. This_group of diseases inch
era,.typhoid and paratyphoid' fevers; the dysenteries, infant dia)
hookworm d',sease-i-ascariasis, bilhar. ziasis; and other Similar ini
infections and paratitid_infestations. These diseases lay_a heal
infants, whose immunity is low and whose vigor is often not great
cope with an infection after it becomes established;

Proper practices of excreta disposal car result in increased life
healthier and strong people-more effectively -able to cope with th
ronment, and opportunitieS for improved local liiing conditiods.

HOW DISEASE IS CARRIED FROM EXCRETA

Man is the reservoir of cost of-the diseases that destroy or Inca
him. The faecal-borne infectious and_infestations_already_mentic
the cause oftremendous losses in death and debility. It is int(
to note- that all these diseases are controllable through good sar
especially through sanitary excreta disposal.

In the transmission -of these dispases from_the sick, or -from can
disease, to the healthy, the chain of events, as shown in Fig.S9
lar to -that for many communicable diseases; In order to transmit
the following factors are necessary.:

h. causative agent; _ _

2. reservoir or'source of infection of the causitive agent;
3; mode of escape from the reservoir;
4. mOde of transmission from the reservoir to theTotential
5. mode of entry into the new host;
6; susceptible host;

178 a
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Fig. 59 Transmission of Disease from Excreta

Channels of Transmision of Disease from Excreta

Stopping the Transmission of Faecal-borne Diseases

loIlleans of Sanitation

Sc. .179
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The absence of a single one of these six condition..; makes the spead of
disease impossible. As may be seen from the.diagram in Fig 59; there
are many was in -which -the causative agent of enteric diseaSe_reaches_a
new host. In different arts the world, different modesjof tr fission.ts
may assume vari:Js degre s of importance_:_ in some areas; water, . , and__

milk may be most importan ; in others, flies_and other insecfts; anthin still.
others, direct contact may assume a major role. What is most probable, is a
coMbination '.;f: all, and the sanitary worket must assume that this is the
cate and guard against all modes of transmission.,

1

I

THE CHARACTERMICS_DF_AN ADENATE SYSTEM \

\

The health objective of sanitary excreta disposal is to isolate faeces
that the infedtious agents in them cannot possibly get to a, new host. Pig.

28 shows the place where a sanitation officer might choose to erect a bar-
rier to break, the chain of disease transmission frcim excreta.

Any adecte disposal system must satisfy the following four conditions:

the surface soil should not be contaminated.
2. There should be no contamination of ground water that may enter

springs or wells.
;3. There should_be no contamination of surface water.
4. Excreta should not be accessible to flies or anirnals;

In addition it is highly desirable that

there should be_no handling of fresh excreta; or,,when this is
indispensible, it shoulLd be ke-t to a strict mihimum.
there should be freedom from ' ts or unsightly conditions.

method_used should be sim and inexpensive in construction
.ind operation.

POSSIBLE SANITARY MEASURES IN RURAL AKEAS

It should be noted that, in -many countries, more than 80% of the popul:tion
live -in rural- areas -and small communities and, as a general rule, have a
low income. In most cases, all the elements or rural sanitation are absent_
and indiscriminate fouling_of the -soil with huma excrement is common. --S.:Ch

cond

A

itions are also fourd in rural areas near towns, and aggravate the ur-
ban' sanitation probleos. The menace of i adequate excrete esposal is pre-

long as sanitary priv:es are lack ng in a community

,1,6thojs of excreta dispo:.al includ _privy systems and water - carried

sewage systems. Of the privy systems, on the pit_privy and sanitary la-

tr.nes need br ,,osideted. Watet-carried sewage systems include cesspools,
seevr!e 2'si and septic tanks;

1.80
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THE PRIVY METHOD

The Pit Privy

Th,- pit privy is used almost v.clusively throughout the Western
hemisphere and Europe and is common in_parts of Africa and the
Middle_East; With a minimum of_attention to location and construc-
tion4 there will be no soil pollution and no surfaceor ground-
water contamination; The excreta will not be_accessible_to_flies
if the hole -is kept_covered; but; even when the hole is left open,
the fly. problem will not be very great since flies are not attrac-
ted to dark holes and surfaces._ A good- super - structure helps to

keep the sun's rays_and light from shining into the pit. There
is no handling of the material. Odors ale negligible; and faeces
are normally out of sight. The pit privy is simple -In design and
easy to use, and does_not require operatiur. Its. life span'will
vary from five to fifteen years; depending upon the capacity of
the pit and_the use and_abuse_to which it_is put. Its_chief
vantage is that it can he built cheaply, in any part of the world;.
by the family with little or no outside help and from locally
available materials. It has few disadvantages, and it can play
a major role in the prevention of filth-borne diseases;

Water Sealed Latrines

Mention may be made here of the water -seal slab which gives its
name a latrine called "water-seal" or sometimes "pour flush"
latrine. The water-seal slab may be installed Over a pit (such
as that of a pit privy); _Wit_o_roper operation atiti maintenance;
the water seal will keep both frief and odors away. For this
--eason it may be installed as apatt of the dwelling, preferably
near the back of -the house and with an outside entrance. The
water-seal slab is extensively used in South East Asia.

WATEP-CARRT1D SEWAGE SYSTEMS

Expernce has shown that; when running water is available; the water-
carried system of_excreta tollection and disposal is most satisfactory
and convenient under both urban and rural conditions; It fulfills all
sanitary and aesthetic criteria.__In particular; contamination of_the_
s,i1 and of surface water is avoided; potentially dangerous wastes are
rendered inaccessible to flies; rodents; and domestic animals; and the
mechanical transmission of faecal-borne diseases to man is prevented.

One serious disadvantage; however; is_the difficulty of dispi,:ing of
t' large volume of_wastes resulting from the addition of Water. While

ip cities the liquid waste are usually carried away by means of sew si
in mo-t rural areas of the world_seweraae systems do not exist, and
liquid wastes are '..onveniently dischargPd into the ground. Since in
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such areas ground water is often' tapped as a source of domestic water-
Supply, there it an obvious need for proper location and construction
of the excreta disposal system, with a 'ull understanding of thc haz-
ards involved.

Various mthods may be -used in rural _areas to dispose of liquid wastes.
They include the_use_of cesspools andseepage_pits, and_the septic -_-'
tank systems, WhiCh inVOlve settling tanks with single or multiple com-
partments followed by subsurface irrigation fields;_filter trenches_or
sand or trickling_filters._ Selection of methods will depend primarily
upon the degree of sewage treatment to be provided; upon the location
of the system and other local factors; and; finally; uoon_costs; _Local.
factors_which bear upon theselection andclesign_of_the disposal instal=
latioh include the hature,of soil formations; the presence and levels
of ground water and the direction of flow; topography;:the proximity_of
sourc;:s of water Supply; the quantity of sewage, and the area available
for the disposal works.

'The Cesspool

A cesspool is essentially a covered_pit_which receives raW_SeWage.
It may be bf the water -tight or of the leaching type. In some
cases; especially in Europe; it is made water-tight_and is_designed
to hold_the 1'quid wastes which must be- removed_ periodically, about

SiX_Mentht. The leaching cesspool, on the.contrary;_is_dug
into pervious soils in order to allow the.liquid_portion of the_
waste_to seep off into the ground. The solids then accumulate it
the pit And gradually seal the pores of the ground.

Water-tight cesspools are usually designed fer_vcapacity_of15
gal. beLpetton per month or 90 gel. per person when they are
emptied every six months. Leaching_cesspools have_diamet,rs of
36 in._or more; and are provided with an open-joint lining below
the inlet level (see Fig.540). The top part of the liningi_which
is within 2-3 ft; of ground level; should be impervio,..s and laid_

Covers -with ins7nrfion manholet are usuvly provided.
After the pores of the ground beccme clogged and the ot fills, an
outlet tee and an overflew pipe lead the supernatant liquid to a
seepage pit.

!_cesspool shoJld hr located dOWnhill from.2 well; in any case, a
distance of 50 ft. will prevent bacterial pollution of the well.
To prevent chemical pollution; too; -the distance between a well
and a_cesspool__Olaced directly uphill from is should be no., less
than 150 ft. Cesspools of the leaahing type should be located
at least 20 ft; away_from_dwellin4Joundations. Their construe-
tie it not permitted by health authorities in densr:ly inhabited
communities where wells are as sources of drinking-water
supply.



The Seepage Pit

The seepage oit rece4ves the effluent from aqua privies-, cesspools;
and septic 1ahks and allows it to percolate away into the ground;
It is sometimes used for -the disposal of laundry, bathroom, and

kitchen_ wastes; In_the,latter case, a grease trap may be. necessary

on the hoUte stWerzlihe. The seepage pit may_also_be built at the
lower ends of sLLturface disposal tile lines in_order to catch the
septic-tank effluent which may have gone through without percola-
ting away.

As -shown in Fig. 3,_the_seepage pit consists merely of a round,
hole in the ground dug deep enough to penetrate 6- ft: -or more_
into a porous layer of thi earth_;__ Diameters_of 39-100 in. and

depths of 7,16 ft. are common. The side walls are lined with
bricks or stones laid without mortar below the level of the -inlet
pipe; The hole maybe filled with,storesi in which case a lining
is not required. TO seepage pit should be closed with a tight

cover which will prevent access to mosquitos and flies and to sur-

face water as well;

If the soil through which the pit has been dug is not sufficiently

porous, the effluent will slowly accualulate and will ultimately

overflow. Even in porous soils such a situation is common, as
the pores of the earth walls become choked by the oeposit of the

finely divided matter carri?d by the effluent and by the so,:as
built up by the life activities of zuogloeal organisms which
thrive on the grains of the toll in contact with this effluent.
These phenomena, in fact, govern the life span of a seepage pit,

which should normally last ff)r several years (perhaps_6-10 yeartl
if the effluent is only slightly turbid as a result of efficien",;

primary treatmen: of tt-1 raw sewage.

When a seepage pit ceases to operate, a new one should be dug

several meters away. In order to increase fie life span of the
disposal system, it is possible to dig two or three seepage pits

and to connect them at the top. The distance between any two
pits should be at least three times the diameter of the larger

pit.

The obvious disadvantage of seepage pits is the danger of pollu-

tion or round water. For this reason -they should be carefully

located. Seepage pits should preferably be located downhill and,

in any case, at least SO ft. away from drinking-water sources
and wells. As in the case of cesspools, the construction of

seepage pits is not usually permitted by health authorities in
closely built communities where ground water is used for domestic

ourpc*es.

.183
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Fig. 60 Cesspool Linda with Large Stones

.A e Ground-Water
B Depth 7 ft. or more to pervious. soil
C e Inlet Pipe
D = Outlet_pipe_to_andther cesspool This pipe servzs

Only When first cesspool is clogged and stops
working

E e 6in, layer of coarse gravel
F a Inspection manhole; (20in. x 2011.)
G e Stones laid without mortar
H Stones laid with mortar
I E Ground Level

In

4
Fig.. 61 Si-'e Pit

A Vaeial depth of soil

B Cement JOitits
C Open Joints

- Rock'Filli 6 in- ar more

184.
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The septic tank is the most useful and satisfactory unit among all
water-carried systems of disposal of excreta_and_other liquid wastes
crom individual dwellings, small groups of houses, or institutions
(:)cated in rural areas out of reach of sewer systems. It consists

et a Icovered settling tank into which the raw sewage is led by the
tuilding sewer (See Fig. 62,63).The processes which take place inside
the septic tank constitute the "primary Xreatment" of the raw sewage,
and those which occur in the disposal field form the "secondary treat-
ment". All liquid wastes, including those from bathrooms and kitchens,
may be sent to the septic tank without endanuering its normal operation.

Fig. 62 Typical Household

Septic Tara, A = Inlet
B = Cutlet
C = Baffle
= Floating sr=

E = Sludge_
F = Scum-clear space
G = Sludge-clear space _

H = Depth of water in tank
I = Clearance

Depth of penetration of baffle
K = Distance of.baffle to wall,

(8 -12 in.)
L = Top of baffle 1 in. below rorf

for_ventilation purpses
M = Tank covers, preferably re
N = Ground_leveli_less than_

above tank (if less, rai
tank covers to ground sur

185
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Fig. 63 Typical Layout of Septic-Tank System

4,1NN.
4

...

A .. Private hoOsii or public Institution % -14 P,pOs Ia with tight joint*
0 Ditfrl On bOst

B ... Nouse sewer__
ow,

C e I:Wilding tower _
1 .- Of0p- dos or terracotta L's

0 .. GreAilas Interceptor on pipe line from kitchen K - Absorption tits linos

E e. Manhole 1._ ... Swops pit, when required

F - Garlic funk Y
G -. Dosing ctuimber and elphOn N - Topographic contour lihsi

M Slope_df ground surface

SOIL-AND_MUND-WATER POLLUTION

KnOWing how soil and water are polluted -by excreta provides useful infor-
mation concerning the design of disposal_facilitie:;;_espeCially the:r
location with retpedt to SOUrcet.of-drinking --water supplies. After ex-
Crete are deposited on the ground or in pits, the bacteria, unable to

move much by themselvesimay_be tranI0orteo horizontally_and_downward into
.the ground by leadhing liquids or urine; or by rain water; Tha distance
of travel lf bacteria in this way varies with- several factors;_the MOSt

important o; which_is the pordtity_ethe son._ horizontal travel

throUgh soil in this manner is usually less than -3 ft; and the downward

travel let.:; 10 ft; in pits open to_heavy rains, and_not_MOre than
2 ft. normally in porous soils.- There is relatively little migration of

CheMi-ctl and bacterial substances; _Where the contamination does'notenter
the ground water; th ere is practically no danger of contaminating water

supplies.

On thesurface_of_the ground; only the earth immediately surrounding the

faetet iS li!:ely to be,contaminated; unless it -is carried_further_by sur-
face water such as rein and irrigation Water;_blown_away by the wind, or

picked up "oy :ne hair and feet of flies or other insects and animals;

DepenCig upon conditionsofhOMidity and_temperature, pathogenic bacteria

and ov.. of paratitir Wwitis will survive varying lengths:nf time in the
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ground. Pathogenic bacteria do not usually find soil -a suitable environ-
ment for their multiplication, and will die within a few days. On the
ocaler hand, hookworm eggs will survive as many as_five months in sewage.
Hookworm disease is trrnsmitted through contact of the skin, usually bare
feet, witcl soil containing hookworm larvae. Other parasitic diseases are
also transmitted -when fresh faeces or sewage is used, during the growing
season, to fertilize -4---1;etable crops which are eaten raw;

If ground water is located near a source of infection within the distances
mentioned above, it may become contaminated by harmful bacteria and by
putrid chemical substances originating in faecal decomposition.

From the point of view of sanitation, the interest is in the maximum migra-
tions and the fact that the direction of migration is always that of the
flow of ground water. In locating went-, it must be remembered that the
water within the circle of influence of the well flows towards the well.
No7paTt-ofthe-area of chemical or bacterial contamination may be within
reach of the circle of influence of the well

it:ri VW.;

=Ws%
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A Top soil

B. ..--..--

0.

B Watorbooring formation Dimetion of groundwrZor flow

Fig; 64 Movement of Pollution in Underground Wate!

LOCATION OF lfiTIRINES PACOTHER-EXCRETA-DISPOSALFACILnIES

There can be no standard rule governing the distance that is necessary for
-safety between the privy and a source of water supply. rany factors, such a
as slope and level of ground water and soil-permeability, affect the removal
of bacteria in ground water. It is of the greatest importance to locate
the privy or cesspool downhill, or at least on some level piece of land; and
to avoid, if possible, placing i'. directly uphill from a well. Where uphill
locations cannot he avoided, a di.Aance of 50 ft. Will preventbacterial
pollution of well. Setting the pr;vy off to either the right ( the left
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would considerably lessen the possibility of contaminating ttle ground water
reaching the well. In sandy soil a privy may be located as close as 25 ft.
from a properly constructed household_well if it is impossible to place it
at a greater distance. In the case of a higher-yielding well, not less
than 50 ft. should separate the well from a latrine.

In homogeneous soils the chance of ground-water pollution is virtually nil
if the bottom of a latrine is more than 5 ft-. above the ground-water tablit.
The same may be said if the bottom-of a cesspool is more than 10 ft. at ve
the level of the ground water.

A careful investigation should be made before building pit privies, bored-
hr.le latrines, cesspools, and seepage ..0-eas containing fissured
rocks or limestone formations, since polluc be carried directly
through solution channels and without natur-i I) ration to distant well
or other source§ of drinking-water supplies

Regarding the location of latrines with respe. to dwellings, the distance
between the two is an important consideration in the. acceptability of the
sanitary facilities. The location of latrines, private or communal, at a -

considerable distance or away and uphill from dwellings, will often cause
local people to avoid their regular use and proper maintenance. A latrine
will more likely be kept clean if it is close to the house or other building
which it serves.

Othcr considerations are as follows:

(1) The site should he dry, well drained, and above flood level.

(2) The immediate surrounding of the latrine-i.e., an area 6.5 ft.
wide around the structure--should be cleared of all vegetation;
wastes, and other debris. this recommendation may be ignored,-
howeveri in the initial stages of sanitary development of rural
areas where it is necessary, for example, in order to secure
6cc.."ptability of the latrine by the local population, to avoid
disturbing the natural buck -type surroundings which were previ-
ously used for defaecation.

SLth1GE ACCUMULATION AND THE -LIFE OF A PIT PRIVY

The life of_;; pit privy is directly proportional to the time required for
a pit to -fill. This time is determined by the rate of digestion in the
privy. The factors that influence the rate of digestion in a pit are:

(1) the efficiency of bacteriological decompoltion.
(2) the degree of abuse to which the pit is subjected (i.e. the stones,

sticks, garbage, mdd balls thrown into it).
(3) the method of anal cleansing.
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The rate of accumulation of digested slUdg0 and of partially digested

excreta -is not directlY_PeOpOetiOnal to the amount of excreta added each

year -This phenomenon is illustrated graphically in Fig; 65; Feom this

graph it Will be noted that; after the digestion process has_been Well

established; the actual volume of material in a wet Pit mi9ht be reduced

time to approximately 10% of the_tbtal waste (faeces and urine) de-

pcsited. This_graph_is very approximate, however; and may need to be sut

.-Intially modified for different areas.

it pits; assuming that the daily_production of one qUaet of excrement

contains 3;5 oz. of dry solids and that digestion for one -?cay under wet-

pit conditions will redUCe thit mass by 30%, a total of 0.7 oz. of dry -

solids will remain. Further assuming an 80% moisture content in the_di=

gested sludge, one arrives at the figure of 3;5 oz. of wet sludge after

one-year digestion period.

Fig. 65 Sludge Accumulation in Pit Latrines

amp .11.9

Waite
.

_

A Human waste (liquid and solid) deposited In r 3 by a family of Rye (at the veto of one Nye.
or quart. Per Per,. n per day)

B Corresponding amounts_ of solid wastes alone ;approximately)

C Rate of accumulation of Sludge. by volume, In dry pit

D Rate of accumulation of sludge. by volume, In wet pit

This amounts to -1._3 cu. ft. per person per :.ear. Thus; a tuAly of fiVe

would ---equire sludge-storage space of 6;5 cu. ft; per year.

It is recommended that for_the clesige(of tht tffectivL capacity_of_wet-pit

latrines a provision_of 1.3 CU. it:,-per person Nr year should be- allowed.

If cleansing _materials S,:th at.grast-; stones; mi,d bal is, coconut husks, or

similar SOlidt are used, it is recommended that this '21..rt he iw'eased by

50% to a total .of 2;0 cu. ft." per person per year.

Digestion of solids iS_AbOUt 50% lest i-aoid ani less complete in dry-pit

latrines_thah in Wet=pit latrines.. In designing dry-pit_Litrines; a pro=

vision Of 2 CU. ft. per person per year is recommendeL;; to Ur. increased
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resulting economic loss; Therefore; between these two extremes_a solution
should be found that will give the mostin health_ protection and. At the
same time. will_be within the economic possibilities of the_people tb_cirm=_
strurt And_Maintain. EVery sanitation worker should darefully_consider this
atpt:t of the problem, netOnly_as it applies to privies, but also as it
relates to every other type of sanitary improvement. It is relatively easy
to decide on a privy campaign for a rural area from a, health department
office situated faraway in the -state or_provincial capital- simply by
choosing vdesign that 00pearsto_be satisfactory because _ithas been used
somewhere in the World. This is the_kindofprivy program which has re-
sulted in empty, abandoned, and unused installations in so many places.

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION.

A peogeam 6f_turl_sahitation cannot, be successful without the participation
of the local community. To be truly effective, environmental snitaifiori
needs toe understanding; the support and the active,particition Ofthe
people concerned._ Mere_technical improvement of the enviroment without_
public education in hygiene and sanitation, based_on_local customs; tradi-
tions, and belieft, has again and again proved futile. 1

One measure -of the success of a-Tural sanitation_program its_poWer to

sustain itself_and_grow. In_order to achieve_this succal:i it_is necessary
o find ways -Of gaining popUlarsupport and.Of_overcomin; popular objection.

-both; health 6dUtatiOh bf thepublic plays-a==major rr In the= me

ins ante, attention must be given to the structure and c7,'jdnitation_of a .

program 1;:tch will fit into the_local_social_and economic system-4Mere
important still is the desirability of bringing the pe7,ple into the_program

as partne!s. In the pursuit -of the second objective, theassistance of a
COMpetOit health educator may be requirpd. It is very likely tha,t; even

befof :. i-P6Oling the st.;e of overcominc popular objection,' you may_have to
undertako 'h- tisk of disturbing the a.?-old apathy and inert),. whith_geip
the peop:c. .1)(a'I2i the fact a community is_without adequate
excreta di:. ;c faciLLies immediately suggests_to a_health worer the
need for proving latrines However;_the community may not be ready for;
or interested in, such fuilities;'or may even !-r hostile to them. To

insist upon the immediate introduction of_latrines into a community -under
such circumstctrces is not a_wise move. Always guard_against.doing_things
to- people and for otople Were you -!have fostg?red_ipdividual and local

initiative, resp:-->ility, and self -- reliance on a'well-informed basis;
,

This 1-twi7th education stage can be tha most difficult hurdle to clear.

Cnce :t successfully passed, the program_ will move at a faster_rate._
For example, in_the rural areas_of_several Latin American_countries where
communityhealth programs hwn been going on for some time, privies are
const-ucted almost exclusively_by the families; with_the health department
supplying the necessary guidance and_the concrete privy slab either at
cost or gratis. If, many places the demand for slabs is always greater
than the sup0y.

Experience slows that the most important factor in getting the_community

to participate is to bring members from all its segments nto_the
The people must, however. underStand what the pi .gram is all ibout. This
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may be achieved by working 'h the village council, if one exists, and
if not, through a village committee set up at the planning stage and com-
prising prominent and respected leaders of the community, Further progress
will come from, the assimilation and use of scientific excreta disposal
principles by,the villagers themselves, and this'can be realized only if
they take part in the survey, planning, and conduct of the program. One
shoWd expect that initial progress will be rather slow and that 1-t may be
necessary to plan the program in successive stages stretched over a period
of time.

--The practical-application of these principles is essential for lasting
progress in rural sanitation. In addition; alSpecific local project or
activity in sanitation initiated in response to'a local demand can serve
as a very.practical.basis for_stimulating local Antrrest and participation
in attacking other -basic ,problems; and thus act -s a: important spearhead
for the promotion of community development.

FAMILY PARTICIPATION
(

. .

Since one of the ultim4te objectives of a sanitation program in a community
is to get the familyto solve its own excreta disposal problems (within
reason, of course);---1-tlis.important that each family unit participate_in
some way in'its execution. Whatever the nature of the sanitation_ needs
and related health problemsi you -can gain -the interest ofpeople by a
sympatOetic and practical approach- to-their problems. People who come to
a health center or dispensary (mobile or stationary) seeking treatment of
intestinal disorders are usually receptive to suggestions as to how to
avoid dysenteryand diarrhoea.. Full advantage_ should be taken_of.such op-
portunities to fielp make the'Pedple_aware of the measures which can be ap-
plied at home and in Vie, coMMuuity to prevent these conditions. Practic
;demonstrations and di cessions of latrine construction; aided by the use
of visual media basetIon local situations-e.g.; photographsi.slides, pos-
ters; film strips, film exhibitsi'and others-may be particularly helpful.

Once- the family is willing to participate in the scheme and to learn a
new habit, you must be ready to offer a which: is acceptable.and
as simple and economi9a1 as possible_ When scovitationkand.personal hniene
become habits', the 'health'program will have made tremendous progress.

The santtation wort cainnot be considered completed; howeker; after the
constrUction of the ftrst privy or latrine:in fact; -it has just begun._
You must remain continuously in touch_with th:t family to_stimulate'and
educate its members_into using_and maintaining this facility, which clten
has been constructed after hard and t4me-consuming labor. T!.

educational process involved requires the co-Operation of th.
_staff; in your area Success has been achievel. only when_the
accepted the privy.as.a part of its way_of life;_and_is -

tain it, to_febuild and tomove it to a nraYocation,'as necesl;;Y
demands; and even to t.,ecome adisciple in:teaching the neighbors;

0

Mention has been made of simple and economical solutions to the- family's
excreta disposal problems. findAgmasonabIe solutions-considered to-be
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one of the keys to ac;ive :amily participation. These are not always
to find. Undoubtedly there are places where nature, aided perhaps by
makes it very difficult, if not impossible, to devise simple and ecor
facilities. In these situations, ingenuity and ability are taxed to
limit. You must be resogrceful in making use of available materials
in organizing the people of the community for the difficult tasks at.
In some instances extra, technical-and financial assistance may be req
from the local government health department. The family cannot be ex
to perform difficult and complicated construction operations. You sh
strive to propose and design solutions that are within the means and
of the people to operate, maintain, and.replace. This is true of a
family privy, a village well, a public water- supply system, or large
and sewage-treatment warks.

As to actual modes of obtaining family participation, the blst method

health authorit e or other agencies. Family contribution either may
those in which work and expenses are shared by the family and

financial or ma Make the form of labor and materials. Although fine
contribution byt,the villagers, is highly desirable, it will be found
tageous in the ply stages of a program to secure the actual partici
of the people i lthe work, which is being executed for their own bane
People are more likely to put into daily practice those learning expe
in which self-initiative and self-help are consideraUle, even if the
of the self-help is limited to the provision of manpower and locally
able material.

In aneffort to give proper importance to the construction of privi s
has been made in Latin America; with remarkable success; of simple o
between thc.health_department'and the_head of Vie famlly.--The Cant a
state in simple dir.ect terms the obligations of each party, so that
understanding can arise. This impresses-on the family the importance
both parties attach to the privy as a vital element in household heal
The application of this technique depends on a patient and enthusiast
VolOnteer,:for_it takes_time to_talk to each family and explain over_
over the need for a sanitary privy and the benefits which can be deri
from its daily use.-

Another technique used with success in some countries in_South-East A
---consists_of theT-prOgram_to respected_leaciers_of the-communi

and_helping_themo_first, to install their latrines. The possession o
sanitary latrine thus becomes associated with a position of'prestige
the community.

ROLE OF HEALTH DEPARTMENT AND OTIfER AGENCIES

The health department (if o'ne exists) should be approached for assist
in organizing demonstration or pilot schemes of:excreta disposal; Sul

demonstratiohs_shou'd be carried out first_in health and_welfare_centi
in schools; and in residences af local-health and sanitation official!
A demonstration_plot of landfsuitably located and provided with sanit1
excreta disposal units in vatiimustagesaiLimatpletion Is a desirable
in a planned sanitation, improvement and trainingiprogram.The health
partment should help to make. available to the pebple and their leader!
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leaflets and manuals_covering the design; construction, and operation of

excreta disposal fatilities that fit the conditions encountered in the
areas concerned:

Wherever bad construction; poor ventilation _and lighting, lack_ of washing

facilities;_insanitary toilets; or similar deficiencies: exist [in schools];

children will be absorbing_wrong ideas and learning harmful habits which

may never be eradicated..,Similarly, a well-built and well-kept_latrine

may be far safer as well as of greater fundamental education value than a

porcelain and tile toilet which is allowed to become dirty and a nuisance.

.

Mere classroom teaching of- sanitation, unaccompanied by actual,demonstration;

Will have little=if any7effect-on children; It -is well known that children
learn by doing and through'eXample; two facts which can be Uted to advantage

in leading school children into the practice_Of a sanitary way of living.

It goes without saying that'you should leahe way and give the proper ex-
ample to the people by living and working in sanitary surroundings.

Under certain circumstances; the role ofthe_health departMentShould be

increased scope and importance. Such situations wbOld_arise, for, example;
in areas where crowding of houses or hard_ground conditions make it neces=

ary to_pUt in some kind of collective sanitation facility; deep -bored holes

inside houses, precast hand-flush installations,in_houses; or other typet of

excreta d'sposal systems which_i because of physical circumstances, cannot be

erected -by the families themselves. In these cates_a government; through
its_health department; may need to set- up-and maintain an efficient organi-

atien to-carry out_excretadisposal_construction work; _Here_also the ac-
tive_participation and contribution of the local populations in the form

of labor; materials; and money -are absolutely requiredfor the ultimate

success of the excreta disposal program; The people should never be led

to rely entirely on the health department for the provision; maintenance; or

renewal Of theirsanitary facilities; An alternative solution which may

sometimes be used involves the formation of construction co-operatives by

the people themselves under the sponsorship of the health department with

your support.

PUBLIC VERSUS PRIMATE LATRINES

Public latrines;_or "multiple unit" types,'are usually constructed in markets;

camps; schools; factories, slum districts, and similar localities; They are

also useful in other places where large numbers of persons congregate_oc;

casionally, provided that permanent and close attention is available to

ensure cleanliness and proper operation.

ExCept in unusual circumstances though, multiple units should never_be sub-

stitUted for the_individual family latrine; _True; it is cheaper and less

troublesome to construct a few_communal_latrines in a cOmmunity than to

build a large number of individual latrines_at the rate of one unit per

family; _In addition; a good solutiqn to each_family's excreta disposal

problem is not always:easy to find; For such reasons the construction -of

the COMMunal_type of_excreta disposal facility was accepted in the past;

even in urban communities; However; it was discovered after a few years'

use that these public latrines were employed by only a portion of the
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population for which they were intended, the remaining group_continuing
the original practice of defaecating anywhere. It was then believed that
two reasons for this situation were inadequate design and the lack of
cleanliness. Attempts were made to improve these elements; but in most
cases, communal latrines, irrespective of the type of design, proved to be
failures;

It should be pointed out that the community is generally made responsibt
for the maintenance of public_units; Usually communal administrations are
notoriously poor and ineffective at_maintaining even the utilities that
offer great convenience, such as water works and electric light systems,
let alone a communal privy which many_do not consider e4sential in any case;
This does not mean:that the construction of public latrines should be dis-
regardeC; but keep their limitations in mind and remember that they will
not be_aatomatically and efficiently maintained by_the community. The
truth is that the communal authorities must be prodded on thisimportant
matter of maintenance as much:as; or morn than; the family; So long as
the effort Lo ensure good maintenance_ must be made, it is decidedly_ better
to spend it on the family, on whom there is hope of its eventually having
the desired effect; Families will usually keep their own latrines clean
and in proper operation with only occasional guidance from the public health
inspector.

PuLlic latrines. therefore, should be built only where absolutely_necessary
and should he drsigned to facilitate maintenance and constructed for perma-
eelc,.'; as far a: possible; They must be kept clean at all times; for; un-
:ess cleanlines: is_observed; they_will not be_used. _Water_and other ma-
terials must be available for use in keeping the latrines clean.

HUMAN FACTORS

In all matters of excreta disposal; human_factors_are as important_as tech-
nical features._ People, especially inhabitants of rural areas, will not
use a latrine of a type which they dislike, or which does not afford ade-
euate privacy or; finally; which cannot be kept clean.

Regarding the type of latrine which should be selected; the preliminary
sanitation and sociological survWwill indicate the types of facilities,
if anyi_irt use in the area. The first step in design will therefOre be
to try to improve the existing system, retaining as many as possible of its
'sociological'.. eatures. Two examples may be -cited to illustrate_this_im-
portant point. Water-flush-type latrines with risers and seats, though best
from the sanitary standpoint; have not normally_been found_acceptable_ by _
people who are used to_defaecating in the bush in a squatting position. In

another instance, people readily accepted pit privies which were built with-
in a thatch and bamboo enclosure without_a roof; as they preferred to squat
in the_open_air. Everywhere_in the world people have certain taboos with
respect to the collection and disposal of human faeces. While it is impos-
sible to study them_all, you should pay much attention_to them and should
avail yourself at all times of the assistance of experienced'health educa-
tors; social anthropolonists, or sociologists to discover the right approach
to the solution of the excreta disposal problem of rural communities.
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The next important human_factors to be considered are the matters of pri-
vacy and Of_separation_of the facilities provided for men and for women;

Various systems have been designed to provide privacy; they_are_shoWn th

Fig.66 together with those for separating-the sexes. It will be noted

that latrine doors should preferably open inwards;

A let-mile; whether:of thefamily or communal_type, the design of which does
allOweasy_cleaning_will also not be acceptable to most people;_ In

t'lls respect; smooth; hard-surface_floors of concrete; cement; britk, or

cir material'are best because it is easy to flush them with water;

A latrine which is designed for too large a_number of_peeple_will tietiba.;

bly_get dirty Auickly and remain so;_with the result that late callers

Will prefer to go nd defaecate around the latrine bUilding_or_in a neigh=
boring bush; A one-)ole latrine_is adequate for a family of five or six

persons. For_commirtl latrines in_camps, markets; and similar places;
one hble should -be provided for every 15 persons; and in- schools; one hold

for every 15 girls and one !,11e plus a urinal fOr every 25 boys.

B

C C

A These two layouts ensure complete separation of the eeeee

5 Semkprivate Installation.- SrmLlype entrance. oefaecatIon may take place In corridor
passage when Wrote floor is dirty.

C Preferred types. ensurm9 complete Privacy.

Fig. 66 Privy Designs Ensuring Privacy and Separation
of the Sexes
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SCOPE OF DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
IN MOST COMMUNITIES

LESSON NO. 1

1111.1.1.

LESSON OBJECTIVE: Define the racteristics of an adequate sewage

disposal that meets the basic requirements of a

17111age or rural environment.

TOPIC INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE
SUP P_L_EMEN_TAL _MATERIALS

RELATED READING

Disease Trans-
mission

''.he Adequate

System

ethods of Rural
Sanitation

0

Illustrate
1) the environmental conditions
2) the agents and the avenues necessary

for the transmission of disease from
excreta.

Outline the characteristics of an adequate
system;

List the methods available to block the
avenues of disease transmission.

List which of the above is the most
economically practical.

Discuss the character of
;1) the pit privy_
2) the water seal latrine
3) the cesspool
4) the seepage pit
5) the septic tank;

Organize students to estimate the relative
cost of these systems from the list of
components.

°
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SCOPE OF DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
IN HOST COMMUNITIES

LESSON NO. 2

DiscusS the factors that must be considered in locating

sanitary facilities and the determination of the type

of facility to be implemented.

TOPIC INSTRUCTICNAL PROCEDURE
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS

RELATED READING

The Movement of
Pollution

privy Location

.Igestion of
Excreta

System
Requirements

General F :tors
in rrivy Selectier

Discuss the movement (vertical and horizontal) Diagrams illustrating
of faecal borne diseases and chemical pollu- the underground movemeN
ti on.

Recall the distances sanitary systems_must be
from wnter supply sources when located_in
homogeneous soils, fissured limestone forma-
tions and sandy sons;

of pollution.

Outline the parmneters that must be considereE Sani-terkAlede

in the location of excreta disposal facilitie4. Article XI; p. 10-11

List the most probable weight (wet and dry)
of excreta produced per day per person

Recall the factors that influence this figUre.

Outline the factors that affect the extent of
digestion in a pit privy.

_ -
List the Most probable rate of sludge build- A Chart of Figure 8.

up in wet and dry privies.

Discuss the factors that influence this figur4.

Recall the service life for privies of
various volumes.

assemble students for stn individual perfor-
mance test in which tbey_determine_

1) the number of facilities required
2) the various volumes of these

facilities (pit privies) for a
community whose population and
population distribution is given.

Outline the_general factors that must be
considered in determining the type of

facilities to be implemented.
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SCOPE DISPOSAL
IN 1.3ST COMM: I£,-;

L.ESSON NO: 3

Discus:, the socialugical factcf.a that must be

considered in planning a rura: or village

dispos system;

TOP1C INSTRUCT ONAL PROCE .URE
SUPP-L-EMEN-T-AL MATERIALS

RELATED READING

iocial ,c--..Ors in
.rivy

.rivy

Outline the social factors th,!.: contribute
to the success of an excreta cLaposaI
program.

Demons.Lrate how to alter prix: exeriors
to be ,;ompatible with the attiuldes and
practicesof hygie3e.

;
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SECTION 8

THE PRIVY METHOD OF EXCRETA DISPOSAL
S

V

OVERVIER:

A sanitary survey and a description of the area where a disposal system
Will be installed is necessary so the project will ensure the public
health. This section covers the design and construction of disposal
projects of the privy type. The trainees _ will learn to construct sev-

.
eral types of privy and be able to make the proper selection for a given
situation.
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SECTION 8 THE_PRIVY_METHOD_OF_EXCRETA DISPOSAL
DESIGN -FOR A VILLAGE

4

OBJECTIVE: Design, plan, and construct a privy system which
extends the present system to provide minimum
satisfactory service within the community's social
and economic limits of acceptability.

TASKS: 1. Establish criteria that proposed system must meet.

2. Define the capacity of the present system.

3. Sketch the location of any disposal facilities with
respect to any water supply sources, irrigation
systems, and foc supply areas.

4. Determine whether these facilities are potential
sources of contamination of any of the above.

5. For disposal facility that is a potential
source f contamination, determine whether a feasible
means for arresting this situation is available.

6. Estimate population and define the community's
capacity requirements for a disposal system.

7: Dermine whether the present system is adequate
ill terms of the community requirements and the
design criteria established above.

8. Define the extent to which new installations are
necessary.

Determine the attitude toward sanitation and the
practices of personal hygiene in the community.

10. Determine which types of installations are most
likely to be maintained by the community.

11. Determine where any new facilities should be located
so that:

a. They do not contaminate any of the existing
water supply sources.

b. They are dry, well drained, and above flood
'level.

c. They are compatible with social attitudes in
the community.

12. Identify the types of pit privy systems that satisfy
the design criteria.
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THE_PkIVY METHOD OF EXCRETA DISPOSAL
DESI4N-FOR -41-NILLADE- (cont;)

13. Determine what material and financial resources
are available.

14. Prepare a plan to acquire pubtic support toward
and finances for the system.

15. Select the privy system that is most feasible.

16. Set up a program to construct this privy system.

17. Carry out this program.

FUNCTIONAL SKILLS:

1. Bore a test hole with a hand-held auger.

2. Determine how far faecal borne diseases can.be
. carried in each of the strata or soils encountered

in the test hole.

3. Conduct a survey to determine the population of
the comMunity.

4. Estimate the volum(of pits, holes, and tanks:

5. Determine the practices of hygiene in the community.

6. Identify the components of various types of pit
privies.

7. Dig a pit.-

8. Mix concrete

9. Construct structures with t4-ick, stone masonry, and

rough cut'logs.

10. Train local persons in the masonry and carpentry
skills needed to build the system.

11. Provide instructionoin the maintenance of the system.

TERKINAL PiRFORMANCE TESTS:

1. With a hand-held auger, bore a hole, with horizontal
dimensions of from 4 tJ 12 inches to a depth of 24
feet and determine how far faecal borne_disease% can
be carried in each of the strata or soils encountered

in this test hole
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2 Determine the population of a designated community.

3. In _a field exercise, determine the volume of any
pits; holes; and tanks.

4. Determine thepractices of personal hygiene in a
designated community.

5. On a written exanination, sketch three different
designs for pit lrivies and list opposite each one
of these the mator4.als needed for construction.

6; Given the design1 and_materi,is needed_to construct
a pit privy., in a field exercise, construct this
privy.

0
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THE SANITARY SURVEY

In most rural areas, community sanitary surveys are usually necessary tociciti-
tain first-hand.information concerning_local_sanitary conditions and neecs.
Such surveys, undertaken with the participation -of local leaders of the
community; will be of immense help in program planning and evaluation:
Such a survey should cover the following factors;

DESCRIPTION OF AREA

1. location, topography; climate, character; communicatigns; maps;

2 geology an&hydrology; with particular reference to nature of top
and underground layer of the its porotity;'_presence and_
abundance of ground water:(1f;_any), direction of flow, level of
ground-Water table; its appearance and potability- estimation of
yields of springs, rivers; and so on;

3 population--numbei constitution by age-gr9ups and sex; density;
growth; .;

industries and agriculture; with particular reference to irrigation;
drainage, and soil fertilizing practices;

MEDICAL AN[) SANITARY DATA I-16

1. general health of the population; with special elphasis ontommuni
cable diseases and on intestinal .infections;

vital statistics; mortality aid morbidity data;

3. health and sanitary administration, with reference to organization,
personnel; budget; and activities of voluntary or other agencies in .

the field of sanitation;

existing sanitary conditions in the area; with reference to descrip-
tion of private and public latrines; their distribution and.use%
to wells, springs, and other systems of water supply-(including
such information as number of persons served by piped water-supplies;
and_by wells; the consumption and uses of water; number of dwe)lings
with'private water supply, etc); to wastes collection, 'disposal,
and composting;_to milk and food sanitation; to insects (fies; fleas;
lice;_mosguitos); to health aspects and standards of housing; and to
school sanitation;

5. sociological and cultural patterns, with particuNI reference to
community and family organization; leadership; customs* beliefs; and.
habits bearing on personal hygiene and_community_sanitation; 'present
methbds (if any) of health education of the public.,

RESOURCES AVAILABLE

1. -general economic level of the population; average income per worker;

r
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2. co-operation expected from agriculturali_educational, and other_
agencies or groups for training and health education of the public;

3. hbusine and vehicle transport for program; vehicle and equipment
repair and maintenance facilities; sources or power (electricity;
fuel);

local construction materials and their costs;

local craftsmen and wages;

6; potential resources for self-help;

This information hes an important bearira on the project andmakes it
cessible_to make a_reasonably accurate cost estimate. Such:a survey
is a usef edudat4onal tool and also serves to acquaint the PCV_with
the famlYes and with t'ie'r customs, beliefs, interests, and. attitudes.

'In short, it helps to prepare a "social map" of the community.

THE PIT PRIVY

'DESCRIPTION

The pit privy consists_of a hand-dug_hole in the ground covered with
either a squatting plate or a slab provided with riser and seat. A
superstructure or house is then built around it;

ESIGN AV: FUNCTIO4 OF !TS PARTS

The .'"it

The_functipn_of the_pit_is to isolate and store -human excreta in
.such away no harmful bacteria can be carried there from to
a new.host. The pit is usually round or square for the individual
fam'ly installafion and rectangular for the public latrine; Its
eimensions va'ry from 36 in to 48 in in diameter_;or square. Com=
non figures for family latrines are 36 in; diameter or 42 in,_
scuare. For public installationsi_the pit will be_36 in to 40 in
t' de; its length will depend upon the number of hOles provided,
7he_depth is usually about 8 ft: but may vary from 6 ft; to 16_ft.
n "-en, and elsewhere, some pits have been dug to a depth of 23=

2,6 '7t; in soils w'ich are very stable;

Lining of the Pit

It is often necessary to_provi pit lining to prevent the
sides from caving in; This -s true especially in rainy sea-
sons where privies_are duo in fine-grained alluvial soil's;
sandy soils, and similar formations, or when they penetrate
deeply into ground water; Even in stable soil formations; it
is desirable to line the top_16=24 in. of_the_pit in order to
consolidate, it ancto\prevent it from caving in under the
weight of the -floor and the superttructure;

!4aterials commonly Aed for thi.v:punpose include bricks; stone$,
concrct hlocs, laterite blocks, adobe materials, lumber
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rough-hewn logs, split cane, and bamboo. When the first five
materials mentioned above are used, they are laid with open

joints over Kest of the walls' height and with mortar near

the top of the walls, the reason being that with these materia/

the lining also serves tsefully as a base for the floor. Brick

linings should preferably be round; not square; as they then

develop arch action and are much stronger for the same wall

thickness. Wooden -logs and bamboo should be used exclusively

to support the walls of the pit, not as a foundation for the

floor. Rough-hewn logs will of course; last longer than

bamboo linings. If possible both logt and bamboo should be

tarred in order to-increase-thetr-useful_lift-__The_use of

rot=and termite-resistant woods is recommended wherever pot=

sible.

Where a lining is necessary, it is often given to the family

by the health department, along with the floor or slab.

The Base

The base serves as -a solid, impervious foundation upon which the

floor can rest. It also helps to prevent the movement of hookworm

larvae. Properly made_of a hard, durable material, it helps to

prevent the entrance of burrowing rodents and of surface water into

the pit. Pit lining in most cases will serve as _a base although

it may need to be strennthened at the ground !surface.

The foundation should be-at least 4in. wide on top in order to

provide a good surface for the floor to rest upon, and 6 in. or

more at the bottom in order to give a stable contact with the

c-ound. '7ts shape will be that which will fit the 15it.'The base

should be high enough to raise the floor 6 in. above the level of

the surrounding ground, thus, with the mound; protecting the pit

from flooding.

The following materials nay be used in the construction of the

base:

a. ,plain or reinforCed pre-oast concrete--same mix as floorS;

b. soil cement-4-5%-6% cement mixed with Sandy clay soil and

tamped at optimum moisture content;
c; clay==tight clay, well tamped at optimu(kmoisture content;

d. brick--mud-dried, burned, adobe, etc.

e. stone masonry;
f. rough-cut logs -- hardwood; termite-resistant.

The Floor

The floor supports_the user and covers the pit. It should be con-

structed so as to fit tightly on the base; with a minimum of small

cracks and openings between the surfaces. The squat=type plate or '

slab for pit_privies is the most suitable for rural conditions In

most parts of the world. However, in many countries a Slab provided
with a riser and seat may be found to be more acceptable. This

aspect of slab design requires careful consideration. An eminent

health educatqr and social anthropologist has stated that customary

Posture in defaecating is perhaps the single most important fact
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bearing on the acceptance or rejection of privies.

The_floor or slab_should normally extend to thesuperstructure
walls, as a peripheral earth strip might be soiled and become a
medium fcr hookworm infestation; It should be made of a durable
`mpervious material with a hard surface which will facilitate
cleaning. Materials commonly employed include:

a. reinforced concrete;
b. reinforced concrete with brick filler;
c. wood;
d. built-up floor of small-diameter_ wooden poles with chinks

-fill-ed-by-mud-or-soil-=tement-mixture.

The consensus of opinion is that concrete is, in the long run, the
most practicable, most accepta)le, and cheapest material for the

f-cor. Wooden floors come next in t. -he line -of preference.

jBuilt-up" floors, are less de-rable because they are difficult
to keep clean and, as they get sb-fled-teWcTally-by chil1iren),
Are likely to spread hookworm.

Latrine slabs or floors may be round,, square, or rectangular.
'hen slabs are to be made or cast at a central shop, it_is advan-
tageous to adopt a standard shape and size in order to facilitate
production. The size of concrete slabs, which influences to a
certain degree the cross-sectional area of the pit and the size
f:f the superstructure, is governed by their weight and by the
Difficulty of transportation (where this applies).

All factors considered, approp-iate dimensions for concrete slabs
may be 39 x 39 in. in over-all size. Such a slab will weigh
approximately 3C0 lb. if the average thickness is 2.5 in. Smaller
slabs; 3 x 3ft. have been built where it is easy to complete the
floor at the site with a cement surface. Round slabs, 4 ft. in
diameter, have also been used. Their advantage is that they may
te rolled to the latrine site instead of being transported.

The thickness of slabs also varies a great deal in practice. In

crder to reduce weight, the tendency; of course, has been to
reduce the -- .thickness to a minimum consistent with safety. In

this respect, however, much depends on the quality of the concrete
and the reinforcement available. When these factors are satisfactory
the slab may be 2.5 in. - Sin. thick on its edges and 2 in. thick
at its ceiter. A slab 1 yd. square will then weigh approximately
286 lb. The surface of the sThh will slope towards the hole,_
which is an advantage in Asian countries where water is used for
Anal cleansing. Where solid c'ennsing materials are used; the
slab may be of uniform thickness throughout, but not less than
2.5 in. thick.

Where it is not possible to cast concrete slabs in place and where
the problem of transportation is serious, the possibility of cast-
4ng the slab in four parts may be considered.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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With respect to the_shape and stze of squatting plates, the fol-

lowing are important considerations:

1. The opening should be large enough and shaped so as to minimize-
or better, prevent--soiling of the floor. An opening having an
effective length of about 15 in. preferably more, will satisfy
this requirement.

2. It should not be so large that small children may fall into
the pit. An opening having an effective width or diameter
of 7 in. or less will satisfy this requirement.

_In communal installations, the numter of openings will depend on
the-number -of-people ta be served._ It_is_good_practice_to_provide
one hole for not more than 15 users, preferably one for each 10-12

persons.

It is often recommended that squattialplates_should be provided

with slanting foot=rests to minimize the possibility of soiling

the floor. Foot-rests usually form an integral part of the -squat=
tins plate and should be designed to be used by both adults and

children. When foot-rests are not properly built--for instance,
when they join the floor at a sharp angle or are excessively long,

etc.==they make it difficult to clean and scrub the floor.

Another factor affecting the acceptance or rejection of a privy
by the users is the free distance from the opening to the back wall

of the latrine. When this distance is too small, the back of the
user will rest against the wall, which _may not at all times be

very clean and free from ants or otherl4nsects. Also; there is a

chance that excreta may soil the upper portion of the pit wall.

Yet this distance should not be too large; otherwise there is

a likelihood that the back part of the floor will be toiled. The

minimum distance between_the rear edge of the apening and the
superstructure wall should be no less than 4 in. preferably 6 in.

and maximum of 7 in.

The Mound

The function of the mound is to protect the pit and base from
surface run-off which otherwise might enter and destroy the pit.

It should be built up to the level of the floor and be very well

tamped. It should extend 20 in. beyond the base on-all sides. In

exceptional cases in flood plains and tidal areas, the mound may
be built up considerably above the ground for protection against
tides and flood waters. It will normally be built with the earth
excavated from the pit or surrounding area, and may be consolidated
with a stone facfng to prevent it from being washed away by heavy

rains. In front of the entrance door, it may be preferable to
supplement the mound with a masonry or brick=built step. This

helps to keep the latrine floor clean .

In the Phillippines, where the dwelling is often built above the
ground on piles, the latrine floor is also elevated; and a dro -

pipe leads-the excreta downward to the covered pit below. This

is called the "antipole" system.
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The House or Superstructure

The house affords privacy and protects the user and the in tallation
from the weather. Fig. 67 shows various types of houses, and a
typical wooden house frame for use in rural areas. From the
sanitary viewpoint, the house is less important than the pit or
the floor. For this reason; when latrine programs are undertaken
on a campaign basis, the house is often left for the people to
erect in the manner which is most satisfactory to them with only
general advice being offered by you. Standardized superstructures
are desirable, however, from many standpoints, among which economy
of construction and durability are most important.

A properly built superstructure mould conform to certain rules,
the most significant of which are:

1. Size. It should preferablY fitihe_dimensions of the fidoe--
or slab and should never be too large, lest people be tempted to
defaecate on any part of the floor at times when the area around
the-_-open4/11--has .cen soiled by previous users. The height of the
roof over the slab near the entrance door should be 6.5 ft. or
more.

2. Ventilation of superstructure. It is desirable to provide
openings 4-6in; wide at the top of the house's walls to facilitate
constant ventilation;

3. Lighting. Natural light should be available wherever possible.
However, the superstructure should provide sufficient shade over an
uncovered seat or hole in order not to attract flies.

4. Cleanliness._ A_superstructure which is left dirty and in a
constant state of disrepair will soon be abandoned and unused as
a latrine; It is therefOre extremely important that the house be
Aept_clean at_all times, both_inside and_outside, and that_no
poultry or animals be housed in it. White or colored washings
of the superstructure should be encouraged, and the vegetation
immediately surrounding it should be trimmed. The roof should_
cover the house completely -and h:tve a large overhang,to protect
the_mound and the walls from rain and roof drainage: One of_the
duties of the health depirtment staffiespecially the_sanitarians
and health. educators; is to provide constant advice to the family
regarding the cleanliness and the proper use of the latrine;

Example Privy Shelters

Drawings of several designs are provided on the next page. The
structures shown have been found satisfactory in many parts of
the world.

Tools and. Materials needed for construction include:

A sheet of corrugated sheet metal roofing, 4 ft. x 4 ft. or larger
Wooden posts 2in x 2 in., 66 feet long ,

3oards, 8 in wide, 3/4 in thick, 132 feet long.
Nails, handtools, paint (2 quarts)

-).
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Fig. 67 Types of Privy Shelters
COMPLETED PRIVY, SHOWING PALM THATCH WALL

AND ROOF COVERING
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HOUSE OF BRICK WITH TILE ROOF
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EXAMPbE PRIVY DESIGNS

PIT PRIVY

This is the simplest recommended latrine or privy, having a hand dug
hole, pronerly mounted slab and a shelter. This is the most wide-
spread and satisfactory type of latrine, when properly designed, built;
and located.

Tools and Materials

Materials for building the shelter
Handtools for digging the pit; concrete construction and buildinn,

the shelter.

Details

The pit is round or square, about 3.5 feet in diameter or for each
side and usually 3.3 to 10 feet deep. The pit may have to be
lined, to prgent caving, with brick, wood, bamboo, etc., even
in hard soil. It is _goodtoli 1_6 feet of the hole
so as to make a solid base for the slab and shelter. 19.5 inches
of the top of the hole can be lined with mortar for this purpose.

The following table will help you to estimate the depth of hole
to make. The top part of the table is for a wet-pit privy, where
the t.o1e penetrates the water table and the contents are usually
quite wet.

Table 10 PIT PRIVY rAPArITY FOR A FAMILY OF FIVE

Estimated volume and depth* for hole with 10ft area
;Pit

Type

Years
of-

Service
Personal Clkansing Material

Water Solid

volume ft 3 and depth ft volume ft 3
and

FT

depth

WET
4 26 2.6 40 4.0
8 52 5.2 80 8.0

1371Tr 97 99 10

DRY
4 40 4.0 60 6.0
it 80 8.0 120 12.0

150 15s - --

One and a half feet have been added to the depth since the pit is
considered full when material is that distant from the slab.

The base serves as a solid,- waterproof support for the floor. It

also helps_to_prevent hookmirm_larvae from entering. Properly
made of a hard, strong material, it helps stop the entrance of

10



by 50% in cases_where the_types of personal cleansing materials normally
employed might indicate that such an allowance is necessary.

It is further recommended that; where_practicable, wet-pitsshould have
a minimum depth of 10 ft. With regard to pit storage capacity, it is
desirable to design for as long a pericd as possible,- i.e., for 10 -15 years,
However, It is recognized that, from tae standpoint_of cost,_or because of
difficult:es in supporting pit walls ir unstable soil formations, it might
sometimes be impossible to attain this objective. Nevertheless; it -is
strongly recommended that pits should be designed for a life of at least
four years.

TABLE 11

Volume & Depth

cor Rural Latrine

With Cross-Sec-

tional Area o'

9 Sq. Ft; (For

7arniily of five)

Wet Pit

Servie, 114

Personal cirtansMg material

venter solid

volume i depth I velum'
(cu. 1) I (It) (cu. It)

(Tie

4 years (minimum) 26 1 3

6 years 12 5.1)

97 11.1115 years (minimum)

40
---IV

I

t50 16.6

Personal cleansing material
Try-Pit lwaterService Il war solid

volume
(co. ft)

IVO volume
(Cu. to

dzhg

4 years (minimum)

11 leer.

IS yoni (1041ffitn)

46

ITO

lib I

4.5

il

111.11

SO

110

11.7

- 133

!12e0111 01yon Is effective pit death. and 1-11 ft (30-10 cm) are usually added to obtain over-
all depth of pit.

Table I shows the pit volume and dimensions for_homsehold latrines_for
families and_gives varying periods of service-life based on wit,pit con-
ditions. Table II presents similar data for dry-pit conditions;

_

These tables show_that, where there is little possibility of maintaining
water in pits or holes, a pit privy wAth the largest possible volume is
best. From the economic standpointi_the_deep pit; although higher in
initial cost, will prove to be a profitable investment.

Finally; one factor -that also influences the cross,sectional_area of the
pit, although to a lesser extent, is the size of the floor that covers
it. The size of the flOor slab depends much on the typeOf material from
which it 's built; This matter is discussed in a later section.

"The 'selection of the type of installation best suited to local needs must
take into account the element of cost. Water-carried_sewerage systems
With flush toilets are very expensive and far beyond the economic possibi-
lities of most rural areas: At the other extrume; it is possible for
everyone -to relieve_himself_in the most primitive manner at no cost what-
soever; but this method is disastrous in terms of sickness and death and'

_
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burrowing --eb-diht-t-ati-d-Of-SUOUCe-wate-r-
into the_pit. The pit lining in most
:cases will serve as a -base although it
may need to be strengthed at the ground
surface.

A concrete water-seal slab is best and
is economical but means added labor and
construction. A concrete open-hole slab
is the next best, while a wooden_floor
is adequate. A built-up floor of wood
and compacted soil is sometimes used
but is difficult to keep clean as it
cets soiled and is likely to spread
hookworm.

The concrete should not be weaker than
l_cart cement to_6 parts of aggregate
With a minimum of water. It should_
be reinforced with strips of bamboo'
about -1 inch wide and with tVie weak-
er_fibers-stripped awaySoak the
bamboo in water overnight before use.

Fig. 68 Various Parts, of---
a Sanitary Privy

A

The slabs are cast upside down in One A e elf
a - alM

operation. The footrests are shaped c Floor
by removing_ part of the wooden form o Mound

so as to make two separate indenta=
_

tions in the wood. Sheet metal is placed around the form so that
the metal_ extends above the wood to the_thickness of the slab; Side
walls of the hole and foot-rests are made with.a_slight_siope so,as .

to come out easily; the form for the open holeAs removed when the
concrete first_sets. _Slabs are removed_from_the formt in about 40
hours and' hould be stored under water-for 10 days or more.

E Mouse.
including door

F Ventilation
G Root

Round Slabs can be rolled some distance when carrying is difficult;

The mound protects the pit and base from surface run-off which other-
wise might enter and destroy the pit. It_should be built up to the
level of the floor and be very well tamped,._It should extend 20
;nches beyond the base on all sides; In unusual cases, such as flood
plains and tidal areas; the mound may be built much higher_than the__
eround as a protection against floonand high tides. It will normally
be built with the earth removed in digging the pit and soil from the
surrounding area. A stone facing will help stop it from being washed
away by heavy rains. In front of the entrance door, a masonry or
brick step can be built to help keep the floor clean;
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F i g. 69 TYPICAL ROUND_AN_O_ CLAYMILT WITH SOIL-CEMENT OR CLAY)

Fi g ; 70 A HEWN-LOG PRIVY BASE
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LATRINE FOR VILLAGE USE

This low cost water seal latrine
slab is a single concrete casting.
It requires very little space, is
sanitary, odorless, easy to install
and maintain, and can be used to
produce nightsoil fertilizer

Tools and Materials

Foot -plate form -_See_Fig.___and
Steel strap iron 2" wide, 1'7" long
3/3° be7ts 5" long for air vents

form - made of wood detailed on Fig.
Innerform - made of wood detailed or Fig.
Clay tc,make water seal form
Cement, sand, stone aggregate up to 1" maximum

Fig. 71 Latrine for Vfllage '.Ise

Details

viPages where space is a_premium and the soil can absorb the flushing
water, this latrine may be worth serious consideration: A 30" diameter
hole eight feet deep is covered with a slab; 'Most soils have suffitient
stabily to support the_slab.- Very loose or sandy soils may require some
type of lining. Any type of simple superstructure can be fitted over it
for privacy If the- nightsoil must be used for fertilizer, this method can
fr ,J!ied. After the first ,six months, a new hole is dug, and the scab moved;
ni, first pit is covered with two feet of dirt; Six months later the night-

in the first pit has:been converted to essentially non-pathogenit_fer=
inzer and may be used with reasonable safety. uo not use any nightsoil

fertilizer that has not been composted at leatt three - months:- The slab Js.
moved back to the first hole and the second covered with two feet-Of dirt.

The latrine can be cleaned -with only 1/2.gallon of water. _When_this is done,
there is no -odor nor any -flies and it stays quite clean. ThUt it is easy
to use. _Villagers must be urged to provide for a sufficient supply of water
to be brought and stored at the latrine,in_a large container_(eg. a_4 gallon
kerosene tin). A quart container- should also be Irovided. Instructions
should be given in the proper method of flushing latrine. If this is
done improperly a large quantity of water will_be wasted. Two quartt Of
water are sufficient toclear the latrine if the water is thrown with a
air amount of force from the narrow end of the latrine.'

Installation is so simple that- the untrained villager can do it easily;
The round one piece construction facilitates moving the slab_bysrolling it._
It is simple -too make -once the forms and methods are practiced.___The materials
cost abbut $1 fora latrine. One trained villager can make three Slabi
per day, using three forms; The wooden forms cost about $8 each

A convex foot-plate_ form about 38" in diameter is made of wood, metali_or

concrete. It must be 1" higher in the center than at the edge. See Fig.

Fig.72 shows -the_ steel ring and inner form in place -on the base. The ring

is formed of two inch wide strap iron and fastened with a boltior easy
removal from the concrete slab. The collapsible wooden inner form is

detailed in Figure 73 .
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The inner form has -three pieces
Fig; _shows the outline _Of the
two side pieces Of the form.
These must be cut from_wood
2 1/4"_thick._ The_18 118K_Sides
and_3 3/4" sides stay nearly_in
contact. __A wedge shaped piece
of wood_shown_in Fig. holds_

corner G 3f the sides one inch
apart. Th-e wedge fits along
the 9" ilde. The_spring holdt
the form closed tight against
the separation bars while the
wedge is inserted and the in=
ncr form placed on the base.
The dimerrions shown, for the
inner form should_only be
used as a guide since some
intbntiv".encies have been
observed;

Two- inches of well mixed con-
crgte (cement 1, sand 2. stone,
chips 3) is placed in the ring
Ord tamped will to compact it.
Next the wooden outer form is
set up around the inner liner.

Fig. 72 Inner Form of Latrine (Top VieW)

See F1072 and 71 There should be a clearance of not less than 1/2" between
the inner liner and the- wooden outer forms. A cement sand mIxtute (cement 1;

sand 2) of plastic consistency_is placed in this inner space and 'Compacted.

A 3/8" bolt_through the outer wood form and into the inner form provides an
antisyphon vent and helps to hold the inner form in place. See Figs.

and

After 48 hours the casting may be placed on- blocks. The__clay siphon and

wooden inner fOMM removed, -and a finish of cement plaster added to_cover any

imperfections. When this is set a final coat of_pure cement is put on. If

there -is any defect in the seal it
may easily be repaired by putting a_
little cement slurry (cement and water
in creamy consistency) over_the defect
and adding at once cement plaster to
fill the defect.

Fig. 73 !nner form and steel rim in
place on base.
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Fig; 74 LATRINE BOWL MOLD

74=C TOP VIEW

hinge

74=E BOTTOM VIEW

3. separation bars
-4"

wedge

74=D

3
74

VIEW OFASOGE

* is a WOodan wedge; usedto hold_form tight.
to remove form from concrete latrinei one -

knocks out wedge, then removes separation
bart: the bOttom'of the form then contracts;

If_the wood is' not/lard and smooth; a tim
attar coating may be hiMMered onto wooden
form.

Width of mold A & B are 4-1/4 and 5-1/2 in.
respectively. The separation bars at A & B
are 2-1/2 & 4 in. long respectively.

Finished bowl-seal form, ready for placing
on wooden base. The water-seal form has been
molded from clay, by hand, and placed on
top of the wooden bowl form. The size and con-
figuration of the water-seal form must be
shaped carefully, as shown. This is not
difficult.

1/2 ;1 re. deep

1/2 in. wide 74 -F
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75 COntrete slab has been poured; part Fig. 76 _Rough exterior knock-apart mold

f the exterior sectional mold has been plated made to fit around the clay core with a

its position.
. clearance .of 1/2 in. to 3/4 in.

Wooden constituents -of above mold::

1: 4" x 4" x 36'' = 2 pieces

2. 3" x 4" x 16". - 2 pieces

3. '3" x 4!- x 16" - 2 pieces

4: 3" x 3" x 21" = l pieces

5. . 2" x 5" x 13" - 1 pieces

5. 4" x 4" x 1" - 1 pieces

7. 5" x 13" 'X 1" = 1 piece

8. 3" x 4" x 4" - 1 piece

II WNW iiiWOMMetig1 77frem.

77.. Sectional view after pouting the
cement in bowl and trap.. Note the Concave

snape of the base plate.

Fig. 79 SdttiOh of the .casting after
removal of the forms;

217

Bolts to
form vent
hole.

Fig. 78 Transverse section of the
casting with forms in place.

Fig. 80 Completed casting setup on
bricks where the wooden inner form
is removed and_clay_siphonining dug
out The final finish of cement
plaster and neat cement polish is

applied.
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Fig; 81 The'completed casting from aboVe

showing the dimensions;

218
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THAILAND WATER -SEAL PRIVY

=204=

1

This concrete water-seal slab is most useful for widescale pOvy_orograms.
.

It_is..used to cover an ordinary pit privy. This method represents the
collected experience of a long established privy program in Thailand; the

general method should be applicable to other water-seal slab designs.

Tools and Materials

Master molds - Can be purchased from Village Health and Sanitation Project,
Ministry of Public Health, Department of Health, Bangkok, Thailand. This
alcominum master mold weighs 24 pounds and costs $7.50 plus shipping charges.

Concrete making materials
Wood for platform forms
Reinforcing rod and wire
Clay
Crankcase oil
Beeswax and kerosene (optional)
3/4" x 3/4" x 5" steel bars

The basic- method used for making these
waterseal slabs is to cast the slab,
1-;-w1', and water-seal trap using three
:rmsf

1. A wooden form for shaping the
slab.

2. A concrete bowl core for shap-
ing the inside of the bowl;

3.. A concrete core_for Shaping_
the inside of the water-seal
trap; Fig. 82 Sketth of Finished Privy

Since the three parts of the slab are all cast at one time, the finished privy
slab is quite strong. The water-seal trap is curved back,under the bowl as
shown in Fig. 83 A

This makes flushing more difficultegbut preventsor63ion:nf the hack of the
pit on loose soil. The same general method could'be used to make a forward
flushing trap, Fig. 83 B.

_ _

The forms used when.making a slab must stay in place till the concrete has

gained enough strength to allow their removal; This is ut.,vAlly_21 hours.

For this reason. many sets of forms are necessary if a reasonable number
of slabs are to be cast every day. Here is where the master molds are

needed. One is used to cast the bowl core; and two are needed to cast
the trap' core.
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Casting the Bowl Core

1. Oil the inside of the master bowl mold and insert a 3/4" x 3/4" x 5"
steel bar into the bottom.

2. Add a fairly loose mixture of cement and water, called neat cement_, to
a depth of about 6"; Then fill to brim with a 1:1 cement sand mixture:
The 1:1 should_be firm, not runny, and should_be laid_into_thelloose
neat cement without stirring to insure a smooth finish on the bowl core.

3. After the bowl core has_become firm_enough, scoop a depression into
the.surfacq;_to install the two steel hooks made from the reinforcing
rod.. They should be about 9" apart, and should not protrude above the
surface of the concrete; See Fig;

4. Allow the concrete to Set at
east 24 hours_before removing
the bowl core from the master
mo1d. The bowl core can be
used to_make another master
mole and vice versa.

Casting the Trap Core

Make the trap core using the pair
of master molds, which consist of
the trap master mold and the insert
mold. -4

1. Add about 1" of 1:1 cement sand
mix to the oiled trap master
mold and put in some wire for
reinforOng. Then fill it with
1:1 almost to the brim.

83A Backward
Flushing Trap

Fig;

2. Put the oiled insert mold into place and scrape

83B Forward Flushing Trap

off excess.

3. After 45 minutes remove the insert and add a square sheet metal pipe
3./4" high made by wrapping sheet metal around -a 3/4" x 3/4" steel bar.

4. Remove the finished trap core by gently tapping the master mold with a
wooc:en block
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Construction of the Wooden Slab Form

1. Make a frame of 1 1/2" x 1 1/2"

wood with -an inside diameter of
80 cm x_80 cm. .A notch and sin-
gle nail on each corner works
we See Fig. 86

2. Make a wooden platform 90 cm x
90 cm out of 1" thick planks.
Gouge 1/2" deep footrests if

these are desired. See the

outline in Fig. .

Depression in BOil-Corg

Handle

Bowl Mold ---

Fig. 84 Bowl Core Handles

CaSting the Slab

With these three fOrriS fihithed you are ready to cast the firsi water-seal

Slab.

1; Use a paint brush to coat the bowl core and the trap core_with a layer

Of wax about 1/8" thick; Prepare the wax by_dissolving 1 kilogram of

melted beeswax in_1/2_liter of kerosene.__The wax coating will. last 5

or 6 castings Adding 1C to the cost of each slab; Wax makes removing

. the cores much easier; but isn't absolutely necessary.

2. ,Place the bowl core on the wooden slab form and fill all cracks with

clay.

3. Oil the bowl, platform and frame.

4. Apply a 1/4" thick coat of patty cement and-water mixture to the bowl

core and platform. (Many Thai people prefer to spend 25t more for_an

attractive polished slab. To_do this, instead of using a mixture of

':enent and_water, use a mix of 5 cement : 5 color : 1 granite chips.

After the formt are removed; polish with a carborufidum stone and plenty

of water).

5. Covtr the bowl core with a mixture of 1 cement : 2 sand, to total thick-

ness e 1/2". Notice the smooth iip made on the- cement 3/8" from the

top of the bowl core. This lip is your water-seal. Use fairly dry ce-

ment and allow it to set for 15 minutes before cutting this lip.

6; Place the trap core ;.in_the bowl core and seal the crack with clay. _Alt-6

add a little clay on each side of the form to prevent cement from getting

to the front lip.

7. Cover with 1 : 2 cement sand mixture to a thickness of 1/2". Do'not ex-

ceed the_1/2" thicknesS bel6W the trap core or you will not be able to

remove this core.'

Fill the slab form With -a mixture of 1 cement : 2 sand : 3 clean_gravel

or crushed rock almost to the top. In nrepartng the concrete-,- -first mix

cement and sandi_then add:aravel---arld-Vattr..._ Use water conservatively;

The looser the mixture, the weaker the concrit60-11-bei_,

01
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9. Press in 4 pieces of 1/4" steel rod reinfording.

10. Fill to top of frame:and smooth; Allow at least 24 hours'for setting.

11. Remove the frame by tapping lightly with hammer;

12; Turn the slab form over__On a.wooden stand and use- simple levers to
remove the bowl cert. YOU must remove the bowl core before the trap

core.

13. Tap the_trap Cord gtntly and slip it out. Add a little water and check

to see if your seal is 3/8";

14. Keep the slab damp and covered for a minimum of 3 days and preferably a
week to gain strength;

Fig. 85 Privy Frame

86 Privy Slab Outline
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THE PRIVY METHOD OF ERCUTA DISPOSAL

DESIGN .FOR A VILLAGE

LESSON NO. 1

LESSON OBJECTIVE: Outline the factors that must be considered in

designing A village privy system;

TOPIC INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE
SUPPLEhtENTAL MATERIALS /

RELATED READING

Sihitary Survey

The Pit Privy

Sanitary Survey

1

Recall the need for a sanitary survey.

Outline the essPntial elements of this survey.

Demonstrate estimating the volume of pits,
holes and tanks.

Discuss the function of the basic components
of a pit privy.

Illustrate the designs end components for
three types of pit privies.

DiScuSs how to determine the adequacy of the
present system.

Assemble students to conduct a survey of a

rural area. This survey must
1) designate the population and its

distribution
2) determine the practice of hygiene in

this area indicated from the present
type(s) of facilities implemented

3) state Where present facilities are
improperly located, poorly maintained
and not used

4) estimate the health of the_community
from records of communicable diseases,
intestinal infections (diseases caused
by Worms) and acute conjunctivitus in
infects (inflammation of the mucus
membrane around the eyeball) and cite
the death and debility statistics.

5) identify What type(s) ofprivies are
presently used (public or private;
distribution and use.) and determine the
location of these facilities with respect
to water supply systems.
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WHO Monograph Series #39
p. 158-159.

WHO Monograph Series #39
p 43-76;

See Section 7



THE PRIVY YT.:THOD OF EXCRETA DISPOSAL
DESIGN FOR A VILLAGE
(Continued)

6) designate_the number of new installa-
tions needed and Where they should be
located'

7) define the average income of the
community members

8) eatimate the cooperation available from
rgencies or. groups for training and
health education of the public

9) detertine what materiels are available
locally; their cests whether potential
resources for self-help are available
and if the needed craftsmen are avail-
able locally and their wages

10) st.nte whnt type(s) of privies would
be the most etonomically feasible.

Assemble students for dimeussion of survey
findings.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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TOR PAZ =MOD Cr AZCHSTA DISPOSAL

DESIGN MR A VILLAGE

LESSON NO. 2

ESSONOBJECTIVEt Set up and carry out a program to construct

a privy system.

TOPIC INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE
SUPPLERENTAL_MATERIALS./

RELATED READING

Of
.ivy System

uctiou

Assemble students to -visit the present

facilities to determine the type(s) of

realities presently implemented.

Review the criteria to be used in the selec
tion of a village privy system;

Select the most feasible privy designs;

Discuss how to prepare a plan toward the

finances for the system.

Outline the logical sequences of construction

for the priVy type :selected.

Have students assemble the tools and materials

for the construction of this privy typei

Set up a program. (allocate construction tasks

to the students) for the construction of

a privy of the type selected;

Supervise students in the construction of

this privy.

225

For construction
techniques see
Section. IIC
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SECTION-%

WATER-CARRIED_SEWAGE_SYSTEMS
MRSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE

OVERVIEV:

The_construction of_:thr.. various water carried sewage systems is covered

in_this section. The trainees are instructed in the testing of_sites
for the water and sewage disposal_and the operation and maintenance
of these systems._ Again the health standards to be improved- must -be

stressed so that the design and execution of the project will iChieVe

these results;

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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SECTION 9: WATER-CARRIED-SEWAGE SYSTEMS-
CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE

OBJECTIVE: Construct and maintain cesspools, seepage pits,
and septic tanks;

TASKS: 1. Determine absorption area requirements;

2. Locate site of construction.

3; Set up a construction program.

4. Set up a maintenance program that identifies:

a. How often the System must be cleaned.

b; The_number of personnel needed to clean the
system.

C; The equipment needed for maintenance.

FUNCTIONAL SKILLS: .

1. Identify the components of various types of septic
tanks, cesspools, and seepage.pits:

2. Identify the logical sequence of operations involved
in building septic tanks, cesspools, and seepage pits;

3. Conduct percolation_tests.

4; Draw_a map of the proposed system and the location
Of its components.

5; Identify the maintenance requirements of various
types of water-carried sewage systems.

6; Identify_the skills a person would need'to maintain
various types of water-carried sewage systems;

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE TESTS:

1; Design, locate and-construct a_waterTcarried sewage
system that satisfies the requirements of Section
Village Privy Design Criteria;

2. Prepare a manual on the maintenance of septic tanks,
cesspools, and seepage pits.
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LOCATION AND SELECTION OF WATER=CARRIED DISPOSAL_ FACILITIES

SPECIFICATIONS

There are minimum distances-that different types of disposal
should be placed in relation to water sources and dwellings.
distances will increase in direct proportion to the porosity
soil. _

faCilitiet
These
of the

Component Septic
Tank

Leaching Field
Seepage Pit

and Cesspool

Building
Sewer

Privy

4ee-t----------Feet

Well 50 50* (i) 50*or suctienline

Water supply line
(pressure)

(b) (b) (b) (b)

Property line 10 -- - 30

.

Dwelling 5 20 == 30

Surface water supplies
or tributaries, in--
cluding open and
subsurface drains

50* 50* 50*

Watercourses, including
streams, ponds, open
and subsurface drains

10 25

Edge of fill 25

Table I. Sanitary Facillities Location Requirements

* 50 feet is 0 minimum; acceptable distance;
(a) 10_feet if constrUcted_of_durable corrosion_ resistant material_with

watertight joints_lt or 50 feet if any other type of pipe is used
(b) Disposal facilities should be-:installed as far as pessible from

water supply lines, Where sewer lines cross water_supply_linesi
both pipes Should be constructed,of durable corrosion resistant
materials with watertight joints:.

SUITABILITY OF THE SOIL

Along with the specifications mentioned above, the location and imple-
mentation of water-carried sewage depends on the suitability of the
soil. The first step in the design of subsurfaCe,sewage disposal systems
is to determine whether the soil is suitable for the absorption of sep-
tic tank effluent and, if so, how much area is requIred. 'The soil must
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haVe an acceptable percolation rate*i_without interference from ground

Water or impervious strata below the leVel Of the absorption system.

In general, tWb conditions must be met:

1. The Percolation time should be Within the range of those soeci-

fied'in Table.

2. The maximum seasonal elevation Of the ground water table should

be at_least_4-feet below the bottom of .the trench or seepage

Rock formetions or other impervious strata should be at a depth

greater than 4 -feet below_the bOttom of a cesspool or seepage
pit.__Unless these condition 4 can be satisfied; the site is

unsuitable for a conventitnal subsurface sewage disposal systern.

TABLE 13____REQUIPTILABSORPTION AREA FORGIVEN PERCOLATION RATES

Percolation rate_(tiMe_reguired Reguired_abiorption_area

for water to fall one inch; in in Sq.: ft. ger standard

minutes trench and seepage beds

1 or less
2

3

4
5_

10
15
30
45
60

70
_85
100
115
125
165
190
250
300
330

* A percolation test is a test to determine the rate of flow of water

through the interstices or pores of_a soil.

The soil should be considered unsuitable for seepage pits if the per-

colation rate is over thirty and unsuitable for any subsurface disposal

system if this rate is over 60.

PEPCOLATION TESTS

Subsurface explorations are necessary to determine 'subsurface formations

in_a given area An auger with an extension handle;_ is_ often used for

making_the investigation. Wellt and well drillers' logs can also be

used to obtain informatiOn_on ground water and_subsUrface conditions.

In some_areas,-subtoll strata vary_widely in short distances, and bor-

ings must be nude at_the_site of the system. If the subsoil appears

suitable, asAudged_bY_Other_characteristics
described in section_2

below, percolation tests should_be_made at point and elevations selec--

ted as typical of the area in WhiCh the disposal field will be located.

The percolation tests help -to determine the acceptability of the sate

and establish the design site_of the subsurface_disposal_system. The

length of time required for percolation tests_will vary_in_dtfferent_

types of soil. The safest method is to make tests in.holes which have
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been kept filled with water for at least 4 hours, preferably overnight.
This is particularly desirable if the tests are to bemade by an inex-
perienced person, and in_some soils it is necessary even if the -indi-
vidual has had conSiderable experience ( as in soils which swell_upon
wetting). Percolation rates should be figured on the basis of the
test data obtained after the soil_has_had opportunity_to become wetted
or saturated and has had opportunity,to swell fir. at least 24 hours.
Enough tests should be made in separate holes to assure that the re=
suits are valid.

The Procedure for a Percolation Test

This percolation test incorporates the principles cited above.
:ts use is particularly recommended when knowledge of soil types
and structure is limited; -

A. Number and 'location of tests:

Six or more tests Oall be made in separate_ test holes
spaced uniformly oiler the_proposed absorption field site.

B. Type of Test Hole'

Dig or_bore.a hole, with horizOntal dimensions of from.
4 to 12_inches and vertical sides to the depth of the
proposed absorption trench. In order to save time, labor,
and volume of_water required per test; the holes can be
bored with a 4 inch auger.

C. Preparation of Test Hole

Carefully scratch the bottom and sides of the hole with
a knife blade or sharppointed instrument, in_order to
remove any smeared soil surfaces and to provide; a neural
soil interface into which water may percolate. Remove
all- loose- material -from the hole. Add_2 inches of coarse
sand or fine gravel to protect the bottom from scouring
and sediment.

D. Saturation and Swelling of the S6I1

It is important to Ilistinguish between saturation and
swelling. Saturation means that the void spaces between
soil particles are full of water. This can be accomplished
in a short period of timea Swelling is caused by intru-
sion of water into the individual soil particle. This is
a slow process, especially in clay-type.soil, and is the
reason for requiring a prolonged soaking period.

In the conduct of the test, carefully fill the hole with
clear water to a minimum depth of 12 inches over the
gravel. In most soils, it is necessary to refill the
hole by supplying a.surplus reservoir of water, possibly
by means of an 'automatic syphon, to keep water in the
hole.for at least 4 hoers. and preferably overnioht.
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Determine the pentOlatien rate 24 hours aftetwateris
first added to the hole; This pPocedure is to insure
that the soil is_given ample_opportuntty!td swell and to
approach the condition it Will be in_during the wettest
season of the year Thus; the'test will give comparable
results in the same_soil;mhether_made in 4 dry or in a
wet season. In sandy soils containing little or no clay;
the swelling procedure is not essential; and the test
may be made-as described_ under item E 3 after the water
from one filling of the hole has completely seeped away.

E. Percolation-rate measurement

With the exception of sandy soils; percolation-rate
measurements shall be made_on the 44-flowing the
prboedure descri§ed'under item D :above)

1. If the water remains in the tetthole after the
overnightswelling_periodi_adjust thegtepth to
approximately -6 inches over the gravel. From

a fixed reference point; measure the drop_in__
Water leVel over_ a 30 minute period: This drop
is used to calcate the percolation rate.

2. If no Water reMentin the hole after the over-
night swelling period;. add clear water to bring__
the depth of water in the hole to -approximately e

6 intheS over the gravel. -From afixed refer
Olte point; measure the drop in -water level at
approximately'30 minute intervals for 4 hourS;__
refilling 6 inches over the gravel as necessary.
The drop that occurs- during the final'_30_minUte
period is used to calculate_thepercolationrate
The dttotludhg prior periods provide infor-
mation for possibly modifications of the proceaure
to salt local circumstances.

3. In sandy soils (or other soils in which the firtt

6 inches of water seepsaway_in_less than 30 min-

Otet, after the overnight swelling period); the
time interval between measurements shall be taken

as 10 minutes and -the test_run for_onehour. The

drop that atUtS during the_final.10 minutes is

used to calculate the percolation rate.
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Fig.'87 Methods of making percolation tests

Guide For Estimating Soil Absorption Potential

A percolation test is the only known means for obtaining a quanti-
tative appraisal of soil absorption capacity. However' observation
and evaluation of soil characteristics provide useful clues to the
relative capacity of a soil to absorb liquid. Most suitable and
unsuitabltsoils can be identifiedwitheut additional testing.
When determined and evaluated by-trained or expeilenced soil sceen-
tis,ts or soil engineers, soil characteristics may Pnrmit further

.categorizing of suitable soils. This has been done for smile areas
pf the country and described in the eels reports mentioned below.

Soil Maps

The capacity of a soil to absorb and transmit water is an important
problem in agriculare, partiularly in relation to irrigation, dr

to dreinage, and other land management practices. Through studies in
these fields, -a_ variety of aids have been developed for judging
the_absorption of water,transmission properties of soils, which
could be helpful in the sewage field. Considerab'e information
has been accumulated by agricultural authorities on the,relativt

-absorption capacities of specific soils in many areas of the
`United States. Much of_this.information is included in Soil Survey
Reports and Maps, published by-the United States Department of
Agriculture in cooperation with the variposItate agricultural
colleges. The general suitability of specific soilsfor effluent
disposal may often be interpreted from these reports and maps;
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Clues to Absorption Capacity

Considerable information about_relative absorption capacities

of soils may alto be obtained by a close visual inspection of

the soil. 'The value of such an inspection depends Won tomt
knowledge of the pertinent soil properties. The main prop-
erties-indicative of absorption capacity are soil texture,
ttructure,_color, depth or thickness of permeable strata, and

swelling characteristics.

Texture

Soil texture,- the relative proportion of -sand; silt; and_Clay;

is the most common clue to_water absorption capacity.- The size

and distribution_of_particles govern the size and distribution

of POrdS_Whith, in turn,_govern the absorption capacity. The

larger. the soil particles; the larger are the pores and the

faster is the rate of absorption.

Texture can best be Judged_by thefeel._ The lighter or sandier

soils have_a gritty feel when rubbed_betWeen the thumb and fore-

finger; silty type_soils_have a "floury'' -feel and, when_wettedi

have no cohesion: heavier, clay type soils are dense and hard

when dry, and have a slick greasy feel when wetted..
.

The use of texture as -a clue to absorption qualities has its

limitations; it is primarily reliable in the sandier soils. In

the heavier type soils, including sandy soils containing appreci=

able amounts of silt or clay, one must look for additional clues,

such as structure and-soil color, as indicators of absorption

capacity.

Structure

Soil structure is characterized by the aggregation or grouping

together of textural particles, forming secondary particles of

larger size._ Such secondary particles then tend to govern the

size and distribution of pores and, in turn, the absorption -pro-

perties. Structure can easily be recognized by the manner in,'

Which a clod_or lump breaks apart._ If a soil has structure, ,a

clod will break with very little force, along well defined cleav-

age planes, into uniformly sized and shaped units. If a soli has

no structure, a clod will require more force to break apart/and

will do so along irregular surfaces, with no uniformity in/size

and shape of particles.

In general, there are-four fundamental structure typesnamed
according_to the shape of the aggregate particles: platy, prism-

like, block-like, and.spheroidal. A toil without strueture is

generally referred to as massive, Spheroidal structure tends to

provide the most faVorable-absorption propertieS, ands platy struc-

ture, the least: Although other_factors, such as size_ and stabi-

lity of aggregates_to water, also influence the absorption capa-

city, recognition of the type of structure is probably sufficient

for a general appraisal.
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Color

One -of the most important reactical clues to water absorption is
soil color. Most soils contain some iron compoundt. This iron,
like iron in a tool or piece of machinery, if-alternately exposed
to air and to water, oxplizes and takes on a reddish-brown to yel-
low oxidized color, it indicates that there, has been free alter-
nate movement of air and water in and through the Oil. Such a
soil, has desirable absorption characteristics. At the other ex-
treme are soils of a dull gray or mottled coloring, indicating
lack of oxidizing conditions or very restricted movement of air
and water. These soils have poor absorption characteristics.

Depth or Thickness of Permeable Strata

The quantity of water that may be absorbed is proportional to .
the thickness or volume of the absorbent stratum, when all other
conditions are alike. In a soil - having a foot or more_of permea-
ble material above tight clay,. absorption Capacity is far greater
than that of the same kind of material lying within 3 inches of
tight clay; when examining soils or studying -'soil descriptions,
the depth and thickness, therefore, are important criteria of
absorption capacity.

%gelling Characteristics

Most, but not all; clays swell upon the addition_of_moisture.
There are many- clays nn the tropics, in particular) that do not
swell appreciably. There art also some soils in the United States
which do -not swell noticeably__On the -Other hand, some soils have
a very high percentage of swelling, and these in particular must
be suspect. Relative swelling of different sqilsis indicated by
relative shrinkage when dryi_as_shown by the numbers and sizes of
cracks_that form. Those that shrink appreciabrywhen dry are
soils that may give trouble in a tile field when they are wet.

Information obtained through inspection or from soil maps and re-
ports can be of particular value in preliminary appraisal of soils
for sewage disposal. For instance, in many_casesi_unsuitable soils
may be4immediately rules out 4n the basis of such information; in .

other cases, Selection of the test of several sites may be_made_on
the basis of -the inspection. _Absorption capacity- information ob.
Ulna in thiS 04hAtP it relative. For quantitative infOrmation
upon which to base specific design, we still must depend on some
direct .measurerent, such as a water absorption rate as measured
by a percolation test.

THE SEPTIC TANK

THE FUNCTION OF SEPTIC TANKS

When raw sewage enters the septic tank; itahould quiscent for a_
period of oneto_three;daysAepending_on the tank capacity. During
this_ period._ the heavi-er solids, including grease and fats_, remain in

the tank and form the scum over water surface, while the rest is
carried away by effluent into the final disposal system.
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The solids which are retained In a septic tank undergo anaerobic de4,
composition through the activity of bacterir aed fungi; The signifi-
cant- result of this process is a considerable reduction in the volume
of sludge, which allows the tank to operate for periods of one to four
years or mere, depending on circumstances;- before It needs to be cleaned.
This decomposition involves not only the sludge, but also the dissolved
and colloidal organic contents of the sewage.

In this manner the turbidity -of the effluent-is- significantly reduced
soAhat it may be more readily percolated into the subsoil of the
ground. Thus, the most important function of a septic tank is to pro-
vide protection for the absorption ability of the subsoil

The three functions thAt take place in the tank, then, are:

Removal of Solids

Clogging of soil -with tank effluent varies directly with _the-amount
of_suspended_solids_in the liquid. As sewage from -a building sewer
enters a septic tank. Its rate of flow is reduced so that larger
solids 'sink to the hettom or rise to the - surface: These_solids _

are retained In the tank, and the clarified effluent is discharged.

Biological Treatment

Solids and liquid in the tank are subjected to decomposition by_
bacterial and natural processes. _Bacteriapresent are of kvatiety
c'lled anaerobic eIlleh thrive An the absence of free oxygen:. This
decompesition.or trwtmrnt ofsevageunder anaerobic conditions-is
termed "septIC.". Nfmln 1:11e.m,MO of thn tank. Sewage which has _been
subjected to_svch treatmmit chuses less. clogging than untreated
sewage containing Ca same amount of suspended solids.

Sludge and Scum Storage

Sludge is an cccumulatien of_Selids at -the bottom of the tank,
whIle SCUM_U_A partlally_sOr!reed mat of floating_solids-,that .

may form at the sufrca of th fluid in the tank. Slegeiend
scum - to a lesser dn,nn. w411 be_digested and_compacted.into a
smaller volume, no p>Lfol- NI!., efficient the process is

a res1dual of inert r.elid mterlAl will _remain; Space_muit be _

previded tn_thl i,W-1.0nto-^thit. residue during the interval be-
tween cleanirgs; c;:.hrr47f:1, Ilvdin and scum will eventually be
scoured from the 10 my 'grin the (lisposel fficld;

DESIGN

TheAltliannf the sci.;. = ': -' .. ^^ t:r <<,d fac111tate the separa-

tion and digesticn of nfnf:qte solids And provlde for periodic in-
spection and occasional ehysiral rinvel of accumulated sludge and

scum;
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The average daily flow of sewage depends on the average water consump-
tion in the area under consideration. In rural areas and small com=
munities the water consumption per person Is likely to be lower than in
municipalities. As -a result, sewage flows of, less than 26 US gal. per
person per day may be expected in most rural areas of the world. How=
ever, experience indicates that such low figures cannot be used for the
design of small septic tanks, which sould be provided with ample capac-
ity since such tanks are seldomceaned before trouble develops. It it
therefore important that their capacity be ample to permit reasonably
long periods of trouble-free service and to prevent frequent and pro-
gressive damage to the effluent,absorption systems due to discharge of
sludge by the tanks. For this reason the capacity of residential, sin-
gle-chambered, septic tanks should not be less than 500 US gal. be1oW
water-level..

The liquid capacities of the septic tacks described in Tables 14 and 15
are based on a sewage contribution of:

SO US gal. per person daily in dwellings;
25 US gal. per person daily in cmaps;
17 US gal. per person daily,in day schools.

TABLE 14 Required Capacities for Septic Tanks
Serving Individual Dwellings

Idailasum
number

of pereone
served

Nominal
liquid

_cortchl of
tank (US 113I.)

Ream-mended dimensions

width length Heald
depth

-teat
depth

N' in. ft In, 11 In. ft In.

4 500 3 0 5 0 4 0 5 0

0 GOO 3 0 7 0 4 0 5 0

3 730 3 6 7 5 4 0 5 0

10 100 3 S 5 5 4 8 5 I
12 1100 4 0 5 5 4 e 5 (I

14 1300 4 0 10 0 4 8 5 6

NI 1500 4 II 10 0 4 5 5 11

Liquid caOlicIty based on mumdl of litwitomeomml In dweffinti. The volume 'betted Oh

totai depth Includes 81, 888V, 880v8 BOUM WOW.

The capacities indicated in Table 14 should_in_most countries provide
sufficient sludge=ttdrage spacc cOv_a period of two yearkor more; and
WI additional volume equal to_the sewage flow for 24 hourS-\.

TABLE 15 Required_Capacities fo;. Septic Tanks

Afitimum_namber
of persons served

r.1418....lalisliult--mcli4--howNominal
liquid

rapacity of
lank (US OW. width

Recommended

mai al. ,

dimenstone

total

- au 8_1j schools

ft ht. ft In ft In. H In.

40 60 1000 4 0 4 6 4 Q . 5 0

to 120 2000 5 0 11 n S 0 4 3

120 180 3000 4 o 13 5 5 0 6 3

160 240 4000 6 0 15 0 3 0 6 3

200 300
I

5000 7 S 16 0 5 0 4 4

240 3iV
1 6000 I 0 40 0 5 0 5 5

210 420 )050 5 4 20 0 S 6 0

320 480 BOW 8 a 73 0 5 6

Note Tanks_ with eotnigthes In acast-01 moo gallons should be chliIgnsd lor the operJ116
requirements Involved; however, In such cases the necessity 10, a more comities type of treat
'wont 1411/Id ..fdy_t.00401flotxtiew
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The capacities shown in_Table 15 are based on_a 2A-hour flow-of sewage
without allowance -for tlOdge-tterage space, since it is expected that

septic_ taiikt serving camps and schools will receive regular inspection
and maintenance; including more frequent cleaning than those fdr real=

dences;

In the case of public institutions, such_as_rural hotels and hospitals,
and_groups of housesisuch_as hOUting_projects, the figures given in

Tables may not apply. It will 9rst be necessary to_secure
e advice of a competent engineer whose duty it will be to_deterMitie

the probable daily_Water consumption and sewage flow; both of which are

likely. 6 he much higher than the figures cited above; Most recent

information indicates that:

1. For flows between 500 gal; and 1500 gal; per dayi_the_capacfty
of the septic tank should be equal to at least 1 1/2 days'

sewage flow.

2 For flows between 1500 gal. and 10,000 gal, per dayi_the min=
imum_effectiVe tank capatity should be 1125 gal; plus 75% of

the daily sewage flow; or:

V 1125 + 0.75 Q, where

V is the. net volume of the tank in gallons; and Q is the daily

sewage flow; also in eelleht.

Tlrks may be of either single- or_multi-compartment design. _The single

--Tpartment tank is satisfactory for a wide range of conditions and is
simpler and less expensive to build and maintain;_ A two-compartment
tank, with the first compartment equal -to one-half to two - thirds of the

total volume_i_providet an opportunity _for- removing more solids; which

may be valuable under tight soil conditions; The compartments may be

sections of one continuous shell-separated by partitions, or separate

units connected_in series. Each compartment should be vented and pro-

vided with inlet and outlet fittings and access facilities for inspec-

tion and cleaning;

whether a tank 1,s rectangular; round; or oval has_little effect_on_its
performance; provided it has the necessary capacity and other features;

Rectangular tankt are usually built wits thelength two to three times

the width. It is recommended; howeveri_that the smallest horizontal-

dimension be at Jeast 2-feet and that the,liquid depth be between 30

and -60 inthdt._ These dimensions should be observed_in_singte_compart-

ment tanks. About 12 inches -(or -about one-fourth -the liquid depth)

reouIred above the flow line to allow space for scum accumulation

and free passage of gases for venting;

Tank performance is affected by the type and arrangement of the inlet

and outlet fittings. The inlet invert (flow line)_should be at least

1 inch -- preferably 3_inches--higher than the-nutlet invert bo_Orevent
backwater_and_strandihe of solids in the house sewer; Use either -tees

or straight_plpe and baffles, arranged as -shown in fig. 86._- Provide

a vertical clearance_of at leastan inch for venting purposes between

the tops of the fittings and the under side of the tank roof. Sub-

merged entry in a downward direction tends to- confine entrance dit=

turbance and helps mix the incoming sewage with the more biologically
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active sewage and sludge already in the tank. The inlet tee or baffle
should extend to, at least 6 inches below the surface of the liquid,_but'
not deeper -than the outlet device. Depth of submergencedf the outlet
tee or baffle it a.critical factor in the performance of the system.
If too shallow, scum can pass out of the tank with the effluent._ If

too deep,_sludge can scour out. In either case the particles of solids_
in the effluent can lead to early clogging of the soil in the absorption
area. The ideal depth for the outlet at a point of balance between
the scum and sludge accumulations. This point has been found to be at
a depth below the flow line of about 35 to 40 percent of the total liq-
uid depth.

Siphont and dosing chambers are not necessary in ordinary farm instal-
lations. They are useful, however, in large'installations_where the
combination of sewage volume and tight soil conditions calls for more
than 500 linear feet of disposal tile in the absorption field. The
siphon and chamber serve to accumulate a near-continuous,small flow
of effluent and provide an intermittent discharge of a larger volume
to the Absorption field. This loads the field more uniformly and
allows some time for-rest and aeration between discharges. The fre-
quency and volume of the discharge are controlled by the sizes of-the
siphon and the chamber. A 3- or 4-inch siphon isadequate. Capacity
of the dosing chamber (volume of single discharge) should be_ about
two-thirds the interior volume of the disposal tile. Installation
should be inaccordance with the manufacturer's instructions.

Seal Joins wdh asphalt
Ground line Or

r.

sb6 _eoffiesinaybe use/

.63 -N. o

Inkit

LENGTH

OM's;

Fig. CO Longitudinal section of single-compartMent
Concrete Septic Tank

Construction Methods For Septi_c_Tanks
_

Two construction methods for septic tanks have been developed by
the Agricultural Engineering Department of the_South_Dakota State
College Agricultural Experiment Station, Brookings, South Dakota.'

The methods use rea41ly available building materials. One method
employs concrete-silo staves. and the_tank is built in the form

Of a vertical__ cylinder. The other t' °s standard concrete blocks

for iCrettangular tank;

* .". 238
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Concrete Silo Stave Tank

Concrete Silo Stave. Tank

The construction of both tanks issimple and sizes -can be adjusted
to the- needs of_the femily._One step_in the building- process hit
to be kept in mind as important. Both silo staves and concrete
blocks are of relatively-porous concrete; therefore_the danger of
ground water pollution is present unless careful waterproofing is
provided.

This tank is in_the form of a vertical cyclinder; 6 feet in inside
diameter and 5 feet in depth; with a capacity below the outlet of

850 gallons (Fig; 89 ). It is suitable for a family of tight.

Materials:

12 6-inch concrete silo staves
14 24=fnchconcretes71-1-ostaves---
34 39=lnch_concrete-silo_staves
9 sacks cement
1 cubic yard of:sand -
1 cubic yard -of gravel
3 pieces of 1/2-inch round steel rod; 13 feet 8-inches long

for hoops
3 pieces of -1/2 -inch round steel rod; 10 feet 8-inches long

for hoops
_6 steel_silo lugs; 12 nuts

120 feet (45 pounds) of 3/8=inch knobbed reinforcing rod

10 pounds or 1 gallon of waterproofing material
2 sewer tile tees; 4-inches in diameter

239
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The excavation should be 7 1/2 feet in diameter, with a depth of
about 7 feet; depending on the depth at which the sewer from the
house will enter. Dig the sides vertical and level the floor be-
fore pouring concrete.

Floor

The floor is poured in two courses. The first course, 4 inches
thick, is of concrete mixed _1 part cement, 2.1/2 parts sand, 3
1/2 parts gravel. The first course of the floor should cover
the whole bottom of the excavation. The concrete should be
well worked and carefully-levelled to provide a firm, smooth
base for placing the staves. Covering the floor withvaper or
a tarpaulin will make it easier to keep it clean while working
on the walls. The pouring of the second course is postponed
until the walls are fully constructed, so that the second layer
ties floor and wall closely together.

Walls

Theiialls are made of concrete silo staves 2 1/2 inches thick,
10 inches wide, in lengths of 30t 24, and 6 inches.

First mark a circle of 3-foot radius on the floor to serve as a
guide in placing the staves. The staves are set with the inner
edge just touching this mark, with 24-inch and 30-inch staves
alternating. When this first tier of staves has been completed,
a hoop is placed around the outside, 6 inches above the neer,
and tightened. A tier of 30-inch staves is now placed upon the
top of the 24-inch staves except where the inlet and outlet are
to be where 24-inch staves should be used. A second hoop is
placed 3 inches above the top of the 24-inch staves in the first
tier and tighten the second hoop. Fill in the remaining spaces
with 6-inch staves, leaving openings 12 inches high for the in-
let and outlet fittings. Place the top hoop just below these
openings, and tighten.

Inl-e-t and °tit let_ Fittings

Cut forms to fit around-sewer tile tees and place in. position in
the openings. The outlet tee should be placed at the bottom of
the 12-inch opening left -for it,the inlet tee 2 inches above the
bottom of _the opening. Fill in the space around the tees with
a rather dry mortar, tamping it carefully make a watertight
joint around the tee.

Plastering the walls

Apply a 3/8-inch coat of plaster of 1 part cement, 3 parts sand,
and 1/4 part _mCem-mix" after thoroughly wetting the staves.
Smooth the plaster as much as possible.
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Finishing The Floor

Make sure the floor is perfectly clean, dampen it to obtain a
good bond, and pour_a finish course of 1 part of cement to 3

parts of sand mortar 1 inch thick. Smooth and level this care-
fully, being sure to obtain a good Joint with the plaster on the

wAlls. Allow to cure for seven days or more

Waterproofing

Apply two coats of a waterproofing material according to instruc-

tions on the package. Waterproofing is essential in order to

prevent seepage through the porous staves.

Cover

The cover is made of reinforced concrete slabs, 4 1/2 inches

thick and 8 inches wide, of varying lengths as show in rig.

Mixture:for slabs

Fig. 90 Cover slab for septic tank

_.

[- Le .1
3 7

we

90.

Mix 1 part cement, 2 1/2 parts of sand, and-3 1,2 parts of gravel_:

or crushed stone to a smooth consistency in ord r to get a good

bond_between the concrete and the reinforcing ro ' Each slab is

reinforced with two 3/8-inch knobbed steel rods4 sced 1 inch
from the bottom and 2Anches from the sides. The r.ds should be

placed at both ends of the slab.

These slabs may be made in forms of 2-inch by 6-inc lumber, placed

on asphalt paper on_any flat surface. Keep the sla s moist and

allow to cure for at least three days before moving hem;
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Fig. 91 Concrete Block Ta k
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This tank is rectangular in shape, 7 feet.4 inches long, 2 feet
8 inches -wide; and -4 feet 8 inches deep (inside Measurements)
With capacity of 550 gallons (Fig.gi ).

Materials

119 standardconcrete blocks (8 inches by 8 inches by 16 inches)
1 5-sacks-of cement ---
1 1/2 cubit yards of sand
3 3/4 cubic yards of gravel
90 ft. of 3/8-inch_reinforced rod
2 4-inch sewer tile tees

110 pounds or 1 gallon of. waterproofing material

Excavation
/

The_excavation-sheuld be made 9 feet -4 inches- 4-feet 8-inthes
wide, and about 6 feet 9 inches deep, depending on the level at,
which the sewer will enter:, Dig the sides vertical, and level
the bottom before pouring.

Floor

The floor is poured in the same way as for the silo stave tank.

Walls

The walls are built of standard concrete block laid up with mortar
:onsisting of 1 part cement, 3 parts sand, and 1/4 part lime or
"Cem-mix. The corners should be kept square and plumb by use of
a straight edge or level.
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To add strength to the walls, be -sure the joints are staggered
between adjacent- courses; and fill the cores of the blocks with
concrete (1:2 1/2: 4 mix). Cut openings in the block for inlet

and outlet fittings.

Plastering and Waterproofing

Follow-the instructions given for plastering and waterproofing
the silo stave tank. Both silo staves- and - concrete blocks are
of relatively porous concrete which will allow the passage of

liquids and contaminating material. Proper waterproofing is
essential to reduce the danger of ground water pollution.

Cover

Make precast slabs_4 feet long, 12 inches wide, and 4 1/2 inches
thick; -using two 3/8 inch reinforcing rods. Follow_the instruc-
tions given for the silo stave tank. Eight slabs will be re-

quired;

Size of tanks

Both tanks may be made larger if required. (see_Table 16

btlow). Add more staves to the_silo stave tank to increase the
s'ze. r. larser excavation and larger rods will be reeuireJ;
The concrete block tank may be enlarged by using one_more block
in each course at_the ends, resulting in_a width of_Cfeet_in-_
side, and a capacity of 845 gallons. A tank this size would-be
large enough for a family of eight, or a smaller family that has
.methods of construction_would be the. samei_but more_materials
Would be required', and the size of!excavation, length of cover
slabs; etc., would be increased.

Tanks should not be made -than de
thestaveTtankT-1-1-tuld result, whereas the 550 gal-
1on_cOnerete_block tank is little larger than the recommended
minimum\of 500 gallons.

TABLE 16\CAPACITIES'j DIMENSIONS-AND MATERIALS FOR SEPTIC TANKS

astaia4L
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talawewe aheniel _pepth_ eshoolvr el StanvItegoirest

of i.e.... Gallons (Wide) DMA 0111141) 0- 34" 30
-

8 or\kess ...... 850 8' 0' 4' 5' 12 . 14 34 13' 8"; 3-10' 8'
BUILT_OF CONCRETE 10 \ 1050. 8' 10' 4' 5' 13 15 37. 3-13' 8", 3-12. 4"

SILO STAVES 14L\_,........ 1220 r r 4' 5. 14 10 40 3;13' r-. 344' 0'
--: ........... . ....ILiquid Goliath) Longs. WOOS, /Auld Total frepth Illorkt

Numbet of afe\hows- _Gallons (Societ) (lorielr) I wpsh flood', glasSofool

4 or less . ..\ 550 7' 4" 2' 8" 3' I)" 4' ii"
'

110

BUILT OF CONCRETE e at 1 7' 4" 3' 4" 3' 0" 4' ft" IVI
BLOCK8 ..... .... ......\ ... 810 7'4" 4'0" 3' 9' 4' 9" 1:0

10 _. . ....... .. . 930 7' 4" 4' 0" 4. 5" 5' 4" 152It 1150 trill" 4_0" 4' 5" 5' 4' _108 __
News k_wm...jkat_gif_abil qiuntitt °titan& cement, gravel and waterprooting Inaiewal sera1 be tiv;iord T7;;I:e

larger than thew descri\acd to she scat.

Note: The_foregoing materfal_was digested from New Construction
Methods for Septic Taliks arid_CisturnST3bY_TAX; RokebYi
Circular 99, March 1951, Agricultural EnglneeringDept.,
Agricultural Experiment\Station, South Dakota State College*
Brookings, South Dakota \
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

A newly built septic tank should be filled with water up to the outlet level
and then seeded with several_buckets of ripe sludge. Although most design
recommendations call for desludging about every two years, it is suggested
that private installations be examined at least once a year and septic tanks
serving public institutions be examined every six months. The inspection.
should be directed towards the determination of:

(a) the distance from the bottom of scum to bottom of outlet* (scum
clear space)

(b) the depth of accumulation of sludge over tank bottom.

Sludge may be bailed out by means of a long-handled, dipper-type bucket, or
pumped out by a specially equipped cesspool- emptying vehicle. It is impor-
tant to recall that the scum and sludge removed from ordinary septic tanks
will normally contain some portion which is still offensive and dangerous
to health. It is, therefore, wise to compost these materials before using
them as a crop fertilizer.

,THE DISPOSAL OF EFFLUENT

. In rural areas and small communities. the choice of methods available
for treating and disposing of the effluent is usually limited to di-
lution; seepage pits, subsurfaceArrigation, filter trenches, sand
filters, or trickling filters. .Here the discussion will be confined,
to subsurface irrigation systems and seepage pits;

THE EFFLUENT SEWER

The effluent sewer .conveys_the effluemtfrom the septic_tank to the.
absorption-oriThjiosal area and may be constructed of the same mater=
ials and in the same manner_as the house sewer; Joints should_be:
tight and root-proof. A.4-inch line to a slope of 1/8 or 1/4 inch
per fcmt is recommended;

.SUBSURFACE 'ROGATION SYSTEMS

Disposal Lines

The effluent is discharged to the soil through a system of open-
jointed or perforated disposal tile or pipelines laid in absorp-
tion trenches or beds having a total bottom area as determined
from table . Dividing this bottom area by the effective ab-
sorption area in square feet per lineal foot, from table gives
the total length required, in feet. Lateral sqepige is neglec-
ted.

Proper design and careful workmanship are important to- successful
operation of the system. Arrangement of .the lines varies with the
absorption area required and the topography of the available ter-
rain;

* The scum-clear space should not be less than 3 in; and the total,
depth of scum and\sludoe.accumolatign's should not he more than.
20 in.
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Four-inch opeti=jOinted agricultural tile_or_perforated drain pipe\

is customarily used; Individual lines ShoUld not_efteed 100 feet

in length and should_be laid on a flat grade'never-sloping More

than 6 inchet per 100 feet; All lines should-be about the same

length.

The_preferred depth for an absorption trench_(allowing for a gravel

bed) is from 24 to 30 inches. HOW0Vde, depths_from 18 to 36 inches

may be used if it is necessary to -clear high ground- water; maintain

grade, allow for an extra deep gravelbed, or -to meet some other

special condition; If it_is necessary to go deOper than 36 inches*

the deeper- portions shoUld be confined to short stretches_ totaling

only a small percentage of the -field as_a whole. _As_previously

stated, the_trench_bottom should be avleast 4_feet above the high-

est seasonal- ground =water level, the top of any rock formation* or

impervious stratum.

Trench_ wi4th ShoUld be from 18 to 24 inches* althoughwidths up_tb

36 inches may be used in the deeper trenches. Wider trenches call

for wider spacing between trenChet, as indicated in table

Tablei7Absorption trench area and spacing

Trench width (inches)
%Effective
absorption

area

Minimum
clear

distance
between
trenches

Square feet
per lineal
foot of
trench Feet

.

18 1.5 6.0

24- 2.0 6.5

30 2.5 7.0

36 3.0 7.5

The tile or pipe Should be laid in a bed of clean gravel, crushed

or broken stone, or similar material. The graVel bed should ex-

tend from at least.6 inches below the bottom of the line to at

least 2 inches aboVe the top. The bed material_may range_in size

from 1/2 to2 1/2 inches. Cinderi. broken ShellS, slag, and simi-

lar materials are not recommended because they are usually too

Fine_ and may cause clogging. About 1/8 to 1/4 inch joint space

should be allowed-between sections if agricultural tile is gsed.

The tipper half of thiS joint space should be, covered with tar pa-

per or similar-material to keep out fine material from above. A

cover of untreated byilding paper,'Straw, hay,_pine needles, or

similar*pervious material should be placed'over the bed material 0

to keep out particles of the earth backfill. Impervious material

should not be used for thit covering as it would interfere with

the action of the trench.
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I
Fig: 92 Closed or continuous tile system arrangement for level ground
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Fig. 93 Serial distribution system arrangement for sloping ground;
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If it is necessary to locate a disposal line within reach of__
the roots of trees or shrubs, deepen the gravel bed in the affec-
ted area by about 12 to 18 inches, keeping the line itself level.
This provides extra space between the moist trench bottom and
the line and may keep the roots from entering the line.

Exercise care during construction to preserve the natural absorp-
tive quality of the soil. Protect the trench from silt and de=
bris.while open: Avoid unnecessary walking in the trench. Place
gravel or_stone carefully and tamp backfill lightly with _a hand
tamper. Do not machine-tamp and do not use a hydraulic backfill.
Overfill the trench about 4 to 6 inches to allow for settling.

Closed or Continuous System
I.

In flat locations, where the slope of the ground surface does
not exceed 6 inches in any direction within the area of the
absorption field, the disposal line's may be arranged in a closed
or continuous system as shown in figureg2 . In this system,
open-jointed tile or perforated pipe is used throughout the
field. It is laid on a flat grade and the entire trench length
is counted in the effective/absorption area. Because of the flat
grade and interconnecting 1 /fines, the effluent will distribute
satisfactorily without a distribution box.

Seri-at Distribution System

Serial distribution of effluent is recommended for practically
all situations where soil conditions permit subsurface absorp-
tion and_where the_slope_of the ground surface exceeds 6 inches
in any direction within the confines of the absorption field.-
Excessively steep slopes that are subject toerosion_should be
avoided. In_the serial distribution system, the individual
trenches of the. absorption field are arranged so that each trench
is forced to pond to the full depth of the gravel_fill_before the
effluent flows into the succeeding trench. (See Fig. 93 )

Advantages of_tnis_system are:. (11_ It minimizes the importance
of variable abs*ptioh rates in different parts of the field by
forcing each trench to absorb effluent until its ultimate capac-
ity_is utilized; (2)' it causes_each trench in the system to be
used to full capacity before failure occurs; and (3) it elimi-
nates the cost of distribution bor and the runs of tight-jointed
pipe from the box olthe absorption trenches.

. .

The following desig IIand construction features should be observed
for satisfactory op ation'of this system:

a. Individual trench bottoms and disposal lines should be level,
following contours t

I

minimize variation in trench depth.

2. A minimum of. 12 li ches of earth should cover the gravel fill
in the trenches

V

I it
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3. A minimum_of'6feet of undisturbed earth should -be allowed

between adjacent trenches; and between the septic tank and

the nearest trench.

4. Overflow lines should connect the trenthdt in such a manner

that a trench_will_be filled with effluent to the-depth of _

the gr velbefOre the effluent flows to the_next lower trinch.

This = y be done -as shown_in figure i by NVing the invert

of theioverflow line at the top of the gravel fill.
t

5. The overflow lines should-be 4-10th diaMeter tight=jointed

sewers; connecting directly -to the distribution lines -in the

trenches. The trench for an overflow line; _at the point

where it leaves an absorptio0 trench, should be dug no deeper

than the top of the gravel fill in the absorption trench.

The outlet (overflow) -from i_giVen absorption trench should

be as far as_practical from the inlet to that trench in order

to prevent short-circuiting of the efflUeht.

7. The invert of the first-overflow line should be at_leett 4

inches lower than the invert of the septic tank outlet.

8. All other features should match those for subsUrfate absorp-

tion fields generally.

DittribUtion Box

Experience_has shoWn_that dittribution boxes and similar devices

seldem achieve the uniform distribution_of_efflUeht that is ex=

pected.of them. Effluent distribUtiOn by the continuous or ser-
ial distribUtion_systems gives as good results or better; and

generally at less, ost;

If a distribution box is used; the following essential detign

features should be observed:

1. All outlets must be set at exactly the same le-V01==abdUt 4

to 5 inches above the bottom is recommended This-gives

i
space for carryover slUdge to accumulate an be detected by

inspectien. It also serves in_lieu of a baff e_to_prevent

short-circuiting and thus aid in obtaining eou-1 distribu-

tion of the effluent.

2. A separate outlet is needed for each line of tiTe; djacent

outlets should be separated by at least a full pipe ameter.

3. The inlet should be about 2 inches higher than the outle s.

4. A watertight, removable cover should be provided for access.

If, a box is to serve an absorption field in which it is desired

to "work" and "rest" certain lines alternately or in rotation, NNN.
because of tight soil conditions or other reason, facilities
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should_be provided in_the box for opening and closing the cor-
responding outlets. Also, if there is_prospect of future need
for more_lines from the box, additional outlets may be provided
at the time of_ construction and fitted with plugs that can be
readily removed when the need develops; More than one box
may be used if the ground slope warrants.

Fig.94 illustrates a distribution box such as used on farms in
the U.S.

Fig. 94, Typical Distribution Box

Removable cover lb be-
rsosonobly water fight

fact ohbve bOffoni btfonh__
Outlets latedn with bollom of tank

II

4

ill tl

lug, for future
disposal lines

Box knglh con vary to ',myrrh, spoce
fOr number of oolkts needed.
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WATER=CARRIED SEWAGE SYSTEMS

CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE

LESSON NO. .L

LESSON OBJECTIVE: Outline the factors that must be considered

in designing a water-carried sewage systems.

TOPIC INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE
SUPP-L EMEN-TAL _MATERIAL S

RELATED READING

System Location

Ihe rercolation
Test

Selection of
Disposal System

outline the factors that must be considered
in the location of water-carried sewage
systems.

Demonstrate digging a test hole with a hand
held auger.

Supervise students in digging test holes for
a percolation test.

Conduct a percolation test.

Review the factors that must be considered
in determining the type of facility to be
implemented.

251
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WATER-CARRIED SEWAGE SYSTEMS

CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE

LESSON NO. 2

Set up and carry out a program to construct

a water-carried sewage system.

TOPIC INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS

RELATED READING

'The Components of
Water-Carried
Disposal Systems

SeleCtion

Construction
Techniques

DisCuss the functions of the fundamental
components of the seepage pit, cesspool
and septic tank

Illustrate the
these systemr

Outline the
for these sy.

id components for

te of construction

Assemble students tu select the most_
feasible locations of these systems in a
rural or village cohnunity.

Outline construction methods for septic tanks.

S-et up a program (allocate construction tasks
to the students) for the construction of a
septic tank.

Supervise students in the construction of
this septic tank.

Diagrams of these
systems
WHO Monograph Series #39
Chapter 3.

Manual of Septic Tank
Practice, p. 9-38.

Constructing a Concrete
Septic Tank (Technical
Digest SUrVey)
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WATER-CARRIED SEWAGE SYSTEMS

CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE

LESSON NO. 3

Define the need for and the methods of establishing

a maintenance program for this system.

TOPIC INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS

RELATED READING

linleor
Efficient Operati
Eund Maintenance o
Septic Tank
Systems

The Need for
Simplifying
lechnical Mater-
ials

Discuss the need for septic tank inspection.

Recall how often inspection should be
carried out and what it should establish.

Discuss how to maintain a septic tank.

Visit a site where a septic tank is being
desludged.

Discuss the difficulty of finding skilled
labor in developing countries.

Outline how to simplify instructional
materials.

WHO .bnograph Series
Chapter 9
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APPENDIX A

The chart converts pounds And oUtcet to kilograms and grams Of Vitt versa.
For Weights greater than ten pounds; or more accurate results; the tables
or conversion equations must be used.

Notite that there are sixteen divisions for each pound on the chart to
represent ounces. There are only 100 diVisions in.the first_kilogriMi_

and each division represents ten grams. The chart is accurate to about
plus or minus twenty grams.

EQUATIONS

1 oz. = 28.35 g.
1 lb. - 0.4536 kg.
1 g. = 0.03527 oz.
1 kg. = 2.205 lb.

KILOGRAMS INTO TOLINDS
(1 kg. 2.20463 lb.)

kg. 0 I 3 1 4 I 3 I 6 I T
I I

0 I 2.20 4.41 6.61. 8.821 11.021 13.23
1

17.64 19.84

10 22.031 24.25 26.46 28.6W, 30.86! 33.07
15.43;

35.27 37.481 39.68 41.89
20 44:09 46.30 48.50 50.711 52.911 55.12 57.32 59.541 61.73 63.93
30 66.14; 614.34 70.55 72.751-74.961 77.16 79.37 81.57 83.78 85.98
40 M..19' 90.39 92.39 94.801 97.001 99.21 101.41 103.62,105.82 108.03
50 110.23'112.44 114.64 116.0 119.051121.25 123.46 125.66'127.87 130.07
60 132.28,134.48 136.69 1311.891 141.101143:30 145.51 147.71 149.91 152.12

70 154.32. 156.531155.73 160.941 163.141165.35 167.55 169.76,171.96 174.17

80 176.371 178.58 180.7W 182.981 185.19 187.39 189.601191.110:196.01:11X1.21

90 19R. 42 200.62 202.83 205.031 207.24 209.44 211.66 313.115'216.05.218.26A

POUNDS II4TO KILOGRAMS
(1 Iti. = 0:45359 kg.)

lb. 0 1 i 2 I 3 j 4 a 7

_6
10

Wt.

4.536
0.454
4.1190

0.9071 1.361
1

5.897
1.814

_6.350
2.268
_6.804

2:722
_7;257

3.175
7.711

.3.629
8.165

4.082
8.818

20 9.072 0.525 9.979 10;433 10:886 11:340 11.793 12.247 12.701,13.154

30 15.64P1 14.061 14.515 14:969115.422 15.876 16.329 18.783 17.237 17.680

40 18.144 16:597 19:051119:504 19.958 20.412 20.865 21.310 21.772 22.220

SA) 22:680 23:133 23:587 24.040124.494 24.948 23.421 26.05 26.308'126.762
60 27:216 27.669 28.123 211.576,&9.030 29.484 29.937 30.391 30.844 31.298

70 31.751 32.205 32.859 33.112133.566 34.019 34:473 34.927.35.380 35.834

80 36.287136.741 37.195 37.646138.102138.556 39:009 39.443,39.916 40.370
90 40.823141.277 41.730142.184i42.638 43;091 43:646 43.99844.462 44.906
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APPENDIX 8

This foldout chart is useful for quick conversion from meters and centi-
meters to feet and inches pr vice - versa:- -For distances greater than three
meters, or more accurate results, the tables or conversions equations must

be used.

The chart (page ) has metric division of one centimeter to three meters,
and English graduations in inches and feet to ten feet. It is accurate to
about plus or minus one centimeter. Folding out the chart makes a handY
reference when studying other drawings in the Handbook.

For more accurate results the tables belowl

An example may help explain how to use this type of table; Suppose you_

wish to find how-many inches are equal to 66 cm. On the cni. to ih.

look down the leftMest column to 60 cm., and then right to the column
headed 6 cm. This gives the result, 25;984 inches;

1:7C32355 INTO ONN171141C2E14.9

in: 2:539977 cm.)

iitaiwo i I 2
I..
! 3

_

4 I 3 1 9 I 7 5 9

0
10
30
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

_._
cm.
25.0
50.80
-76.20
101.80
127.00
152;40
177;80,180.34
203.201205.74'208.21210.82
228.60.231.14

1

2.54
27.94
53.34
-78;74
104 :14

129.64
164;94

5.081 7.82
30.481 33.02
55.11 58.42
_81.21133;82
106;881109.22
132.08'134.82.137.16
157.48,180.02
182.81186.42

233.88;238.22

lt.16
35.68
80;96
_88;36
111:76

182.58
187.96
213.38:211.90
238.78i241.30

12.70
38.10
63.50
_88.90
114.30
139.70
165 10
190.50

15.24
40;84
66.04
91.44
118.84
142.24
187.64
193.04
210.44
243.84

17.78
43:18
68.58

.

119.38121.92124.48
144.78147.32149.86
170.18172.72176;26
191./8
220.98223.52228;06
248;11248;92261.48

1

20;32
45.72
71.12
98.52

198;12200;86

22;88
48.26
73.88
99.08

1

1.,Varrnorrsits INTO moms
(I an. a 0.3937 in.)

cm. 0 1 2 3 4 5 5 7
,

5 9

v.
I

0 inches 0.304 0.787 1.181 1.575 1;989 2;382 2.788 3.1501 3.543

10 3.937 4.331 4.724 5:118 6;612 5;908 _6.299 8.803 7.087 7.480

20 -7.874 _8;288 _8;681 9;055 9.449 9.843 10.238 10.83011.02411.417

30 11.811 12;208 12;598 12.992 13.366 13.780 14.173 14.58714.96115.154

40 15.448 16;142 18.635 18.929 17.323 17.717 18.110 18.0418.89819;291

50 19.686 20.079 20.472 20.888 21. 21.854 22.047 22.44122.83523;228

80 23.822 24.018 24.400 24.802 25.197 26.591 25.984 26;37826;77227;166

70 27.569 27.953 28.348 28.70 29.134 29.528 29;921 30;21530.70931.102

80 31.498 31.890 32.283 32;877 33.071 39.485 33;868 34.25234.64835.039

90 35.433 35.827 38:220 38.814 37;608 37.402 37.795 38.189 38.589138.978



EQUATIONS

1 inche= ?.54 cm.
1 foot :30.48 cm.

0.3048 m.
1 yard = 91.44 cm.

= 0.9144 m.
1 mile = 1.6. km.

1 cm. = 0.3937 in.
1 m.* = 39.37 in.

= 3.28 ft.
1 km. = 0.62137 mile

rt
to` y .
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